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CHAPTER I:

Macroeconomic Modeling:
From Keynes and the Classics to DSGE
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1 Introduction
Macroeconomics: work in progress

Macroeconomics is not an exact science but an applied one where ideas, theories, and
models are constantly evaluated against the facts, and often modified or rejected…Macroeconomics
is thus the result of a sustained process of construction, of an interaction between ideas
and events. What macroeconomists believe today is the result of an evolutionary pro-
cess in which they have eliminated those ideas that failed and kept those that appear to
explain reality well.

Blanchard 1997

Same objectives, different approaches

There is wide agreement about the major goals of economic policy: high employment,
stable prices, and rapid growth. There is less agreement that these goals are mutually
compatible or, among those who regard them as incompatible, about the terms at which
they can and should be substituted for one another. There is least agreement about the
role that various instruments of policy can and should play in achieving the several goals.

Friedman 1968

Macroeconomics controversy

One view and school of thought, associated with Keynes, Keynesians and new Key-
nesians, is that the private economy is subject to co-ordination failures that can produce
excessive levels of unemployment and excessive fluctuations in real activity. The other
view, attributed to classical economists, and espoused by monetarists and equilibrium
business cycle theorists, is that the private economy reaches as good an equilibrium as is
possible given government policy.

Fischer 1988

Keynesian perspective
Involuntary unemployment can exist and, without government assistance, any adjustment toward

“full employment” is likely to be slow and to involve cycles and overshoots, either because

• the economy has multiple equilibria, only one of which involves full employment;

• there is only one equilibrium, but the economic system is unstable without policy.

Keynesians vs the Classics
To this day, controversies remain active between Keynesians and those who favor a Classical

approach. A major source of contention: flexible vs fixed prices and wages.

1936 Keynes publishes The General Theory

1950s Neoclassical Synthesis: nominal rigidities are only temporary

1970s Micro-foundations and the role of expectations

1980s New Classical approach: market clearing approach with no appeal to sticky prices
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Criteria to evaluate macro models

Empirical tests: Are predictions consistent with actual experience? Unfortunately, em-

pirical tests are often not definitive.

Micro foundations: Are models consistent with the hypothesis of constrained maxi-
mization? It is utility and production functions that are independent of government policy;

agents’ decision rules do not necessarily remain invariant to shifts in policy.

Two stages to making macro models

1. Derive the structural equations, which define the macro model, by presenting a set of con-
strained maximization exercises

2. Use the set of structural equations to derive the solution or reduce-form equations and perform
the counterfactual exercises.

Since the 1970s, the two stages are considered simultaneously: structural equations make reference
to the properties of the overall system (e.g. rational expectations).

2 The Classical model
The textbook Classical model

Y = C[(1− τ)Y ] + I(r) +G (IS)

L(Y, r) =M/P (LM)

Y = F (N,K) (production)

W = PFN (N,K) (labor demand)

W (1− τ) = PS(N) (labor supply)

Derivation of the aggregate demand curve
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Classical dichotomy
There are five endogenous variables: Y,N, r, P,W .

• The real variables (N,Y ) are determined solely on the basis of aggregate supply relationships
(factor market and production function), while...

• the demand considerations (the IS and LM curves) determined the nominal variables (r,W,P )
residually.

Aggregate demand and supply curves
P

Y

D(M,G, τ)

S(K, τ)

• Classical dichotomy follows from the vertical S(K, τ)

• A policy of balanced-budget reduction in the size of government makes sense: higher output
and lower prices can follow tax cuts.

The Classical Model
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3 The Keynesian model
Unemployment during the Great Depression

 Britton Macroeconomics and history 107
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The Great Depression
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Country Depression began Recovery begins Industrial production % decline

USA 1929q3 1933q2 46.8
UK 1930q1 1931q4 16.2
Germany 1928q1 1932q3 41.8
France 1930q2 1932q3 31.3
Italy 1929q3 1933q1 33.0

Belgium 1929q3 1932q4 30.6
Netherlands 1929q4 1933q2 37.4
Denmark 1930q4 1933q2 16.5
Sweden 1930q2 1932q3 10.3
Czechoslovakia 1929q4 1932q3 40.4

Poland 1929q1 1933q2 46.6
Canada 1929q2 1933q2 42.4
Argentina 1929q2 1932q1 17.0
Brazil 1928q3 1931q4 7.0
Japan 1930q1 1932q3 8.5

Source: C. Romer (2004)

Just wait for the storm to pass?

If, after the American civil war, the American dollar had been stabilised and defined
by law at 10 per cent below its present value, it would be safe to assume that [the quantity
of money] and [the price level] would now be just 10 per cent greater than they actually
are and that the present values of [the velocity of circulation and the reserve ratio] would
be entirely unaffected. But this long run is a misleading guide to current affairs. In the
long run we are all dead. Economists set themselves too easy, too useless, a task if in
tempestuous seasons they can only tell us that when the storm is long past the ocean is
flat again.

Keynes 1923, Tract on Monetary Reform

Keynes and the Great Depression

• The history of modern macroeconomics starts with the publication
of John Maynard Keynes’ General Theory of Employment, Interest,
and Money in 1936.

• The General Theory is in fact business cycle theory that emphasizes
effective demand (aggregate demand): Effective demand determines
output.

Keynes contributions
Keynes built the building blocks of modern macroeconomics:

• The relation of consumption, to income and the multiplier effects

• Liquidity preference in the demand for money that explains how monetary policy affect interest
rates and aggregate demand

• The importance of expectations in affecting consumption and investment; and shifts in expec-
tations (animal spirits) behind shifts in demand and output

The textbook Keynesian model
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Y = C[(1− τ)Y ] + I(r) +G (IS)

L(Y, r) =M/P (LM)

Y = F (Nd,K) (production)

W̄ = PFN (Nd,K) (labor demand)

W̄ (1− τ) = PS(Ns) (labor supply)

Fixed money wages and excess labor supply
W

N
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PSN
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Y

S
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D1

Unemployment in the Keynesian model

• Unemployment occurs in the Keynesian model because of wage rigidity.

• It can be reduced by any of the following policies

1. increasing government spending,
2. increasing the money supply, or
3. reducing the money wage

4 The Neoclassical Synthesis
The Neoclassical Synthesis
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• By the 1950s, a consensus, called the neoclassical synthesis, had
emerged.

• The IS-LM model, developed earlier by John Hicks and Alvin
Hansen, was used to formalize Keynes’ ideas.

• Modigliani and Friedman independently developed the theory of
consumption that emphasizes the importance of expectations in
determining current consumption decision.

The Neoclassical Synthesis (2)

• Tobin developed the theory of investment, which was further
developed by Dale Jorgenson.

• In light of rapid growth in the 1950s and 1960s, Solow developed the
growth model for us to think about the determinants of growth.

• All these contributions were integrated in larger and larger
macroeconometric models, the first of which (16 equations) was
developed by Lawrence Klein in the early 1950s for the United
States.

The Neoclassical Synthesis (3)

• The most impressive effort was the construction of the MPS model developed during the 1960s
as an expanded version of the IS-LM model, plus a Phillips curve mechanism.

• In the 1960s, there were heated debates between “Keynesians” and “monetarists”, centering
around three issues:

1. the effectiveness of monetary versus fiscal policy,
2. the Phillips curve, and
3. the role of policy.

• Keynes’ emphasis on fiscal rather than monetary policy was challenged by the opposite view
of Friedman.

The Phillips curve

• Many believed that there existed a stable relationship between unemployment and inflation
—the Phillips curve.

• Policymakers faced what might be a stable ’trade-off’.

8



Inflation versus Unemployment in the United States, 1948–1969

Monetarism

• Friedman and Phelps also challenged the Keynesian view of a reliable
trade-off between unemployment and inflation, even in the long run.

• In contrast to the Keynesians’ call for an active role of policy,
Friedman argued for the use of simple rules, such as steady money
growth.

• This debate on the role of macroeconomic policy has not been
settled.

Good-bye Phillips curve?

• The Phillips curve: view of economics as engineering; it became the center piece of econometric
models.

• It was, in subsequent years, to prove hopelessly unreliable
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Inflation versus Unemployment in the United States, 1970–2010

5 The Rational Expectations Critique
The Rational Expectations Critique

• In the early 1970s, Lucas, Sargent and Barro led a strong attack against mainstream
macroeconomics.

• Lucas and Sargent’s main argument was based on three implications of rational
expectations, all highly damaging to Keynesian macroeconomics:
– Existing macroeconomic models could not be used to design policy, known as the

Lucas critique.
– With rational expectations, only unanticipated changes in money should affect

output.
– Game theory, rather than optimal control in Keynesian models, was the right tool to

design policy.

The Rational Expectations Critique (2)

• The role of rational expectations has been integrated in different markets:
– Hall showed that if consumers are foresighted, then consumption behavior became random

walk.
– Dornbusch showed that the large swings in exchange rates under flexible exchange rates were

fully consistent with rationality rather than the result of speculation by irrational investors
– Fischer and Taylor showed that, due to staggering of wage and price decisions, the

adjustment of prices and wages in response to changes in unemployment can be slow even
under rational expectations.

• By the end of the 1980s, the rational-expectations critique had led to an overhaul of
macroeconomics.
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5.1 Does money affect output?
Keynesians vs Classical: The role of money

When the money supply is increased, employment and real output...

Classical Keynesian
are not affected. ⇒⇐ both increased as well.

In Lucas (1996)’s words:

This tension between two incompatible ideas: that changes in money are neutral units
changes, and that they induce movements in employment and production in the same
direction, has been at the center of monetary theory at least since Hume (1752) wrote.

Estimating the effect of money on output

• To solve this problem, an econometrician estimates this model

yt = ȳ + α0mt + α1mt−1 + c0zt + c1zt−1 + ut

where m is money, y is output, z a control variable.

• If α0 = α1 = 0, the Keynesians would be in trouble.

• If α0 > 0, the classicals would be in trouble.

A monetary policy rule

• Assume that the central bank wants to stabilize output around ȳ.

• To this end, it sets money supply:

m∗
t = argmin

mt

E (yt − ȳ)
2

= argmin
mt

E (α0mt + α1mt−1 + c0zt + c1zt−1 + ut)
2

= −α1

α0
mt−1 −

c1
α0
zt−1

where we assume that the bank is expecting E zt = 0.

• The policy rule would be
m∗

t = π1mt−1 + π2zt−1 + νt

A different hypothesis about money
Now assume that real output depends only on unexpected changes in the money supply νt:

yt = ȳ + d0vt + d1zt + d2zt−1 + ut

But the policy rule implies vt = mt − π1mt−1 − π2zt−1. Then:

yt = ȳ + d0[mt − π1mt−1 − π2zt−1] + d1zt + d2zt−1 + ut

= ȳ + d0mt − d0π1mt−1 + d1zt + (d2 − d0π2)zt−1 + ut
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An observationally equivalent regression
Compare the two models:

keynesian yt = ȳ + α0mt + α1mt−1 + c0zt + c1zt−1 + ut
classical yt = ȳ + d0mt − d0π1mt−1 + d1zt + (d2 − d0π2)zt−1 + ut

• Estimated regression cannot distinguish between the two competing hypothesis: both models
lead to observationally equivalent regressions!

• Estimated parameters may depend on the policy rule.

• Then, the estimations would be subject to the Lucas (1976) critique: we cannot tell what would
happen if policy changes, because the model parameters might not be invariant to policy itself.

6 Lucas and rational expectations
The Lucas critique

• Standard practice in applied economics (in all fields – not just macroeconomics) involves esti-
mating a model and then using those estimated coefficients to simulate what would happen if
policy were different.

• The Lucas critique is the warning that it may not make sense to assume that those estimated
coefficients would be the same if an alternative policy regime were in place.

• The only way we can respond to this warning is to have some theory behind each of the model’s
equations. We can then derive how (if at all) the coefficients depend on the policy regime.

The role of expectations

• Early work in macroeconomics involved a bold simplifying assumption – that economic agents
have static expectations concerning the model’s endogenous variables.

• Conflicting assumptions:

– individuals took great pains to pursue a detailed plan when deciding how much to consume
and how to operate their firms.

– these same individuals were quite content to just presume that many important variables
that affect their decisions will never change

• By 1970, macro theorists had come to regard this approach as unappealing.

Four approaches to modeling expectations

• Static expectations: Individuals are always surprised by any changes, and so they make
systematic forecast errors.

• Adaptive expectations: Individuals forecast each endogenous variable by assuming that the
future value will be a weighted average of past values for that variable.

• Perfect foresight: Individuals are so adept at revising their forecasts in the light of new
information that they never make any forecast errors.

• Rational expectations: Individuals understand the probability distributions of shocks af-
fecting the economy, so their subjective expectations is consistent with the mathematical
expectation implied by the model.

12



7 DSGE, RBC, New Keynesian
Developments in Macroeconomics up to the 2009 Crisis

• From the late 1980s to the crisis, the new classicals developed the real business cycle (RBC)
models based on two premises:

– Macroeconomic models should be constructed from explicit microfoundations.
– Most fluctuations until the 1970s were the results of imperfections, of deviations of actual

output from a slowly moving potential level of output.

Developments in Macroeconomics up to the 2009 Crisis

• New Keynesians recognized rational expectations, but believed that much remained to be
learned about the nature of market imperfections and their implications for macroeconomic
fluctuations.

• Their work included studying the nature and implications of nominal rigidities, and the menu
cost, and efficiency wages.

• Michael Woodford and Jordi Gali built the new Keynesian model that embodies utility and
profit maximization, rational expectations, and nominal rigidities.

• Since the late 1980s, contributions to growth theory went under the name of new growth
theory, led by Robert Lucas and Paul Romer.

DSGE: Dynamic stochastic general equilibrium

• The DSGE methodology attempts to explain aggregate economic phenomena, such as eco-
nomic growth, business cycles, and the effects of monetary and fiscal policy, on the basis of
macroeconomic models derived from microeconomic principles.

• Microfounded models should not be, at least in theory, vulnerable to the Lucas critique.

• Since the microfoundations are based on the preferences of the decision-makers in the model,
DSGE models feature a natural benchmark for evaluating the welfare effects of policy changes.

Components of a DSGE

Preferences the objectives of the agents in the economy must be specified.

Technology the productive capacity of the agents in the economy must be specified.

Institutions the institutional constraints governing economic interactions must be specified.

Expectations In models with uncertainty, the interaction between the formation of expectations
and the implications of those expectations must be specified.

Models and questions
Basic DSGE models are based on three kinds of models:

• the Solow model

• the Ramsey model

• the overlapping generations model.

13



There are three kind of questions of interest:

• Transitional dynamics

• Economic fluctuations that are caused by supply and demand shocks.

• Implications of heterogeneous agents: income distribution.

Schools of DSGE modeling
At present two competing schools of thought form the bulk of DSGE modeling:

Real Business
Cycle

theory builds on the neoclassical growth model (assumes flexible prices) to
study how real shocks to the economy might cause business cycle
fluctuations.

New-Keynesian
DSGE

models build on a structure similar to RBC models, but instead assume
that prices are set by monopolistically competitive firms, and cannot be
instantaneously and costlessly adjusted.

RBC: Real business cycle
During the years following the seminal papers of Kydland and Prescott (1982) and Prescott

(1986), RBC theory provided the main framework for the analysis of economic fluctuations and
became the core of macroeconomic theory.

The RBC revolution rested in three basic claims:

• The efficiency of business cycles.

• The importance of technology shocks as a source of economic fluctuation.

• The limited role of monetary factors.

The New Keynesian Model
The New Keynesian modeling approach combines the DSGE structure characteristic of RBC

models with assumptions that depart from those in classical monetary models:

• Monopolistic competition

• Nominal rigidities

• Short run non-neutrality of monetary policy

First Lessons for Macroeconomics after the Crisis

• The crisis reflects a major failure of macroeconomics to realize that a relatively small shock
like the decrease in U.S. housing prices, could lead to a major financial and macroeconomic
global crisis.

• Much of the work to understand the crisis was carried out outside macroeconomics, in the
fields of finance or corporate finance.

• Researchers have turned their attention to the financial system, the nature of macro financial
linkages, and integration of those pieces into large macroeconomic models.
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CHAPTER II:

Business Cycle Measurement
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1 Introduction
Introduction

• Before we go on to build models of aggregate economic activity that can explain why business
cycles exist and what, if anything, should be done about them, we must understand the key
features that we observe in economic data that define a business cycle.

• In this lecture, we examine the regularities in the relationships among aggregate economic
variables as they fluctuate over time.

Deviations from trend versus cycles

• Typically, we think of a time series as the sum of four components:

series = trend+ cycle+ seasonal+ irregular

• After removing the trend and the seasonal components, we are left with the business cycle and
the irregular component. We refer to this as deviations from trend.

• For simplicity, in this lecture we neglect the irregular component and refer to deviations from
trend as “cycles”.

Seasonally adjusted data

• The data we are studying in this lecture, and most data that is used in macro research and in
formulating macro policy, is seasonally adjusted.

• That is, in most macro time series, there exists a predictable seasonal component.

• There are various methods for seasonally adjusting data, but the basic idea is to observe
historical seasonal patterns and then take out the extra amount that we tend to see on average
during a particular season.

Example 1: Seasonally adjusted IMAE
Seasonal adjustment tends to smooth a time series with a seasonal component.

1994 1999 2004 2009 2014

100

150

200

250

300
original
adjusted
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Trend versus cycle

• The primary defining feature of business cycles is that they are fluctuations about trend in
real GDP.

• We represent the trend in real GDP with a smooth curve that closely fits actual real GDP,
with the trend representing that part of real GDP that can be explained by long-run growth
factors.

• What is left over, the deviations from trend, we take to represent business cycle activity.

Idealized business cycle

The need for stationary series

• Many modeling techniques assume that variables are stationary:

– ARMA
– DSGE

• To work with non-stationary series, we usually transform (filter) the original data to obtain a
stationary series.

• In this lecture, we will analyze the properties of one such transformation: the HP filter.

Separating trend from cycle

• The techniques used to separate trend from cycle are called filters.

• There are plenty of them! For example:

18



HP Hodrick-Prescott
FOD First-Order Differencing
BN Beveridge-Nelson
UC Unobservable Components
LT Linear trend
SEGM Segmented trend
FREQ Frequency Domain Masking
MLT Common deterministic trend
MINDEX One-dimensional index
COIN Cointegration

2 The Hodrick-Prescott filter
Disaggregation of a time series

• We have a sample of T observations on random variable Yt:
{y1, y2, . . . , yT }

• Yt has two components: growth (trend) st and cycle ct.
yt = st + ct

• We assume that the trend is a smooth curve, although not necessarily a straight line.

Data trend
y, s

t

data
trend

yt = st + ct

Conflicting objectives
• To “extract” the trend, we look for a new series

{s1, s2, . . . , sT },

balancing two conflicting objectives:

1. the fit to the original series
2. the resulting trend must be smooth

• The relative importance of these two factors is weighed with a parameter λ.
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The Hodrick-Prescott filter
Formally, the trend is defined by:

sHP
i = argmin

s1,...,sT

{
T∑

t=1

(yt − st)
2
+ λ

T−1∑
t=2

[(st+1 − st)− (st − st−1)]
2

}

= argmin
s1,...,sT

{
T∑

t=1

(yt − st)
2
+ λ

T−1∑
t=2

(st+1 − 2st + st−1)
2

}

A little trick from linear algebra
Let’s define these matrices

Y =


y1
y2
...
yT

 S =


s1
s2
...
sT



AT−2×T =


1 −2 1 0 . . . 0 0 0 0
0 1 −2 1 . . . 0 0 0 0

. . .
0 0 0 0 . . . 0 1 −2 1



Rewriting the optimization problem

sHP
i = argmin

s1,...,sT

{
T∑

t=1

(yt − st)
2
+ λ

T−1∑
t=2

(st+1 − 2st + st−1)
2

}

= argmin
S

{(Y − S)′(Y − S) + λ(AS)′(AS)}

= argmin
S

{Y ′Y − 2Y ′S + S′(I + λA′A)S}

Solving the problem
• Taking the FOC

SHP = argmin
S

{Y ′Y − 2Y ′S + S′(I + λA′A)S}

⇒− 2Y + 2 (I + λA′A)S = 0

• Then, the HP filter is
SHP = (I + λA′A)

−1
Y (trend)

CHP ≡ Y − SHP =
[
I − (I + λA′A)

−1
]
Y (cycle)

20



Choosing λ

• The result of filtering is very sensitive to the choice of λ

• As a rule of thumb, λ is chosen depending on frequency of data.

– Annual ⇒ 100

– Quarterly ⇒ 1600

– Monthly ⇒ 14400

Example 2: Filtered series when λ = 1600

USA real GDP, 2009 dollars
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USA real consumption, 2009 dollars
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3 Regularities in GDP fluctuations
Forecasting business cycles

• Business cycles are quite irregular: the changes in real GDP are unpredictable; it’s very difficult
to predict the timing of a business cycle upturn or downturn.

• Business cycles are quite regular, however, in terms of comovements: macroeconomic variables
move together in highly predictable ways.

Real GDP cycles from 1947 to 2012
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Persistent but irregular

• Real GDP cycles are persistent:

– when real GDP is above trend, it tends to stay above trend
– when it is below trend, it tends to stay below trend.

• Real GDP cycles are quite irregular.

1. The time series of real GDP cycles is quite choppy.
2. There is no regularity in the amplitude of fluctuations in real GDP about trend. Some

of the peaks and troughs represent large deviations from trend, whereas other peaks and
troughs represent small deviations from trend.

3. There is no regularity in the frequency of fluctuations in real GDP about trend. The
length of time between peaks and troughs in real GDP varies considerably.

Forecasting implications

• Because real GDP cycles are persistent, short-term forecasting is relatively easy.

• But because they are irregular longer-term forecasting is difficult:

– the choppiness of fluctuations in real GDP makes these fluctuations hard to predict
– the lack of regularity in the amplitude and frequency of fluctuations implies that it is

difficult to predict the severity and length of recessions and booms.
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4 Comovement
Comovement: looking for (contemporary) correlation

• While real GDP fluctuations are irregular, macro variables fluctuate together in strongly reg-
ular patterns.

• We refer to these patterns in fluctuations as comovement.

• Macro variables are measured as time series; for example, real GDP is measured in a series of
quarterly observations over time.

• When we examine comovements in macro time series, typically we look at these time series
two at a time.

• A good starting point is to plot the data.

Plotting in time domain

Plotting a scatter plot
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Comovement with real GDP

• Primary interest: how an individual macro variable comoves with real GDP.

• An economic variable is said to be:

– procyclical if its cycles are positively correlated with the real GDP cycles,
– countercyclical if its cycles are negatively correlated with the real GDP cycles,
– acyclical if it is neither procyclical nor countercyclical

Example 3: Imports comovement
Imports and GDP are clearly positively correlated, so imports are procyclical.
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We again observe the positive correlation between imports and GDP, as a positively sloped
straight line would best fit the scatter plot. Again, imports are procyclical.

Leading and lagging variables
An important element of comovement is the leading and lagging relationships that exist in

macroeconomic data.
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• A leading variable is a macro variable that tends to aid in predicting the future path of real
GDP

• If real GDP helps to predict the future path of a particular macroeconomic variable, then that
variable is said to be a lagging variable.

• A coincident variable is one which neither leads nor lags real GDP.

Idealized cycles in real GDP and two variables

Some leading indicators

• A knowledge of the regularities in leading relationships among economic variables can be very
useful in macro forecasting and policymaking.

• Typically, macro variables that efficiently summarize available information about future macro
activity are potentially useful in predicting the future path of real GDP.

• For example,

– the stock market
– the number of housing starts

Example 4: Housing starts as a leading indicator
Percentage deviations in housing starts are divided by 10 so we can see the comovement better.
Housing starts clearly lead real GDP (note the timing of turning points in particular).
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4.1 The components of GDP
Consumption

It’s procyclical, coincident, and less variable than GDP.

Investment
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It’s procyclical, coincident, and more variable than GDP.

4.2 Nominal variables
Price level

It’s countercyclical, coincident, and less variable than real GDP

Money supply
It’s procyclical and leading variable, and it is less variable than real GDP.
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4.3 Labor market variables
Employment

It’s procyclical, it is a lagging variable, and it is less variable than real GDP.

Labor productivity
Average labor productivity is procyclical and coincident, and it is less variable than is real GDP.
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5 Summary of results
Correlation coefficients and variability of cycles

Correlation
Coefficient

Standard Deviation*

Consumption 0.78 76.6
Investment 0.85 489.9
Price Level -0.19 56.3
Money Supply 0.20 81.0
Employment 0.80 63.0
Avg. Labor Productivity 0.80 62.4

* % of standard deviation of GDP

Summary of business cycle facts
Cyclicality Lead/Lag Variation Relative to

GDP

Consumption Procyclical Coincident Smaller
Investment Procyclical Coincident Larger
Price Level Countercyclical Coincident Smaller
Money Supply Procyclical Leading Smaller
Employment Procyclical Lagging Smaller
Real Wage Procyclical ? ?
Avg. Labor Productivity Procyclical Coincident Smaller

6 Some warnings
Canova main results
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1. The practice of solely employing the HP1600 filter in compiling business cycle statistics is
problematic.

2. The idea that there is a single set of facts which is more or less robust to the exact definition
of business cycle is misleading.

3. The empirical characterization of the B.C. obtained with multivariate detrending methods is
different from the one obtained with univariate procedures.

4. The practice of building theoretical models whose numerical versions quantitatively match one
set of regularities obtained with a particular concept of cyclical fluctuation warrants a careful
reconsideration.

U.S. Business Cycle: standard deviations

Filter GNP Consumption Investment Hours Real wage Productivity Capital

HP1600 1.76 0.49 2.82 1.06 0.70 0.49 0.61

HP4 0.55 0.48 2.70 0.89 0.65 0.69 0.14

FOD 1.03 0.51 2.82 0.91 0.98 0.67 0.63

BN 0.43 0.75 3.80 1.64 2.18 1.14 2.64

UC 0.38 0.34 6.72 4.14 2.24 4.09 1.22

LT 4.03 0.69 2.16 0.69 1.71 1.00 1.56

SEGM 2.65 0.52 3.09 1.01 1.10 0.54 0.97

FREQ1 1.78 0.46 3.10 1.20 1.07 0.66 1.41

FREQ2 1.14 0.44 3.00 1.16 1.11 0.69 1.26

MLT 6.01 0.67 2.36 0.46 1.21 1.00 1.05

MINDEX 3.47 0.98 2.65 1.14 1.27 0.72 1.85

COIN 4.15 0.71 3.96 0.75 1.68 1.09 1.30

(absolute for GNP, all others relative to GNP)
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CHAPTER III:

Expectations: The Basic Tools
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Introduction

• In Lecture 1 about history of Macro, we emphasized that since the 1970s economist pay special
attention to the role of expectations.

• In this lecture we introduce the basic tools.

• In the next few lectures, we analyze how expectations affect:

– financial markets (Lecture 4).
– consumption and investment (Lecture 5)
– output and macroeconomic policy (Lecture 6)

• This topic is very important, because many economic decisions depend not only on what is
happening now, but also on what people expect about the future.

Example 5: Decisions that depend on expectations about the future

• A consumer: “Can I afford a loan to pay for a new car?”

• A company manager: “Sales have increased in past few years. Will they keep this trend
in the near future? Should I buy more machines?”

• A pension fund manager: “The stock market is plummeting. Is it going to rebound soon?
Should I divest and look for safe assets?”

1 Nominal versus Real Interest Rates
Nominal versus real interest rates

• Interest rates expressed in terms of dollars (or, more generally, in units of the national currency)
are called nominal interest rates.

• Interest rates expressed in terms of a basket of goods are called real interest rates.

In what follows:

it nominal interest rate for year t.

rt real interest rate for year t.

1 + it lending one dollar this year yields (1 + it) dollars next year. Alternatively, borrowing one
dollar this year implies paying back (1 + it) dollars next year.

Pt price of basket of goods this year.

P e
t+1 expected price next year.
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How nominal and real interest rates are related

Chapter 6 Financial Markets II: The Extended IS-LM Model 113

■■ If  it is the one-year nominal interest rate—the interest rate in terms of  dollars—and 
if  you borrow Pt dollars, you will have to repay 11 + it2Pt dollars next year. This is 
represented by the arrow from left to right at the bottom of  Figure 6-1.

■■ What you care about, however, is not dollars, but pounds of  bread. Thus, the last 
step involves converting dollars back to pounds of  bread next year. Let P e

t + 1 be 
the price of  bread you expect to pay next year. (The superscript e indicates that 
this is an expectation; you do not know yet what the price of  bread will be next 
year.) How much you expect to repay next year, in terms of  pounds of  bread, is 
therefore equal to 11 + it2Pt (the number of  dollars you have to repay next year) 
divided by Pe

t + 1 (the price of  bread in terms of  dollars expected for next year), so 
11 + it2Pt>Pe

t + 1. This is represented by the arrow pointing up in the lower right 
of  Figure 6-1.

Putting together what you see in both the top part and the bottom part of   
Figure 6-1, it follows that the one-year real interest rate, rt is given by:

 1 + rt = 11 + it2
Pt

Pt + 1
e  (6.1)

This relation looks intimidating. Two simple manipulations make it look much 
friendlier:

■■ Denote expected inflation between t and t + 1 by pe
t + 1. Given that there is only 

one good—bread—the expected rate of  inflation equals the expected change in the 
 dollar price of  bread between this year and next year, divided by the dollar price of  
bread this year:

 pt + 1
e =

1Pt + 1
e - Pt2

Pt
 (6.2)

Using equation (6.2), rewrite Pt>Pt + 1
e  in equation (6.1) as 1> 11 + pt + 1

e 2. Replace 
in equation (6.1) to get

 11 + rt2 =
1 + it

1 + pt + 1
e  (6.3)

b

If you have to pay $10 next 
year and you expect the price 
of bread next year to be $2 
a loaf, you expect to have 
to repay the equivalent of 
10>2 = 5 loaves of bread next 
year. This is why we divide the 
dollar amount 11 + it2Pt by 
the expected price of bread 
next year, Pe

t + 1.

b

Add 1 to both sides in equation 
(6.2):

1 + pt + 1
e = 1 +

1Pt + 1
e - Pt2

Pt

Reorganize:

1 + pt + 1
e =

Pt + 1
e

Pt

Take the inverse on both sides:

1
1 + pt + 1

e =
Pt

Pt + 1
e

Replace in equation (6.1) and 
you get equation (6.3).

t 1 1  

Derivation of
the real rate:

1 good goods
Goods (1 1 it) Pt 

  

Definition of
the real rate:

This
year

1 good (1 1 rt) goods
Goods

Next
year

(1 1 rt) 5 
(1 1 it) Pt 

  
Pe

t 1 1  Pe

Pt dollars (1 1 it)  Pt dollars

Figure 6-1 

Definition and Derivation 
of  the Real Interest Rate

MyEconLab Animation

A useful approximation

• Given 1 + rt = (1 + it)
Pt

P e
t+1

, and knowing that P e
t+1

Pt
= 1 + πe

t+1, then

1 + rt =
1 + it

1 + πe
t+1

• If the nominal interest rate and the expected rate of inflation are not too large, a simpler
expression is:

rt ≈ it − πe
t+1

• The real interest rate is (approximately) equal to the nominal interest rate minus the expected
rate of inflation.

Real vs nominal interest rate: some implications

rt ≈ it − πe
t+1

Here are some of the implications of the relation above:

• If πe
t+1 = 0, then it = rt

• If πe
t+1 > 0, then it > rt

• If īt is constant, then ↑ πe
t+1 implies ↓ rt
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Example 6: Nominal and real interest rates in Costa Rica
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Source: Banco Central de Costa Rica (2018), charts 696 (i) and 761 (π)

Although the nominal interest rate has declined during the last decade, the real interest rate was actually higher in
2016 than in 2006.

Which interest rate should enter the IS relation?

• Consumers and investors base their decisions on the real interest rate.

• This has a straightforward implication for monetary policy.

• Although the central bank chooses the nominal rate, it cares about the real interest rate because
this is the rate that affects spending decisions.

• To set the real interest rate it wants, it thus has to take into account expected inflation.

Setting the policy interest rate

• If, for example, it wants to set the real interest rate equal to r, it must choose the nominal
rate i so that, given expected inflation, πe, the real interest rate, r = i− πe, is at the level it
desires.

• For example, if it wants the real interest rate to be 4%, and expected inflation is 2%, it will
set the nominal interest rate, i, at 6%.

• So, we can think of the central bank as choosing the real interest rate.

The Zero Lower Bound and Deflation

• The zero lower bound implies that i ≥ 0; otherwise people would not want to hold bonds.

• This implies that the r ≥ −πe.
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• So long as πe > 0, this allows for negative real interest rates.

• But if πe turns negative, if people anticipate deflation, then the lower bound on r is positive
and can turn out to be high.

• This may not be low enough to increase the demand for goods by much, and the economy may
remain in recession.

• The zero lower bound turned out to be a serious concern during the 2008 crisis.

Risk and Risk Premia

• Until now, we assumed there was only one type of bond.

• Bonds however differ in a number of ways. For example, maturity, risk.

• Some bonds are risky, with a non-negligible probability that the borrower will not be able or
willing to repay.

• To compensate for the risk, bond holders require a risk premium.

What determines this risk premium?
1: The probability of default itself.

• The higher this probability, the higher the interest rate investors will ask for.

• More formally, let i be the nominal interest rate on a riskless bond, and i+ x be the nominal
interest rate on a risky bond, which is a bond which has probability, p, of defaulting. Call x
the risk premium.

• Then, to get the same expected return on the risky bonds as on the riskless bond, the following
relation must hold:

1 + i = (1− p)(1 + i+ x) + (p)(0) ⇒ x =
(1 + i)p

1− p

• So for example, if i = 4%, and p = 2%, then the risk premium required to give the same
expected rate of return as on the riskless bond is equal to 2.1%.

2: The degree of risk aversion of the bond holders

• Even if the expected return on the risky bond was the same as on a riskless bond, the risk
itself will make them reluctant to hold the risky bond.

• Thus, they will ask for an even higher premium to compensate for the risk.

• How much more will depend on their degree of risk aversion.

• And, if they become more risk averse, the risk premium will go up even if the probability of
default itself has not changed.
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Yields on 10-Year U.S. Government Treasury, AAA, and BBB Corporate Bonds, since
2000

In September 2008, the financial crisis led to a sharp increase in the rates at which firms could
borrow.
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2 Nominal and Real Interest Rates and the IS-LM Model
Nominal and real interest rates and the IS–LM model

• When deciding how much investment to undertake, firms care about real interest rates. Then,
the IS relation must read:

Y = C(Y − T ) + I(Y, i+ x− πe) +G

• The central bank still controls the nominal interest rate:

i = ī

• The real interest rate is:
r = i− πe

Writing the IS and LM in terms of the same interest rate

• Although the central bank formally chooses the nominal interest rate, it can choose it in such
a way as to achieve the real interest rate it wants (this ignores the issue of the zero lower
bound).

• Thus, we can think of the central banks as choosing the real policy rate directly and rewrite
the two equations as:

Y = C(Y − T ) + I(Y, r + x) +G (IS)
r = r̄ (LM)
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Financial shocks and output
An increase in x leads to a shift of the IS curve to the left and a decrease in equilibrium output.

122 The Short Run The Core

The two equations are represented in Figure 6-5. The policy rate is measured on the 
vertical axis and output on the horizontal axis. The IS curve is drawn for given values of  
G, T, and x. All other things equal, an increase in the real policy rate decreases spending 
and in turn output: The IS curve is downward sloping. The LM is just a horizontal line at 
the policy rate, the real interest rate implicitly chosen by the central bank. Equilibrium is 
given by point A, with associated level of  output Y.

Financial Shocks and Policies
Suppose that, for some reason, x, increases. There are many potential scenarios here. 
This may be for example because investors have become more risk averse and require a 
higher risk premium, or it may be because one financial institution has gone bankrupt 
and investors have become worried about the health of  other banks, starting a run, forc-
ing these other banks to reduce lending. In terms of  Figure 6-5, the IS curve shifts to the 
left. At the same policy rate r, the borrowing rate, r + x, increases, leading to a decrease 
in demand and a decrease in output. The new equilibrium is at point A'. Problems in the 
financial system lead to a recession. Put another way, a financial crisis becomes a macro-
economic crisis.

What can policy do? Just as in Chapter 5, fiscal policy, be it an increase in G, or a 
decrease in T can shift the IS curve to the right and increase output. But a large increase 
in spending or a cut in taxes may imply a large increase in the budget deficit, and the 
government may be reluctant to do so.

Given that the cause of  the low output is that the interest rate facing borrowers is 
too high, monetary policy appears to be a better tool. Indeed, a sufficient decrease in the 
policy rate, as drawn in Figure 6-6, can in principle be enough to take the economy to 
point A0 and return output to its initial level. In effect, in the face of  the increase in x, the 
central bank must decrease r so as to keep r + x, the rate relevant to spending decisions, 
unchanged.

Note that the policy rate that is needed to increase demand sufficiently and return 
output to its previous level may well be negative. This is indeed how I have drawn the 
equilibrium in Figure 6-6. Suppose that, for example, in the initial equilibrium, r was 
equal to 2% and x was equal to 1%. Suppose that x increases by 4%, from 1 to 5%. 
To maintain the same value of  r + x, the central bank must decrease the policy rate 
from 2% to 2% - 4% = -2%. This raises an issue, which we have already discussed 

MyEconLab Video
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For simplicity, we have looked 
at an exogenous increase in x. 
But x itself may well depend 
on output. A decrease in out-
put, say a recession, increas-
es the probability that some 
borrowers will be unable to 
repay; workers who become 
unemployed may not be able 
to repay the loans; firms that 
lose sales may go bankrupt. 
The increase in risk leads to 
a further increase in the risk 
premium, and thus to a further 
increase in the borrowing rate, 
which can further decrease 
output.
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Financial Shocks  
and Output

An increase in x leads to a 
shift of the IS curve to the left 
and a decrease in equilibrium 
output.
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Financial shocks and policies
If sufficiently large, a decrease in the policy rate can in principle offset the increase in the risk

premium. The zero lower bound may however put a limit on the decrease in the real policy rate.
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in Chapter 4, namely the constraint arising from the zero lower bound on the nominal 
interest rate.

Given the zero lower bound on the nominal rate, the lowest real rate the central bank 
can achieve is given by r = i - pe = 0 - pe = -pe. In words, the lowest real policy 
rate the central bank can achieve is the negative of  inflation. If  inflation is high enough, 
say for example 5%, then a zero nominal rate implies a real rate of  -5%, which is likely 
to be low enough to offset the increase in x. But, if  inflation is low or even negative, 
then the lowest real rate the central bank can achieve may not be enough to offset the 
increase in x. It may not be enough to return the economy to its initial equilibrium. As 
we shall see, two characteristics of  the recent crisis were indeed a large increase in x and 
low actual and expected inflation, limiting how much central banks could use monetary 
policy to offset the increase in x.

We now have the elements we need to understand what triggered the financial crisis 
in 2008, and how it morphed into a major macroeconomic crisis. This is the topic of  the 
next and last section of  this chapter.

6-5 From a Housing Problem to  
a Financial Crisis
When housing prices started declining in the United States in 2006, most economists 
forecast that this would lead to a decrease in demand and a slowdown in growth. Few 
economists anticipated that it would lead to a major macroeconomic crisis. What most 
had not anticipated was the effect of  the decline of  housing prices on the financial 
 system, and in turn, the effect on the economy. This is the focus of  this section.

Housing Prices and Subprime Mortgages
Figure 6-7 shows the evolution of  an index of  U.S. housing prices since 2000. The index 
is known as the Case-Shiller index, named for the two economists who constructed it. 
The index is normalized to equal 100 in January 2000. You can see the large increase 
in prices in the early 2000s, followed by a large decrease later. From a value of  100 in 
2000, the index increased to 226 in mid-2006. It then started to decline. By the end of  
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Financial Shocks, 
Monetary Policy, and 
Output

If sufficiently large, a decrease 
in the policy rate can in prin-
ciple offset the increase in the 
risk premium. The zero lower 
bound may however put a 
limit on the decrease in the 
real policy rate.
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Look up Case-Shiller on the 
Internet if you want to find the 
index and see its recent evo-
lution. You can also see what 
has happened to prices in the 
city in which you live.

b
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The Financial Crisis, and the Use of Financial, Fiscal, and Monetary Policies
The financial crisis led to a shift of the IS to the left. Financial and fiscal policies led to some

shift back of the IS to the right. Monetary policy led to a shift of the LM curve down. Policies were
not enough however to avoid a major recession.
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Fiscal Policy
When the size of  the adverse shock became clear, the U.S. government turned to fiscal 
policy. When the Obama administration assumed office in 2009, its first priority was 
to design a fiscal program that would increase demand and reduce the size of  the re-
cession. Such a fiscal program, called the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act, was passed in February 2009. It called for $780 billion in new measures, in 
the form of  both tax reductions and spending increases, over 2009 and 2010. The 
U.S. budget deficit increased from 1.7% of  GDP in 2007 to a high of  9.0% in 2010. 
The increase was largely the mechanical effect of  the crisis because the decrease in 
output led automatically to a decrease in tax revenues and to an increase in transfer 
programs such as unemployment benefits. But it was also the result of  the specific 
measures in the fiscal program aimed at increasing either private or public spending. 
Some economists argued that the increase in spending and the cuts in taxes should 
be even larger, given the seriousness of  the situation. Others however worried that 
deficits were becoming too large, that it might lead to an explosion of  public debt, 
and that they had to be reduced. From 2011, the deficit was indeed reduced, and it is 
much smaller today.

We can summarize our discussion by going back to the IS-LM model we developed 
in the previous section. This is done in Figure 6-9. The financial crisis led to a large 
shift of  the IS curve to the left, from IS to IS9. In the absence of  changes in policy, the 
equilibrium would have moved from point A to point B. Financial and fiscal policies 
offset some of  the shift, so that, instead of  shifting to IS9, the economy shifted to IS0. 
And monetary policy led to a shift of  the LM down, from LM to LM9, so the resulting 
equilibrium was at point A9. At that point, the zero lower bound on the nominal policy 
rate implied that the real policy rate could not be decreased further. The result was 
a decrease in output from Y to Y9. The initial shock was so large that the combina-
tion of  financial, fiscal, and monetary measures was just not enough to avoid a large 
 decrease in output, with U.S. GDP falling by 3.5% in 2009 and recovering only slowly 
thereafter.

It is difficult to know what 
would have happened in the 
absence of those policies. 
It is reasonable to think, but 
impossible to prove, that the 
decrease in output would 
have been much larger, lead-
ing to a repeat of the Great 
Depression.b
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The Financial Crisis, 
and the Use of  Financial, 
Fiscal, and Monetary 
Policies

The financial crisis led to 
a shift of the IS to the left. 
Financial and fiscal policies 
led to some shift back of the 
IS to the right. Monetary pol-
icy led to a shift of the LM 
curve down. Policies were not 
enough however to avoid a 
major recession.
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From monetary policy to output
Note an immediate implication of these three relations:

• The interest rate directly affected by monetary policy is the nominal interest rate.

• The interest rate that affects spending and output is the real interest rate.

• So, the effects of monetary policy on output depend on how movements in the nominal interest
rate translate into movements in the real interest rate.

3 Expected Present Discounted Values
The value of money over time

The expected present discounted value of a sequence of future payments is the value today of this expected

sequence of payments.

This year
$1

Next year
$(1 � it)

2 years from now

1
1 � it

$ $1

1

(1 � it) (1 � it � 1)
$ $1

$1 $(1 � it) (1 � it � 1)

(a) One dollar this year is worth 1 + it dollars
next year.

(c) One dollar is worth (1 + it)(1 + it+1) dollars
two years from now.

(b) If you lend/borrow 1
1+it

dollars this year,
you will receive/repay 1

1+it
(1 + it) = 1 dollar

next year.

(d) The present discounted value of a dollar two
years from today is equal to 1

(1+it)(1+it+1)
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Discount factors
This year

$1

Next year
$(1 � it)

2 years from now

1
1 � it

$ $1

1

(1 � it) (1 � it � 1)
$ $1

$1 $(1 � it) (1 � it � 1)

The word “discounted” comes from the fact that the value next year is discounted, with (1 + it)
being the discount factor. The 1-year nominal interest rate, it, is sometimes called the discount
rate.

Computing expected present discounted values

• The present discounted value of a sequence of payments, or value in today’s dollars equals:

Vt = zt +
1

1 + it
zt+1 +

1

(1 + it)(1 + it+1)
zt+2 + . . .

• When future payments or interest rates are uncertain, then:

Vt = zt +
1

1 + it
zet+1 +

1

(1 + it)(1 + it+1)
zet+2 + . . .

• Present discounted value, or present value are another way of saying “expected present dis-
counted value.”

Some general results
This formula has these implications:

• Present value depends positively on today’s actual payment and expected future payments.

• Present value depends negatively on current and expected future interest rates.

Special case 1

Constant Interest Rates
To focus on the effects of the sequence of payments on the present value, assume that interest rates
are expected to be constant over time, then:

Vt = zt +
zet+1

1 + i
+

zet+2

(1 + i)2
+ . . .
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Special case 2

Constant Interest Rates and Payments
When the sequence of payments is equal —called them z, the present value formula simplifies to:

Vt =

[
1 +

1

1 + i
+

1

(1 + i)2
+ · · ·+ 1

(1 + i)n−1

]
z

The terms in the expression in brackets represent a geometric series. Computing the sum of the
series, we get:

Vt =
1−

(
1

1+i

)n
1− 1

1+i

z
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CHAPTER IV:

Expectations: Financial Markets and
Expectations
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1 Introduction
About this lecture

• In the original IS-LM model, we assume that there are only two assets: money and bonds.

• In this lecture, we expand on the options available: stocks, short-term and long-term bonds.

• We study these assets because:

– asset prices react to current and expected future output, and
– asset prices affect decisions that determine current output.

What we will study

1. How bond prices and yields are determined:

• They depend on current and expected future short-term interest rates
• We use the yield curve to know the expected short-term interest rates

2. How stock prices are determined:

• They depend on current and expected future dividends and interest rates

3. Bubbles and fades in stock markets:

• They are episodes when stock prices changes seem unrelated to variations in dividends or
interest rates.

2 Bond Prices and Bond Yields
Bond characteristics

Bonds differ in two basic dimensions:

Maturity The length of time over which the bond promises to make payments to the holder of the
bond.

Risk • Default risk as the risk that the issuer of the bond will not pay back the full amount
promised by the bond; or

• price risk as the uncertainty about the price you can sell the bond for if you want to sell
it in the future before maturity.

Bonds of different maturities each have a price and an associated interest rate called the yield to
maturity, or simply the yield.

Yield and term
Yield to maturity or yield: The interest
rates associated with bonds of different
maturities

Long-term interest rates: Yields on
bonds with a longer maturity than a year

Short-term interest rates: Yields on
bonds with a short maturity, typically a year
or less

Term structure of interest rates or
yield curve: The relation between maturity
and yield
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FOCUS: The Vocabulary of Bond Markets

• Government bonds: Bonds issued by the governments

• Corporate bonds: Bonds issued by firms

• Bond ratings: ratings for default risk

• Risk premium: The difference between the interest rate paid on a given bond and the interest
rate on the bond with the best rating

• Junk bonds: Bonds with high default risk

• Discount bonds: Bonds that promise a single payment at maturity called the face value

• Coupon bonds: Bonds that promise multiple payments before maturity and one payment at
maturity

• Coupon payments: The payments before maturity

• Coupon rate: The ratio of the coupon payments to the face value

• Current yield: The ratio of the coupon payment to the price of the bond

• Life: The amount of time left until the bond matures

• Treasury bills (T-bills): U.S. government bonds with a maturity up to a year

• Treasury notes: U.S. government bonds with a maturity of 1 to 10 years

• Treasury bonds: U.S. government bonds with a maturity of 10 or more years

• Term premium: The premium associated with longer maturities

• Indexed bonds: Bonds that promise payments adjusted for inflation

• Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS): Indexed bonds introduced in the United
States in 1997

Price of a bond

• The price of a one-year bond that promises to pay $100 next year:

P $
1t =

$100

1 + i1t

• The price of a two-year bond that promises to pay $100 in two years

P $
2t =

$100

(1 + i1t)
(
1 + ie1t+1

) (1)
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Choosing between one-year and two-year bonds
Assume that you had $1 and want to save it, using either a one-year bond or a two-year bond.

Which option would be best?

Year t Year t+ 1

1-year bonds $1 ⇒ $1× (1 + i1t)

2-year bonds $1 ⇒ $1× P e$
1t+1

P $
2t

Arbitrage The expected returns on two assets must be equal.

Expectations hypothesis Investors care only about the expected returns and do not care about
risk.

Choosing between one-year and two-year bonds 2
The two bonds must offer the same expected one-year return:

1 + i1t =
P e$
1t+1

P $
2t

⇒ P $
2t =

P e$
1t+1

1 + i1t

which means that the price of a two-year bond today is the present value of the expected price of
the bond next year.

Price of a two-year bond

• The expected price of one-year bonds next year with a payment of $100:

P e$
1t+1 =

$100

1 + ie1t+1

• so that
P $
2t =

P e$
1t+1

1 + i1t
=

$100

(1 + i1t)
(
1 + ie1t+1

)
• which is the same as equation (1).

• In words, the price of two-year bonds is the present value of the payment in two years—
discounted using current and next year’s expected one-year interest rate.

From Bond Prices to Bond Yields

• The yield to maturity on an n-year bond (n-year interest rate) is the constant annual interest
rate that makes the bond price today equal to the present value of future payments on the
bond.

• The yield to maturity on a two-year bond that satisfies:

P $
2t =

$100

(1 + i2t)
2 =

$100

(1 + i1t)
(
1 + ie1t+1

)
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• Therefore
(1 + i2t)

2
= (1 + i1t)

(
1 + ie1t+1

)
⇒ i2t ≈

i1t + ie1t+1

2

• which means that the two-year interest rate is (approximately) the average of the current
one-year interest rate and next year’s expected one-year interest rate.

Interpreting the Yield Curve

i2t ≈
i1t + ie1t+1

2
⇒ i2t − i1t ≈

ie1t+1 − i1t

2
i2t − i1t > 0 ⇔ ie1t+1 − i1t > 0

• An upward sloping yield curve means that long-term interest rates are higher than short-term
interest rates. Financial markets expect short-term rates to be higher in the future.

• A downward sloping yield curve means that long-term interest rates are lower than short-term
interest rates. Financial markets expect short-term rates to be lower in the future.

The yield curve in October 2015

• In October 2015, the yield curve was upward sloping, suggesting that investors expect the Fed
to increase the policy rate or “liftoff”.

• However, the yield curve was flat up to maturities of six months, meaning that investors did
not expect the Fed to increase the policy rate before April 2016.

The yield curve as of October 15, 2015
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The yield curve and economic activity
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in spending
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expansion

D
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i∗

• Economy above full em-
ployment; soft landing ex-
pected.

• Adverse shift in spending
hits the economy.

• To prevent sharp decline
in output, central bank
lowers the interest rate.

• Agents expect decline in
interest rate ⇒ yield
curve with negative slope.

The path to recovery
r

Y

IS”(realized)

LM ′D

Y ∗
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IS’(recovery)

anticipated
recovery

E

Y ′

LM ′′F

Y

i′′
monetary
contraction

• Economy below full em-
ployment; recovery ex-
pected.

• To prevent sharp increase
in inflation, central bank
tightens money supply.

• Agents expect increase
in interest rate ⇒ yield
curve with positive slope.

3 The Stock Market and Movements in Stock Prices
Firm financing options

Firms raise funds in two ways:

• Through debt finance —bonds and loans; and

• Through equity finance, through issues of stocks —or shares. Instead of paying predetermined
amounts as bonds do, stocks pay dividends in an amount decided by the firm.

Choosing between bonds and stocks
Assume that you had $1 and want to save it, using either a one-year bond or a share. Which

option would be best?
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Year t Year t+ 1

1-year bonds $1 ⇒ $1× (1 + i1t)

stocks $1 ⇒ $1× De$
t+1+Q

e$
t+1

Q$
t

• Q$ is the price (in dollars) of the stock

• De$ is the expected dividend

• Ex-dividend price: The stock price after the dividend has been paid this year

Choosing between bonds and stocks
Equilibrium requires that the expected rate of return from holding stocks for one year be the

same as the rate of return on one-year bonds plus the equity premium θ:

De$
t+1 +Qe$

t+1

Q$
t

= 1 + i1t + θ

or
Q$

t =
De$

t+1

1 + i1t + θ
+

Qe$
t+1

1 + i1t + θ

We define the real risk premium by θ̃ = θ
1+πe .

Some nomenclature

• In what follows, we define P e, Ψ and ψ by

Ψn ≡
n∏

j=0

(
1 + ie1t+j + θ

)
= (1 + i1t + θ)

(
1 + ie1t+1 + θ

)
. . .
(
1 + ie1t+n + θ

)
ψn ≡

n∏
j=0

(
1 + re1t+j + θ̃

)
=
(
1 + r1t + θ̃

)(
1 + re1t+1 + θ̃

)
. . .
(
1 + re1t+n + θ̃

)
P e
t+n+1 ≡ Pt

n∏
j=0

(
1 + πe

t+j+1

)
= Pt

(
1 + πe

t+1

)
. . .
(
1 + πe

t+n+1

)
• We use these terms to discount future nominal (Ψ) and real (ψ) flows.

• Notice that ie1t = i1t and re1t = r1t because we know their actual values as of time t.

Some nomenclature 2
Remember that

1 + re1t+j + θ̃ =
1 + ie1t+j + θ

1 + πe
t+j+1

therefore (
1 + r1t + θ̃

)
. . .
(
1 + re1t+n + θ̃

)
=

(1 + i1t + θ) . . .
(
1 + ie1t+n + θ

)(
1 + πe

t+1

)
. . .
(
1 + πe

t+n+1

)
ψn =

PtΨn

P e
t+n

⇒ Ψn =
P e
t+n+1ψn

Pt
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Stock price as discounted present value of dividends

• The price of stock today equals the expected discounted value of payoff (dividend plus the
price of the stock) one period ahead

Q$
t =

De$
t+1

1 + i1t + θ
+

Qe$
t+1

1 + i1t + θ

• We expect that future stock prices will follow the same rule, so

Qe$
t+1 =

De$
t+2

1 + ie1t+1 + θ
+

Qe$
t+2

1 + ie1t+1 + θ

• Therefore

Q$
t =

De$
t+1

1 + i1t + θ
+

De$
t+2

(1 + i1t + θ)
(
1 + ie1t+1 + θ

) + Qe$
t+2

(1 + i1t + θ)
(
1 + ie1t+1 + θ

)
Stock price as discounted present value of dividends 2

• Iterating

Q$
t =

De$
t+1

Ψ0
+
De$

t+2

Ψ1
+ · · ·+

De$
t+n+1

Ψn
+
Qe$

t+n+1

Ψn

• If the interest rate is positive (so that Ψn grows exponentially) and Qe$ is bounded,

Q$
t =

∞∑
j=0

De$
t+j+1

Ψj
(2)

• The price of a share equals the expected discounted value of all future dividends.

• Deflating by the price index

Qt =
Q$

t

Pt
=

∞∑
j=0

De$
t+j+1

P e
t+j+1ψj

=

∞∑
j=0

De
t+j+1

ψj

Stock price as discounted present value of dividends 3

• The real price of a share equals the expected discounted value of all future real dividends.

• Implications:

– Higher expected future real dividends lead to a higher real stock price.
– Higher current and expected future one-year real interest rates lead to a lower real stock

price.
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Historical stock prices
Standard and Poor’s Stock Price Index in Real Terms since 1975

1979 1984 1989 1994 1999 2004 2009 2014
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• For the most part, major movements in stock prices are unpredictable.

• Note the sharp fluctuations in stock prices since the mid-1990s.

Stocks as random walks

• Stock prices follow a random walk if each step they take is as likely to be up as it is to be
down. Their movements are therefore unpredictable.

• Even though major movements in stock prices cannot be predicted, we can still do two things:

– We can look back and identify the news to which the market reacted.
– We can ask “what if” questions.

An Expansionary Monetary Policy and the Stock Market

• Amonetary expansion decreases
the interest rate and increases
output.

• What it does to the stock
market depends on whether fi-
nancial markets anticipated the
monetary expansion.

302 Expectations Extensions

The answer depends on what participants in the stock market expected monetary 
policy to be before the Fed’s move.

If  they fully anticipated the expansionary policy, then the stock market will not 
react. Neither its expectations of  future dividends nor its expectations of  future interest 
rates are affected by a move it had already anticipated. Thus, in equation (14.17), noth-
ing changes, and stock prices will remain the same.

Suppose instead that the Fed’s move is at least partly unexpected. In this case, stock 
prices will increase. They increase for two reasons: First, a more expansionary monetary 
policy implies lower interest rates for some time. Second, it also implies higher output 
for some time (until the economy returns to the natural level of  output), and therefore 
higher dividends. As equation (14.17) tells us, both lower interest rates and higher 
dividends—current and expected—will lead to an increase in stock prices.

An Increase in Consumer Spending and the Stock Market
Now consider an unexpected shift of  the IS curve to the right, resulting, for example, 
from stronger-than-expected consumer spending. As a result of  the shift, output in 
Figure 14-7 on page 304 increases from A to A=.

Will stock prices go up? You might be tempted to say yes. A stronger economy means 
higher profits and higher dividends for some time. But this answer is not necessarily right.

The reason is that it ignores the response of  the Fed. If the market expects that 
the Fed will not respond and will keep the real policy rate unchanged at r, output will 
increase a lot, as the economy moves to A=. With unchanged interest rates and higher 
output, stock prices go up. The Fed’s behavior is what financial investors often care about 
the most. After receiving the news of  unexpectedly strong economic activity, the main 
question on Wall Street is: How will the Fed react?

What will happen if the market expects that the Fed might worry that an increase 
in output above YA may lead to an increase in inflation? This will be the case if  YA was 
already close to the natural level of  output. In this case, a further increase in output 
would lead to an increase in inflation, something that the Fed wants to avoid. A decision 
by the Fed to counteract the rightward shift of  the IS curve with an increase in the policy 
rate, causes the LM curve to shift up, from LM to LM= so the economy goes from A to A==

and output does not change. In that case, stock prices will surely go down: There is no 
change in expected profits, but the interest rate is now higher.

c

On September 30, 1998, the 
Fed lowered the target federal 
funds rate by 0.5%. This de-
crease was expected by finan-
cial markets, though, so the 
Dow Jones index remained 
roughly unchanged (actually, 
going down 28 points for the 
day). Less than a month later, 
on October 15, 1998, the Fed 
lowered the target federal 
funds rate again, this time by 
0.25%. In contrast to the Sep-
tember cut, this move by the 
Fed came as a complete sur-
prise to financial markets. As 
a result, the Dow Jones in-
dex increased by 330 points 
on that day, an increase of 
more than 3%. (Go to a web 
site which gives the history of 
the yield curve, and look at  
what happened to the yield 
curve on each of those two 
days.)
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Figure 14-6 

An Expansionary 
Monetary Policy and the 
Stock Market

A monetary expansion de-
creases the interest rate and
increases output. What it does
to the stock market depends
on whether or not financial 
markets anticipated the mon-
etary expansion.

MyEconLab Animation
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An Increase in Consumption Spending and the Stock Market

• The increase in consumption
leads to a higher level of output.

• What happens to the stock mar-
ket depends on what investors
expect the central bank will do.

304 Expectations Extensions
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An Increase in 
Consumption Spending 
and the Stock Market

The increase in consumption
leads to a higher level of out-
put. What happens to the stock 
market depends on what in-
vestors expect the Fed will do.

If investors expect that 
the Fed will not respond and 
will keep the policy rate un-
changed, output will increase, 
as the economy moves to A=.  
With an unchanged policy 
rate and higher output, stock 
prices will go up.

If instead investors expect 
that the Fed will respond by 
raising the policy rate, out-
put may remain unchanged as 
the economy moves to A==. 
With unchanged output, and 
a higher policy rate, stock 
prices will go down.

MyEconLab Animation

14-4 Risk, Bubbles, Fads, and Asset Prices
Do all movements in stock and other asset prices come from news about future dividends 
or interest rates? The answer is no, for two different reasons: The first is that there is 
variation over time in perceptions of  risk. The second is deviations of prices from their 
fundamental value, namely bubbles or fads. Let’s look at each one in turn.

Stock Prices and Risk
In the previous section, I assumed that the equity premium x was constant. It is not. 
After the Great Depression, the equity premium was very high, perhaps reflecting the 
fact that investors, remembering the collapse of the stock market in 1929, were reluc-
tant to hold stocks unless the premium was high enough. It started to decrease in the 
early 1950s, from around 7% to less than 3% today. And it can also change quickly. Part 
of  the large stock market fall in 2008 was due not only to more pessimistic expectations 
of  future dividends, but also to the large increase in uncertainty and the perception of  
higher risk by stock market participants. Thus, a lot of  the movement in stock prices 
comes not just from expectations of future dividends and interest rates, but also from 
shifts in the equity premium.

Asset Prices, Fundamentals, and Bubbles
In the previous section, we assumed that stock prices were always equal to their 
fundamental value, defined as the present value of  expected dividends given in equation 
(14.17). Do stock prices always correspond to their fundamental value? Most economists 
doubt it. They point to Black October in 1929, when the U.S. stock market fell by 23% in 
two days and to October 19, 1987, when the Dow Jones index fell by 22.6% in a single 
day. They point to the amazing rise in the Nikkei index (an index of  Japanese stock prices) 
from around 13,000 in 1985 to around 35,000 in 1989, followed by a decline back to 
16,000 in 1992. In each of  these cases, they point to a lack of  obvious news or at least of
news important enough to cause such enormous movements.

Instead, they argue that stock prices are not always equal to their fundamental 
value, defined as the present value of  expected dividends given in equation (14.17) and 
that stocks are sometimes underpriced or overpriced. Overpricing eventually comes to 
an end, sometimes with a crash, as in October 1929, or with a long slide, as in the case 
of  the Nikkei index.

MyEconLab Video

• If investors expect that the central
bank will not respond and will keep
the policy rate unchanged, output will
increase, as the economy moves to A′.

• With an unchanged policy rate and
higher output, stock prices will go up.

• If instead investors expect that the
central bank will respond by raising
the policy rate, output may remain
unchanged as the economy moves to
A′′.

• With unchanged output, and a higher
policy rate, stock prices will go down.

In summary

• Stock prices depend on current and future movements in activity.

• But this does not imply any simple relation between stock prices and output.

• How stock prices respond to a change in output depends on:

1. what the market expected in the first place,
2. the source of the shocks behind the change in output, and
3. how the market expects the central bank to react to the output change.

Making sense of the news

April 1997 Good news on the economy, leading to an increase in stock prices: “Bullish
investors celebrated the release of market friendly economic data by stampeding back into
stock and bond markets, pushing the Dow Jones Industrial Average to its second-largest point
gain ever and putting the bluechip index within shooting distance of a record just weeks after
it was reeling.”

December 1999 Good news on the economy, leading to a decrease in stock prices:
“Good economic news was bad news for stocks and worse news for bonds…The announcement
of stronger-than-expected November retail-sales numbers wasn’t welcome. Economic strength
creates inflation fears and sharpens the risk that the Federal Reserve will raise interest rates
again.”
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September 1998 Bad news on the economy, leading to a decrease in stock prices: “Nas-
daq stocks plummeted as worries about the strength of the U.S. economy and the profitability
of U.S. corporations prompted widespread selling.”

August 2001 Bad news on the economy, leading to an increase in stock prices: “Investors
shrugged off more gloomy economic news, and focused instead on their hope that the worst is
now over for both the economy and the stock market. The optimism translated into another
2% gain for the Nasdaq Composite Index.”

4 Bubbles, Fads, and Stock Prices
Some definitions

• Fundamental value: The present value of expected dividends given in equation (2) and that
stocks are sometimes underpriced or overpriced.

• Rational speculative bubbles: Stock prices increase just because investors expect them to.

• Fads: Stocks become high priced for no reason other than its price has increased in the past.

The Increase in U.S. Housing Prices: Fundamentals or Bubble?

• In real time, there was little agreement whether the large increase in housing prices in the
2000s was a bubble.

• Pessimists argued that the increase in house prices was not matched by a parallel increase in
rents.

• Optimists argued that the increasing price-to-rent ratio reflects the decreasing real interest
rate and changing mortgage market.

306 Expectations Extensions

The Increase in u.S. Housing Prices:  
Fundamentals or Bubble?
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Recall from Chapter 6 that the trigger behind the current 
crisis was a decline in housing prices starting in 2006 (see 
Figure 6-7 for the evolution of  the housing price index). In 
retrospect, the large increase from 2000 on that preceded 
the decline is now widely interpreted as a bubble. But, in real 
time as prices went up, there was little agreement as to what 
lay behind this increase.

Economists belonged to three camps:
The pessimists argued that the price increases could 

not be justified by fundamentals. In 2005, Robert Shiller 
said: “The home-price bubble feels like the stock-market
mania in the fall of  1999, just before the stock bubble 
burst in early 2000, with all the hype, herd investing and 
absolute confidence in the inevitability of  continuing price
appreciation.”

To understand his position, go back to the derivation of  
stock prices in the text. We saw that, absent bubbles, we can
think of  stock prices as depending on current and expected
future interest rates, current and expected future dividends, 
and a risk premium. The same applies to house prices. 
Absent bubbles, we can think of  house prices as depending 
on current and expected future interest rates, current and
expected rents, and a risk premium. In that context, pes-
simists pointed out that the increase in house prices was not 
matched by a parallel increase in rents. You can see this in 
Figure 1, which plots the price-to-rent ratio (i.e., the ratio 
of  an index of  house prices to an index of  rents) from 1985 

to today (the index is set so its average value from 1987 to
1995 is 100). After remaining roughly constant from 1987 
to 1995, the ratio then increased by nearly 60%, reaching a 
peak in 2006 and declining since then. Furthermore, Shiller
pointed out, surveys of  house buyers suggested extremely 
high expectations of  continuing large increases in housing 
prices, often in excess of  10% a year, and thus of  large capi-
tal gains. As we saw previously, if  assets are valued at their 
fundamental value, investors should not be expecting large 
capital gains in the future.

The optimists argued that there were good reasons for the 
price-to-rent ratio to go up. First, as we saw in Figure 6-2, the 
real interest rate was decreasing, increasing the present value 
of  rents. Second, the mortgage market was changing. More 
people were able to borrow and buy a house; people who bor-
rowed were able to borrow a larger proportion of  the value of  
the house. Both of  these factors contributed to an increase in 
demand, and thus an increase in house prices. The optimists 
also pointed out that, every year since 2000, the pessimists 
had kept predicting the end of  the bubble, and prices contin-
ued to increase. The pessimists were losing credibility.

The third group was by far the largest and remained
agnostic. (Harry Truman is reported to have said: “Give me a  
one-handed economist! All my economists say, On the one 
hand, on the other.”) They concluded that the increase in house  
prices reflected both improved fundamentals and bubbles and 
that it was difficult to identify their relative importance.
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Figure 1 The U.S. Housing Price-to-Rent Ratio since 1985

Source: Calculated using Case-Shiller Home Price Indices: http://us.spindices.com/index-family/real-estate/sp-case-shiller. 
Rental component of the Consumer Price Index: CUSR0000SEHA, Rent of Primary Residence, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

MyEconLab Real-time dataSummary

• The expected present discounted value of a sequence of payments depends positively on current
and future expected (C&FE) payments and negatively on C&FE interest rates.
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• When discounting nominal payments, use nominal interest rates. In discounting real payments,
use real interest rates.

• Arbitrage between bonds of different maturities implies that the price of a bond is the present
value of the payments on the bond. Higher C&FE short-term interest rates lead to lower bond
prices.

• The yield to maturity on a bond: average of short-term interest rates over the life of a bond,
plus a risk premium.

• The slope of the yield curve tells us what financial markets expect to happen to short-term
interest rates in the future.

• The fundamental value of a stock is the present value of expected future real dividends. In the
absence of bubbles or fads, the price of a stock is equal to its fundamental value.

• An increase in expected dividends leads to an increase in the fundamental value of stocks; an
increase in C&FE one-year interest rates leads to a decrease in their fundamental value.

• Changes in output may or may not be associated with changes in stock prices in the same
direction. Whether they are or not depends on (1) what the market expected in the first place,
(2) the source of the shocks, and (3) how the market expects the central bank to react to the
output change.

This presentation is mostly based on Blanchard, Amighini, and Giavazzi (2012, chapter 15).
Data for United States is from FRED and YAHOO.
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CHAPTER V:

Expectations: Consumption and
Investment
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1 Introduction
Expectations, Consumption, and Investment

• In this lecture, we look at the role expectations play in determining the two main components
of GDP: consumption and investment.

• This description of consumption and investment will be the main building block of the ex-
panded IS-LM model we develop in next lecture.

2 Consumption and expectations
Permanent income and life cycle

• How do people decide how much to consume and how much to save?

• The modern theory of consumption was developed independently in the 1950s by

Milton Friedman the permanent income theory, and
Franco Modigliani the life cycle theory.

• The behavior of aggregate consumption has remained a hot area of research ever since, for two
reasons:

– the sheer size of consumption as a component of GDP, and
– the increasing availability of large surveys of individual consumers

A foresighted consumer: consumption as function of wealth
Consumption for a very foresighted consumer depends on:

1. Human wealth: After-tax labor income over working life

2. Nonhuman wealth: The sum of…

(a) Financial wealth: The value of checking and saving accounts
(b) Housing wealth: The value of the house owned minus the mortgage due

Consumption decision:
Ct = C (total wealtht)

Consumption smoothing vs frictions

• If you want to consume the same amount every year, the constant level of consumption that
you can afford equals your total wealth divided by your expected remaining life.

• However, you might:

– not want to plan for constant consumption over your lifetime
– make consumption decisions in a less forward-looking fashion
– become unemployed or sick
– not be able to get a loan from a bank when you need to borrow
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Consumption and current disposable income

• Consumption function with after-tax labor income:

Ct = C

(
total wealtht

+
, YLt − Tt

+

)
• Expectations affect consumption:

– Directly through human wealth
– Indirectly through nonhuman wealth

• Implications of expectations of the relation between consumption and income:

– Consumption is likely to respond less than one-for-one in current income.
– Consumption may move even if current income does not change.

Expected Change in Family Income since 1990
After falling sharply in 2008, expectations of income growth remained low for a long time.

3 Investment and expectations
Investment: is it worth it to buy an extra machine

• To compute the present value of expected profits the firm must first estimate how long the
machine will last or the depreciation rate δ.

• The present value of expected profits from buying the machine in year t is:

V (Πe
t ) =

Πe
t+1

1 + rt
+

(1− δ)Πe
t+2

(1 + rt)
(
1 + ret+1

) + . . . (3)

• The investment function becomes:

It = I

(
V (Πe

t )
+

)
(4)
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Computing the Present Value of Expected Profits

Investment with static expectations

• If firms expect both future profits and future interest rates to remain at the same level as
today:

Πe
t+1 = Πe

t+2 = · · · = Πt

ret+1 = ret+2 = · · · = rt

• then equation (3) becomes:

V (Πe
t ) =

Πt

1 + rt
+

(1− δ)Πt

(1 + rt)
2 + · · · = Πt

1 + rt

(
1 +

1− δ

1 + rt
+ . . .

)

• which can be reduced to:

V (Πe
t ) =

(1 + rt)Πt

(1 + rt)(rt + δ)
=

Πt

(rt + δ)
(5)

• Replacing equation (5) in equation (4) gives:

It = I

(
Πt

rt + δ

)
(6)

• where rt + δ is rental cost or shadow cost of capital.

Factors affecting investment

• According to the investment function of equation (6):

– Investment depends on the ratio of profit to the user cost.
– The higher the profit, the higher the level of investment.
– The higher the user cost, the lower the level of investment.

• If a firm’s current profit is low:

– it can get the funds it needs only by borrowing if it wants to buy new machines.
– it might have difficulty borrowing even if it wants to invest.
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FOCUS: Investment and the Stock Market
Tobin’s q is the ratio of the value of capital relative to its current purchase price, and a higher

q leads to higher investment. Tobin’s q vs. the Ratio of Investment to Capital. Annual Rates of Change,

since 1960

Changes in Investment and Changes in Profit in the United States, since 1960
Investment and profit move very much together.

FOCUS: Profitability versus Cash Flow

• Profitability is the expected present discount value of future profits.

• Cash flow is net flow of cash the firm receives now (current profit).

• An economist found that in 1986 when the declines in the oil price led to large losses in oil-
related activities, investment spending in nonoil activities also reduced. This suggests that
current cash flow matters in investment.
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Investment vs output to capital ratio

• Investment depends both on the expected present value of future profits and on the current
level of profit:

It = I

(
V (Πe

t )
+

,Πt
+

)
• Profit per unit of capital is an increasing function of the ratio of sales or output (Y) to the

capital stock (K):

Πt = Π

 Yt
Kt
+


Changes in Profit per Unit of Capital versus Changes in the Ratio of Output to Capital
in the United States since 1960

Profit per unit of capital and the ratio of output to capital move largely together.

4 The Volatility of Consumption and Investment
The Volatility of Consumption and Investment

• Similarities between consumption and investment behavior:

• The more transitory consumers expect a current increase in income to be, the less they will
increase their consumption.

• The more transitory firms expect a current increase in sales to be, the less they revise their
assessment of the present value of profits, and thus the less likely they are to buy new machines
or build new factories.
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The Volatility of Consumption and Investment 2
• Differences between consumption and investment decisions:

• The permanent nature of the change in income implies that consumers can afford to change
consumption now and in the future by the same amount as the change in income.

• However, the change in investment spending may exceed the change in sales.

Rates of Change of Consumption and Investment, in the United States, since 1960

• Consumption and investment usually move together.

• Investment is much more volatile than consumption.

• Both components contribute roughly equal to output fluctuations.

Summary: about consumption

• Consumption depends on both wealth and current income. Wealth is the sum of nonhuman
wealth (financial wealth and housing wealth) and human wealth (the present value of expected
after-tax labor income).

• The response of consumption to changes in income depends on whether consumers perceive
these changes as transitory or permanent.

• Consumption is likely to respond less than one-for-one to movements in income. Consumption
might move even if current income does not change.

Summary: about investment

• Investment depends on both current profit and the present value of expected future profits.

• If firms expect profits and interest rates to be constant, we can think of investment as depending
on the ratio of profit to the user cost of capital (= real interest rate + the depreciation rate).
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Summary: about investment (2)

• Profit is very correlated to output. Hence, we can think of investment as depending indirectly
on current and expected future output movements. Firms that anticipate a long output ex-
pansion (high profits) will invest. Movements in output that are not expected to last will have
a small effect on investment.

• Investment is much more volatile than consumption. But because investment accounts only for
15% of GDP and consumption accounts for 70%, movements in investment and consumption
are of roughly equal importance in accounting for movements in aggregate output.

This presentation is mostly based on Blanchard, Amighini, and Giavazzi (2012, chapter 16).
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CHAPTER VI:

Expectations: Output and Policy
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1 Introduction
Expectations, Output, and Policy

• In lecture 4, we saw how expectations affected asset prices, from bonds to stocks to houses.

• In lecture 5, we saw how expectations affected consumption and investment decisions.

• In this lecture, we put those pieces together and take another look at the effects of monetary
and fiscal policy.

2 Expectations and Decisions: Taking Stock
Expectations and Spending: The Channels

Non-human wealth

Human wealth

Stocks

Bonds

Present value of
after-tax profits

future after-tax
labor income

future real
interest rate

future real
dividends

future nominal
interest rate

future after-
tax profits

consumption

investment

Aggregate private spending
• The original IS relation:

Y = C(Y − T ) + I(Y, r + θ) +G

• Define aggregate private spending (private spending, A) as the sum of consumption and in-
vestment spending:

A(Y, T, r, θ) ≡ C(Y − T ) + I(Y, r + θ)

• so the IS relation becomes:
Y = A

(
Y
+
, T
−
, r
−
, θ
−

)
+G

A modified IS curve
Let primes denote future values and the superscript e denote an expectation, so

Y = A

(
Y
+
, T
−
, r
−
, θ
−
, Y ′e

+
, T ′e

−
, r ′e

−

)
+G

which means that
Y or Y ′e increase ⇒ A increases
T or T ′e increase ⇒ A decreases
r or r ′e increase ⇒ A decreases
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The New IS Curve

• Given expectations, a decrease in the real
policy rate leads to a small increase in
output.

• Increases in government spending, or
in expected future output, shift the IS
curve to the right.

• Increases in taxes, in expected future
taxes, or in the expected future real pol-
icy rate shift the IS curve to the left.

A steeper IS

• The new IS curve is much steeper than the IS curve in previous lectures, so a decrease in the
current policy rate is likely to have only a small effect on equilibrium output.

• A decrease in the current real policy rate, given unchanged expectations of the future real
policy rate, does not have much effect on private spending.

• The multiplier is likely to be small because a change in current income, given unchanged
expectations of future income, is unlikely to have a large effect on spending.

3 Monetary Policy, Expectations, and Output
Traditional derivation of the LM Curve

• The equilibrium condition in financial markets requires that the real money supply be equal
to the real money demand, which depends on real income, Y , and the interest rate, i.

M

P
= L(Y, i)

• In deriving the LM curve, we have to decide how we characterize monetary policy:

– as the choice of M , the money stock,
– or as the choice of i, the interest rate.

• If we think of monetary policy as choosing M , and by implication choosing M/P (because P
is fixed in the short run), for a given money supply, an increase in Y automatically leads to
an increase in r.
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Modern derivation of the LM Curve

• The assumption that the central bank choosesM and then just lets i adjust is at odds however
with reality today.

• Although, in the past, central banks thought of M as the monetary policy variable, they now
focus directly on i.

• They choose an interest rate, call it ī, and
adjust M so as to achieve it.

• From now on, we assume the central bank
sets ī.

The effects of monetary policy

• The Fed affects directly the current real interest rate (r), so the LM curve is a horizontal line
at r̄:

Y = A (Y, T, r, θ, Y ′e, T ′e, r ′e) +G IS
r = r̄ LM

• The effects of monetary policy depends on its effects on expectations:

– If a monetary expansion leads to changes in expectations of future interest rates and
output, then the policy effect on output may be large.

– But if expectations remain unchanged, the policy effects on output will be limited.

The IS-LM model with expectations

• The IS curve is steeply downward slop-
ing.

• Other things being equal, a change in
the current interest rate has a small ef-
fect on output.

• Given the current real interest rate set
by the central bank, r̄, the equilibrium
is at point A.
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The effects of an expansionary monetary policy

The effects of monetary policy
on output depend very much on
whether and how monetary policy
affects expectations.

FOCUS: Rational Expectations

• Rational expectations: Expectations formed in a forward-looking manner.

• The last 40 years in macroeconomic research are often called the “rational expectations revo-
lution.”

• Expectations was referred to as animal spirits by Keynes in the General Theory.

• Economists have also assumed that people form static expectations (people expect the future to
be like the present), and adaptive expectations (people “adapt” by revising their expectations
over time).

• In the early 1970s, Robert Lucas and Thomas Sargent argued that people have rational ex-
pectations as they look into the future and do the best job they can in predicting it.

4 Deficit Reduction, Expectations, and Output
The Effects of a Deficit Reduction on Current Output

When account is taken of its effect
on expectations, the decrease in gov-
ernment spending need not lead to a
decrease in output.
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The net effects of the three shifts in the IS curve:

1. Timing

• Credibly backloading the deficit reduction program toward the future, with small cuts today
and larger cuts in the future, is more likely to lead to an increase in output.

• The program’s credibility (the perceived probability that the government will do what it has
promised when the time comes to it) decreases when the government announces the need for
painful cuts in spending, and then leaving them to the future.

2. Composition

• If some government spending programs are perceived as “wasteful,” cutting these programs
today will allow the government to cut taxes in the future.

• Expectations of lower future taxes and lower distortions could induce firms to invest today,
thus raising output in the short run.

The net effects of the three shifts in the IS curve (2)

3. Initial Situation

• If government debt is increasing fast, then a credible deficit reduction program is more likely to
increase output in the short run, as the program announcement may well reassure the people
that the government has regained control of its budget.

4. Monetary Policy

• Even if monetary policy cannot fully offset the effect of an adverse shift in the IS curve, a
decrease in the policy rate can help reduce the adverse effects of the shift on output.

Side note: FOCUS: Can a Budget Deficit Reduction Lead to an Output Expansion? Ireland in the 1980s

• In 1982, Ireland started a deficit reduction program that focused on tax increases but did
not change what people saw as too large a role of government in the economy, resulting
in high deficits and low GDP growth.

• In 1987, Ireland’s deficit reduction program with a focus on cuts in spending and tax
reform that had a positive impact on expectations, resulted in higher output growth.

Fiscal and Other Macroeconomic Indicators, Ireland
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The size of the fiscal multipliers
Views about the fiscal multipliers (the net effects of fiscal consolidation once direct and expec-

tation effects are taken into account):

Those in favor of strong fiscal consol-
idation argue that fiscal multipliers are
likely to be negative, and thus smaller
deficits would lead to an increase in
output.

Those against strong fiscal consoli-
dation argue that fiscal multipliers are
likely to be positive and possibly
large, thus smaller deficits would lead
to a decrease in output.

This presentation is mostly based on Blanchard, Amighini, and Giavazzi (2012, chapter 17).
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Introduction

• In this course we are interested in

– being explicit about the role of expectations in the economy; and
– building macroeconomic models based on microfoundations.

• Last four lectures we studied a modified IS-LM version, incorporating expectations.

• We now turn our attention to microfoundations.

• This presentation is partially based on Williamson (2014, chapter 4) and Jehle and Reny (2001,
chapter 1).

1 Introducing the representative consumer
The representative consumer

• For macroeconomic purposes, it’s convenient to suppose that all consumers in the economy
are identical.

• In reality, of course, consumers are not identical, but for many macroeconomic issues diversity
among consumers is not essential to addressing the economics of the problem at hand, and
considering it only clouds our thinking.

• Identical consumers, in general, behave in identical ways, and so we need only analyze the
behavior of one of these consumers: the representative consumer, who acts as a stand-in for
all of the consumers in the economy.

• Further, if all consumers are identical, the economy behaves as if there were only one consumer,
and it is, therefore, convenient to write down the model as having only a single representative
consumer.

Our task

• We show how to represent a consumer’s preferences over the available goods in the economy
and how to represent the consumer’s budget constraint, which tells us what goods are feasible
for the consumer to purchase given market prices.

• We then put preferences together with the budget constraint to determine how the consumer
behaves given market prices.

The optimization principle

• A fundamental principle that we adhere to here is that consumers optimize: consumer wishes
to make himself as well off as possible given the constraints he faces.

• The optimization principle is a very powerful and useful tool in economics, and it helps in
analyzing how consumers respond to changes in the environment in which they live.
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Available choices

• It proves simplest to analyze consumer choice to suppose that there are two goods that con-
sumers desire.

• Let’s call the goods X and Y .

• These “goods” will represent different things in our several models. Examples:

– two physical goods
– one consumption good and leisure
– a consumption good in the present and in the future
– two financial assets
– an ice cream in a sunny day vs a rainy day

2 Preferences and utility functions
Describing the representative consumer preferences

• A key step in determining how the representative consumer makes choices is to capture his
preferences over the two goods by a utility function U , written as

U(x, y),

where x is the quantity of good X, and y is the quantity of good Y .

• We refer to a particular combination of the two goods (x1, y1) as a consumption bundle.

• It is useful to think of U(x1, y1) as giving the level of happiness, or utility, that the consumer
receives from consuming the bundle (x1, y1).

Utility functions as rankings for consumption bundles

• The actual level of utility, however, is irrelevant; all that matters for the consumer is what the
level of utility is from a given consumption bundle relative to another one.

• This allows the consumer to rank different consumption bundles.

• That is, suppose that there are two different consumption bundles (x1, y1) and (x2, y2). We
say that the consumer…

strictly prefers (x1, y1) to (x2, y2) if U(x1, y1) > U(x2, y2)

strictly prefers (x2, y2) to (x1, y1) if U(x1, y1) < U(x2, y2)

is indifferent between the two bundles if U(x1, y1) = U(x2, y2)

Assumptions about preferences

• To use our representation of the consumer’s preferences for analyzing macroeconomic issues,
we must make some assumptions concerning the form that preferences take.

• These assumptions are useful for making the analysis work, and they are also consistent with
how consumers actually behave.

• We assume that the representative consumer’s preferences have three properties:

1. more is preferred to less;
2. the consumer likes diversity in his or her consumption bundle; and
3. both goods are normal goods.
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1. More is always preferred to less

• A consumer always prefers a consumption bundle that contains more X, more Y , or both.

• This may appear unnatural, because it seems that we can get too much of a good thing.

• This implies that U must be increasing in both x and y, that is:

x1 > x0 ⇔ U(x1, y) ≥ U(x0, y), ∀y
y1 > y0 ⇔ U(x, y1) ≥ U(x, y0), ∀x

• If U is differentiable, we can express this by

Ux ≡ ∂U

∂x
> 0, Uy ≡ ∂U

∂y
> 0

2. The consumer likes diversity in his bundle

• If the representative consumer is indifferent between two bundles with different combinations
of X and Y , a preference for diversity means that any mixture of the two bundles is preferable
to either one.

• In terms of the utility function:

U(x0, y0) = U(x1, y1) ⇒
U(αx0 + (1− α)x1, αy0 + (1− α)y1) > U(x0, y0)

where 0 < α < 1.

• If U satisfies this property, it is said to be strictly quasiconcave.

3. Both goods are normal goods

• In some models, we will assume that both goods are normal.

• A good is normal for a consumer if the quantity of the good that he purchases increases when
income increases.

• In contrast, a good is inferior for a consumer if he purchases less of that good when income
increases.

The utility function

• A consumer’s preferences over two goods x and y are defined by the utility function

U(x, y)

• The U(·,·) function is increasing in both goods, strictly quasiconcave, and twice differen-
tiable.
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Indifference curves

• Consumer’s preferences are depicted by a graphical representation of U(x, y), called the indif-
ference map.

• The indifference map is a family of indifference curves.

• An indifference curve connects a set of points, with these points representing consumption
bundles, among which the consumer is indifferent
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The marginal rate of substitution

• The total derivative for the utility function is:

dU = Ux dx+ Uy dy

• For an indifference curve dU = 0 (constant utility) the slope is

dy
dx

∣∣∣∣
dU=0

= −Ux

Uy
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• The marginal rate of substitution of X for Y , denoted MRSX,Y is the rate at which the
consumer is just willing to substitute good X for good Y .

• The MRSX,Y is equal to the (negative) slope of and indifference curve passing by (x, y).

Properties of an indifference curve
An indifference curve has two key properties:

1. it is downward-sloping (because more is better than less)

2. it is convex (because consumer likes diversity)

3 Feasible bundles and budget constraints
The budget constraint

• In order to consume x and y, the consumer must purchase them in the market, at (dollar)
prices px and py.

• We assume that markets are competitive, so the consumer must take prices as given.

• The consumer has M dollars to spend. M does not depend on x or y, but may depend on
prices.

• The consumer cannot spend more than
his resources. His budget constraint is

pxx+ pyy ≤M
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Relative price

• Solving the budget constraint for y we have

y =
M

py
− px
py
x

• So the slope of the budget constraint is −px

py
: the (negative) relative price of X in terms of Y .

• The relative price X in terms of Y represents the number of units of Y that a consumer must
forfeit in order to get an additional unit of X.

A barter economy

• In many models we assume an economy without monetary exchange: a barter economy.

• In a barter economy, all trade involves exchanges of goods for goods.

• In such models,

– we normalize py = 1 and denote by p the relative price of X in terms of Y .
– instead of havingM units of money, the consumer will have an initial endowment of goods

( ¯x, ȳ)

• With these assumptions, the budget constraint would be

px+ y ≤ px̄+ ȳ

4 The representative consumer problem
The consumers problem

• The consumer’s optimization problem is to choose x and y so as to maximize U(x, y) subject
to pxx+ pyy ≤M

• The associated Lagrangian is

L(x, y, λ) = U(x, y) + λ(M − pxx− pyy)

• The first-order conditions are

Ux(x, y)− λpx = 0

Uy(x, y)− λpy = 0

}
⇒ Ux

Uy
=
px
py

• and the slackness condition

λ ≥ 0, M − pxx− pyy ≥ 0, λ(M − pxx− pyy) = 0
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Graphical representation of the consumer’s problem, 3D

Don’t leave anything on the table

• Suppose that consumer does not spend all his resources:

pxx+ pyy < M

• From the slackness conditions, this would imply λ = 0.

• But from FOCs,
Ux = Uy = 0

which contradicts that assumption that consumer is insatiable (marginal utilities are always
positive).

• Therefore, it must be the case that λ > 0 and, because of the slackness condition,

pxx+ pyy =M

that is, the consumer always spends all his resources.

• From now on, we simply assume that the budget constraint is always binding.
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Marshallian demand

• Dividing one FOC by the other we get that the solution x∗, y∗ must satisfy

Ux(x
∗, y∗)

Uy(x∗, y∗)
=
px
py

(MgRS = relative price)

pxx
∗ + pyy

∗ =M (spend all resources)

• The solution values will depend on prices and income:

x∗ = x∗(px, py,M) y∗ = y∗(px, py,M)

• We refer to these functions as the Marshallian demand functions for X and Y .

Interpretation of the FOCs

• The “MgRS = relative price condition” can also be written as:

λ∗ =
Ux(x

∗, y∗)

px
=
Uy(x

∗, y∗)

py

• Say you reduce expenditure on X by $1, and use it to buy more Y . Then

– Consumption of X decreases by 1
px
, reducing utility by Ux

px

– Consumption of Y increases by 1
py
, increasing utility by Uy

py

– Change in utility is Uy

py
− Ux

px
. If positive, we could increase U by substituting X with Y .

If negative, just substitute Y with X. This would contradict that x∗, y∗ was optimum.

• In the optimum, the marginal utility of an extra dollar must be the same for all goods.

Graphical representation of the consumer’s problem, 2D
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Indirect utility

• U(x, y) is defined over the set of consumption bundles and represents the consumer’s preference
directly, so we call it the direct utility function

• Given prices and income, the consumer chooses a utility-maximizing bundle (x∗, y∗).

• The level of utility achieved when this bundle is chosen is the highest level permitted by the
budget constraint. It changes when prices or income change.

• We define the indirect utility function as

V (px, py,M) = max
x,y

{U(x, y) s.t. pxx+ pyy =M}

= U (x∗(px, py,M), y∗(px, py,M))

An envelope condition

• Let’s say you need to compute the partial derivatives of the Lagrangian wrt income and prices.
Then

L = U(x∗, y∗) + λ∗(M − pxx
∗ − pyy

∗)

∂L
∂M

= λ∗ + (Ux − λ∗px)
∂x∗

∂M
+ (Uy − λ∗py)

∂y∗

∂M
= λ∗

∂L
∂px

= −λ∗x∗ + (Ux − λ∗px)
∂x∗

∂px
+ (Uy − λ∗py)

∂y∗

∂px
= −λ∗x∗

∂L
∂py

= −λ∗y∗ + (Ux − λ∗px)
∂x∗

∂py
+ (Uy − λ∗py)

∂y∗

∂py
= −λ∗y∗

• That is, we can derive the Lagrangian wrt the parameters as if x∗ and y∗ did not depend
on those parameters!

The shadow price of income

• Remember that at optimum λ∗ = Ux

px
=

Uy

py

• Let’s obtain the marginal value of an extra unit of income:

∂V (px, py,M)

∂M
=
∂U (x∗, y∗)

∂M

= Ux
∂x∗

∂M
+ Uy

∂y∗

∂M

= λ∗px
∂x∗

∂M
+ λ∗py

∂y∗

∂M

= λ∗
(
px
∂x∗

∂M
+ py

∂y∗

∂M

)
= λ∗ (because of budget constraint)

• That is, λ∗ represents the marginal utility of an extra unit of income.
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Roy’s identity

• It is easy to obtain the indirect utility function from the Marshallian demand functions: we
just substitute the Marshallian demands into the direct utility function.

• To obtain the Marshallian demand functions from the indirect utility function, we use Roy’s
identity:

x∗ = −
∂V
∂px

∂V
∂M

y∗ = −
∂V
∂py

∂V
∂M

where we assume that V is differentiable and ∂V
∂M ̸= 0

A strictly positive monotone transformation

• Suppose that you rescale the utility function using a strictly increasing function f , where
f ′(·) > 0

• That is, you use
W (x, y) ≡ f(U(x, y))

• Notice that the MRS is just the same as before:

Wx

Wy
=
f ′(U)Ux

f ′(U)Uy
=
Ux

Uy

• So the optimal consumption bundle will be the same.

• Utility function has ordinal meaning, but no cardinal meaning.

• Warning: This result does not apply to choice problems with uncertainty.

The consumers problem with non-negativity constraints

• Now the consumer’s problem is to choose x and y so as to maximize U(x, y) subject to pxx+
pyy =M and x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0.

• The associated Lagrangian is

L(x, y, λ) = U(x, y) + λ(M − pxx− pyy) + µ1x+ µ2y

• The first-order conditions are

Ux(x, y)− λpx + µ1 = 0

Uy(x, y)− λpy + µ2 = 0

pxx+ pyy =M

• and the slackness conditions

µ1 ≥ 0 x ≥ 0 µ1x = 0

µ2 ≥ 0 y ≥ 0 µ2y = 0

• Notice that we can solve for µ1 and µ2 in the FOCs.

Ux(x, y)− λpx = −µ1

Uy(x, y)− λpy = −µ2
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• So a solution must satisfy

Ux(x, y)− λpx ≤ 0 x ≥ 0 x (Ux(x, y)− λpx) = 0

Uy(x, y)− λpy ≤ 0 y ≥ 0 y (Uy(x, y)− λpy) = 0

pxx+ pyy =M

Ruling out corner solutions

• From the budget constraint, we know that x and y cannot be simultaneously zero (assuming
M > 0)

• Assume that x = 0. Notice that the solution requires that

Ux(x, y) ≤ λpx <∞

• If the marginal utility of x as x approaches zero is infinite:

lim
x→0

Ux(x, y) = ∞

we would get a contradiction.

• Therefore

lim
x→0

Ux(x, y) = ∞ → x > 0 ⇒ Ux(x, y)− λpx = 0

lim
y→0

Uy(x, y) = ∞ → y > 0 ⇒ Uy(x, y)− λpy = 0

Summary
For the consumer’s problem of choosing x and y so as to maximize U(x, y) subject to pxx+pyy ≤

M and x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0:

• If utility is strictly increasing in its arguments, then in the solution the budget constraint is
binding.

• If the marginal utilities tend to infinity as any of its arguments goes to zero, then in the solution
the non-negativity constraints are not binding.

5 Examples

Example 7: A Cobb-Douglas utility function

• The Cobb-Douglas utility function is

U(x, y) = xθy1−θ (where 0 < θ < 1)

• The marginal utilities of x and y are

∂U

∂x
= θ

(y
x

)1−θ ∂U

∂y
= (1− θ)

(
x

y

)θ
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• If x > 0 and y > 0, we have

lim
x→0

Ux = ∞ lim
y→0

Uy = ∞ Ux > 0 Uy > 0

• Therefore, if the utility is Cobb-Douglas, we know that

– there will be no corner solution (x∗ > 0 and y∗ > 0).
– the consumer will spend all his resources (pxx∗ + pyy

∗ =M)

• The optimal bundle must satisfy

θ
(
y
x

)1−θ

(1− θ)
(

x
y

)θ =
px
py

(MgRS = relative price)

pxx
∗ + pyy

∗ =M (budget constraint)

• The Marshallian demands are:

x∗(px, py,M) =
θM

px
y∗(px, py,M) =

(1− θ)M

py

• The indirect utility function is

V (px, py,M) =

(
θ

px

)θ (
1− θ

py

)1−θ

M

Example 8: A quasi-linear utility function
Consider the quasi-linear utility function

U(x, y) = lnx+ y

Find the optimal allocation for this problem.
• Given that Ux = 1

x > 0 and Uy = 1 > 0, we know that the consumer spends all his income.

• In this problem, y is the numeraire, so py = 1. Let px = p.

• Lagrangian is
L = lnx+ y + λ(M − px− y)

• Optimality conditions:
1

x
− λp = 0

1− λ = 0

px+ y =M

 ⇒
λ = 1

px = 1

y =M − 1

• Marshallian demand:

x∗(p,M) =
1

p
y∗(p,M) =M − 1
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• Notice that y∗ is negative if M < 1.

• Indirect utility:
V (p,M) =M − 1− ln p

Example 9: A quasi-linear utility function, with non-negativity constraints

Now assume that neither x nor y can be negative.

• Since Ux = 1
x → ∞ as x→ 0, we know that x > 0.

• But Uy = 1, so y could be zero.

• Lagrangian is
L = lnx+ y + λ(M − px− y) + µy

• Optimality conditions:

1

x
− λp = 0

1− λ ≤ 0 y ≥ 0 (1− λ) y = 0

px+ y =M

• We need to consider two cases:

λ = 1 or y = 0

Case 1: λ = 1

From FOC wrt x, we have λ−1 = px. So, in this case, px = 1. Substitute in the budget
constraint to get

y∗ =M − 1 and x∗ =
1

p

But we need to make sure that y ≥ 0, so we require that M ≥ 1.
Case 2: y = 0

From the budget constraint, px =M , so a candidate solution is

y∗ = 0 and x∗ =
M

p

But we need to make sure that 1−λ ≤ 0. Again, we know that λ−1 = px =M , so this condition
is equivalent to

1− 1

M
≤ 0 ⇔ M ≤ 1

Taking the two cases together, we have the solution:

• Marshallian demand

x∗ =
min{M, 1}

p
, y∗ = max{M − 1, 0}
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• Indirect utility

V (p,M) = max{M, 1} − 1 + lnmin{M, 1} − ln p

=

{
lnM − ln p, if M ≤ 1

M − 1− ln p, otherwise

• Notice that V is continuous and differentiable at M = 1.

Example 10: Many goods, CES utility

• Now assume that there are n+ 1 goods available to the consumer.

• Let pi and xi be the price and quantity consumed of good Xi, for i = 0, 1, . . . , n.

• Assume a CES utility function, with αi > 0 ∀i

U(x0, x1, . . . , xn) =

(
n∑

i=0

αix
ρ
i

) 1
ρ

= (α0x
ρ
0 + α1x

ρ
1 + · · ·+ αnx

ρ
n)

1
ρ

• Let X0 be the numeraire (p0 = 1) and let α0 = 1.

• Budget constraint is
n∑

i=0

pixi = p0x0 + p1x1 + · · ·+ pnxn =M

• Lagrangian is

L =

(
n∑

i=0

αix
ρ
i

) 1
ρ

+ λ

(
M −

n∑
i=0

pixi

)

• For this problem, it is convenient to replace the utility function using the f(U) = Uρ

transformation:

L =

n∑
i=0

αix
ρ
i + λ

(
M −

n∑
i=0

pixi

)

L =

n∑
i=0

(αix
ρ
i − λpixi) + λM

• First order conditions

ραix
ρ−1
i − λpi = 0 ⇒ λ =

ραix
ρ−1
i

pi
∀i = 0, . . . , n

• that is, the marginal utility per dollar must be the same for all goods.
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• Let’s write conditions in terms of numeraire X0 condition, i = 1, . . . , n :

ραix
ρ−1
i

pi
=
ρα0x

ρ−1
0

p0
⇒ xi = ασ

i p
−σ
i x0 (with σ = 1

1−ρ )

• Substitute in budget constraint to get:

M =

n∑
i=0

pixi = x0 +

n∑
i=1

ασ
i p

1−σ
i x0 ⇒ x∗0 =

M

1 +
∑n

i=1 α
σ
i p

1−σ
i

• Therefore, the Marshallian demands satisfy:

pkx
∗
k =

ασ
kp

1−σ
k∑n

i=0 α
σ
i p

1−σ
i

M ∀k = 0, . . . , n

• With CES utility, the income share spent on each good depends on the preference param-
eters and on the prices of all goods.

• Let the price index P be defined by

P ≡

(
n∑

i=0

ασ
i p

1−σ
i

) 1
1−σ

• Marshallian demand is then

x∗k =
ασ
kp

−σ
k

P 1−σ
M =

(
αk
pk

P

)σ
M

P
∀k = 0, . . . , n

• We can interpret M
P as a measure of real consumption.

• For each good, demand is a share of real consumption. The share depends on:

– αk, the weight of the good in the utility function
– σ, the elasticity of substitution between goods, and
– px/P , the price of the good relative to the price index.

To get the indirect utility function, use the demand functions

x∗k = ασ
kp

−σ
k MP σ−1

αkx
∗ρ
k = α1+σρ

k p−σρ
k (MP σ−1)ρ

= ασ
kp

1−σ
k (MP σ−1)ρ(

n∑
i=0

αix
∗ρ
i

) 1
ρ

=

(
n∑

i=0

ασ
kp

1−σ
k (MP σ−1)ρ

) 1
ρ

V (p0, . . . , pn,M) =MP σ−1

(
n∑

i=0

ασ
kp

1−σ
k

) 1
ρ

=MP σ−1P
1−σ
ρ =

M

P

We can interpret V as a measure of real consumption.
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• Case: Cobb-Douglas utility function is the special case where ρ = 0 (equivalently σ = 1):

U(x0, x1, . . . , xn) =

n∏
i=0

xαi
i = xα0

0 xα1
1 · · ·xαn

n

• In this case, the Marshallian demands satisfy:

pix
∗
i =

αi∑n
i=0 αi

M ∀i = 0, . . . , n

• With Cobb-Douglas utility, the share of income spent on each of the goods does not depend
on any price.
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CHAPTER VIII:

Applications of consumer theory
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1 The Work-Leisure Decision
The setup

• There are only two goods: consumption goods C and time.

• Barter economy: consumer exchanges work time for consumption good.

– Price of consumption is 1.
– One hour of work is worth w units of consumption.

• Consumer is endowed with h hours, to be used in:

leisure: l = time used at home
work: Ns = time exchanged in the market (labor time)

• The time constraint for the consumer is then

l +Ns = h

which states that leisure time plus time spent working must sum to total time available.

The consumer’s real disposable income

• For his work, consumer gets wNs = w(h− l) units of consumption good.

• Consumer also receives π units of consumption good, in the form of real dividend income.

• Consumer must pay a lump-sum tax amount T to the government.

• Therefore, the budget constraint is

C = w(h− l) + π − T

• which can also be written as
C + wl = wh+ π − T

The budget constraint
When T > π When T < π
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The consumer’s preferences
The representative consumer’s preferences are defined by

U(C, l)

with U(·, ·) a function that is:

• increasing in both arguments,

• strictly quasiconcave, and

• twice differentiable.

The consumer’s problem

• The consumer’s optimization problem is to choose C and l so as to maximize U(C, l) subject
to his or her budget constraint—that is,

max
C,l

U(C, l) s.t.
{
C = w(h− l) + π − T

l ≤ h

• This problem is a constrained optimization problem, with the associated Lagrangian

L = U(C, l) + λ[w(h− l) + π − T − C] + µ(h− l)

where λ and µ are the Lagrange multipliers.

Solving the problem

• We assume that there is an interior solution to the consumer’s problem where C > 0 and 0 < l.

• This can be guaranteed by assuming that

UC(0, l) = ∞ and Ul(C, 0) = ∞

• The first-order conditions are

UC(C, l)− λ = 0

Ul(C, l)− λw − µ = 0

w(h− l) + π − T − C = 0.

• Slackness conditions:
µ ≥ 0 h− l ≥ 0 µ(h− l) = 0
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Case 1: l = h (consumer does not work!)

• For this case to be feasible, we require that C = π − T > 0.

• From the first two FOCs and nonnegativity of multiplier:

Ul(π − T, h)− wUC(π − T, h) = µ ≥ 0

⇔ w ≤ Ul(π − T, h)

UC(π − T, h)

• Thus, consumer does not work if he has π−
T > 0, and at bundle (π − T, h) the market
wage rate is less than his MRS of leisure for
consumption.

• In a competitive equilibrium we cannot have
l = h, as this would imply that nothing
would be produced and C = 0.

Case 2: µ = 0 (consumer goes to work!)

• From the first two FOCs:

Ul(C
∗, l∗) = wUC(C

∗, l∗)

⇔ w =
Ul(C

∗, l∗)

UC(C∗, l∗)

• Thus, consumer works Ns∗ = h − l∗ hours
and consumes C∗ = w(h− l∗) + π − T .

• At this allocation, his MRS of leisure for
consumption equals the market wage rate.
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A parametric example
U(C, l) = ln(c) + γ ln(l)

• FOC
MRSlC =

Ul

UC
=

γ
l
1
C

=
γC

l
= w

• Time and budget constraints:

w =
γC

h−Ns

C = wNs + π − T

• Then
Ns∗ =

wh− γ(π − T )

(1 + γ)w

Real Dividends or Taxes Change for the Consumer

• Assume that consumption and leisure are
both normal goods.

• An increase in dividends or a decrease in
taxes will then cause the consumer to in-
crease consumption and reduce the quantity
of labor supplied (increase leisure).

An Increase in the Market Real Wage Rate

• This has income and substitution effects.

• Substitution effect: the price of leisure rises, so the consumer substitutes from leisure to con-
sumption.

• Income effect: the consumer is effectively more wealthy and, since both goods are normal,
consumption increases and leisure increases.

• Conclusion: Consumption must rise, but leisure may rise or fall.
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Increase in the Real Wage Rate–Income and Substitution Effects

The labor supply function

• Suppose l(w) is a function that tells us how much leisure the consumer wishes to consume,
given the real wage w.

• Then, the labor supply curve is given by

Ns(w) = h− l(w)

The slope of the labor supply function

• We do not know whether labor supply is in-
creasing or decreasing in the real wage, be-
cause the effect of a wage increase on the
consumer’s leisure choice is ambiguous.

• Assuming that the substitution effect is
larger than the income effect of a change in
the real wage, labor supply increases with
an increase in the real wage, and the labor
supply schedule is upward-sloping.
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Labor supply response to an increase in dividend

• An increase in nonwage disposable income shifts the labor supply curve to the left, that is,
from Ns to Ns

1 , because leisure is a normal good

1.1 Comparative statics in leisure-consumption model
The economist’s problem

• You have a model with n endogenous variables y and m exogenous variables x, whose solution
is described by y = Ψ(x).

• You have found n model conditions of the form g(x,y) = 0.

• Problem: How to analyze the comparative statics of the model without an explicit formula for
Ψ(x)?

• Solution: compute the total derivative of g, using the chain rule.

Side note: The gradient and the Hessian matrix Let f be a function, f : Rn → R, where
x =

(
x1 · · · xn

)′. We denote the first partial derivatives of f(x) by

fi(x) =
∂f(x)
∂xi

and ∇f(x) =

 f1(x)
...

fn(x)


and the Hessian matrix of f(x) by

H(x) =


f11(x) f12(x) . . . f1n(x)
f21(x) f22(x) . . . f2n(x)

...
... . . . ...

fn1(x) fn2(x) . . . fnn(x)
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Side note: The Jacobian Let f be a function, f : Rn → Rm:

f(x) =

 f
1(x)
...

fm(x)


We denote the Jacobian of f(x) by

J(x) =


f11 (x) f12 (x) . . . f1n(x)
f21 (x) f22 (x) . . . f2n(x)

...
... . . . ...

fm1 (x) fm2 (x) . . . fmn (x)

 =


∇f1(x)′
∇f2(x)′

...
∇fm(x)′



Side note: A partitioned Jacobian

• Let g(x,y) be a function of vectors x ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rn, such that g : Rn+m → Rn.

• Think of g as a system of n nonlinear equations on n endogenous variables y and m
exogenous variables x.

• The partial Jacobians Dgy and Dgx form a partition of the Jacobian:

J(x,y) = [Dgy |Dgx] =


g1y1

g1y2
. . . g1yn

g2y1
g2y2

. . . g2yn

...
... . . . ...

gny1
gny2

. . . gnyn

g1x1
g1x2

. . . g1xm

g2x1
g2x2

. . . g2xm

...
... . . . ...

gnx1
gnx2

. . . gnxm



Side note: The total derivative

• The total derivative of g(x,y) satisfies
n∑

i=1

∂gk

∂yi
dyi +

m∑
i=1

∂gk

∂xi
dxi = 0, ∀k = 1, . . . , n

• This can be written in terms of the partitioned Jacobian:

0 =


g1y1

g1y2
. . . g1yn

g2y1
g2y2

. . . g2yn

...
... . . . ...

gny1
gny2

. . . gnyn



dy1
dy2
...

dyn

+


g1x1

g1x2
. . . g1xm

g2x1
g2x2

. . . g2xm

...
... . . . ...

gnx1
gnx2

. . . gnxm



dx1
dx2
...

dxm


= Dgy dy+Dgx dx

• Then dy = −[Dgy]
−1Dgx dx, assuming inverse is defined.
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Comparative statics in leisure-consumption model
In our leisure-consumption model, the solution required that:

g1(c, l, w, π) = Ul − wUc = 0

g2(c, l, w, π) = c− wh+ wl − π = 0

Therefore

0 =

[
g1c g1l
g2c g2l

] [
dc
dl

]
+

[
g1w g1π
g2w g2π

] [
dw
dπ

]
=

[
Ulc − wUcc Ull − wUcl

1 w

] [
dc
dl

]
+

[
−Uc 0
l − h −1

] [
dw
dπ

]
[
dc
dl

]
=

[
Ulc − wUcc Ull − wUcl

1 w

]−1 [
Uc 0
h− l 1

] [
dw
dπ

]
=

1

∇

[
w wUcl − Ull

−1 Ulc − wUcc

] [
Uc 0
h− l 1

] [
dw
dπ

]
=

1

∇

[
wUc + (h− l)(wUcl − Ull) wUcl − Ull

−Uc + (h− l)(Ulc − wUcc) Ulc − wUcc

] [
dw
dπ

]
where

∇ = −
(
w2Ucc − 2wUcl + Ull

)
= −

∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 1 w
1 Ucc Ucl

w Ulc Ull

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ 0

The comparative statics follows from:
dc
dπ =

wUcl − Ull

∇
> 0 (c is normal)

dc
dw =

wUc + (h− l)(wUcl − Ull)

∇
> 0

dl
dπ =

Ulc − wUcc

∇
> 0 (l is normal)

dl
dw =

−Uc + (h− l)(Ulc − wUcc)

∇
? 0

2 Choice under uncertainty
Choice under uncertainty

• Until now, we have been concerned with the behavior of a consumer under conditions of
certainty.

• However, many choices made by consumers take place under conditions of uncertainty.

• In this section we explore how the theory of consumer choice can be used to describe such
behavior.
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The choices

• The first question to ask is what is the basic “thing” that is being chosen?

• The consumer is presumably concerned with the probability distribution of getting different
consumption bundles of goods.

• A probability distribution consists of a list of different outcomes—in this case, consumption
bundles—and the probability associated with each outcome.

• When a consumer decides how much automobile insurance to buy or how much to invest in the
stock market, he is in effect deciding on a pattern of probability distribution across different
amounts of consumption.

Contingent consumption

• Let us think of the different outcomes of some random event as being different states of nature.

• A contingent consumption plan is a specification of what will be consumed in each different
state of nature.

• Contingent means depending on something not yet certain.

• People have preferences over different plans of consumption, just like they have preferences
over actual consumption.

• We can think of preferences as being defined over different consumption plans.

Utility functions and probabilities

• If the consumer has reasonable preferences about consumption in different circumstances, then
we can use a utility function to describe these preferences.

• However, uncertainty does add a special structure to the choice problem.

• How a person values consumption in one state as compared to another will depend on the
probability that the state in question will actually occur.

• For this reason, we will write the utility function as depending on the probabilities as well as
on the consumption levels.

Utility with discrete random outcomes

• If there are n possible states of nature s, then c is a discrete random variable with support
{c1, . . . , cn}, whose values are realized with probabilities {p1, . . . , pn}.

s P c u(c)

1 π1 c1 u(c1)
2 π2 c2 u(c2)
...

...
n πn cn u(vn)

• Utility is

U(c1, . . . , cn;π1, . . . , πn) =

n∑
i=1

πiu(ci)
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Utility with continuous random outcomes

• If there are infinite states of nature, we think of c as a continuous random variable.

• If c has support C, pdf f(c) and cdf F (c), then utility is

U(c, f) =

∫
c
f(c)u(c) dc

=

∫
c
u(c) dF (c)

von Neumann-Morgenstern utility

• We refer to a utility function U with the particular form described here as an expected utility
function, or, sometimes, a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function:

U(c,P) ≡ Eu(c) =

{∑n
i=1 πiu(ci) discrete∫

c u(c) dF (c) continuous

• We refer to u(c) as the Bernoulli utility function.

2.1 Demand for insurance
Growing potatoes in uncertain weather

• A farmer grows potatoes for own consumption.

• The weather s can be good or bad, affecting the amount of potatoes (real income y) he actually
harvests:

s (weather) P y

g (good) πg W
b (bad) πb W − L

• That is, if weather is bad, he loses L potatoes.

• Expected consumption of potatoes:

E c = E y = (1− πb)W + πb(W − L) =W − πbL

An insurance contract

• Farmer can insure K potatoes, premium is γ per unit.

• Choices are contingent consumption plans:

s P y insure c

g πg W −γK W − γK
b πb W − L (1− γ)K W − γK +K − L
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Expected utility of buying insurance coverage K

• Expected utility is

U(cg, cb;πg, πb) ≡ Eu(c)
= πgu(cg) + πbu(cb)

= πgu(W − γK) + πbu(W − γK +K − L)

• MRS of bad-weather potatoes for one good-weather potato is

MRSbg =
Ucb

Ucg

=
πbu

′(cb)

πgu′(cg)

Objective function: Eu(c) = U(cg, cb, πg, πb) = πgu(cg) + πbu(cb)

W− L

W

consumption in bad state

co
ns
um

pt
io
n
in

go
od

st
at
e

Budget constraint (cg, cb) = (yg − γK, yb + (1− γ)K)

• We have
K =

yg − cg
γ

=
cb − yb
1− γ

• Therefore
cg +

γ
1−γ cb = yg +

γ
1−γ yb

• Substitute yg =W and yb =W − L to get

cg +
γ

1−γ cb =W + γ
1−γ (W − L)

= 1
1−γW − γ

1−γL
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• The relative price (in terms of potatoes in good weather) of a potato in bad weather is p = γ
1−γ

Budget constraint:
cg +

γ
1−γ cb =

1
1−γW − γ

1−γL

W− L W− γL

W

W− γL

K = 0

K = L

consumption in bad state

co
ns
um

pt
io
n
in

go
od

st
at
e

Optimality condition:
MRSbg =

πbu
′(cb)

πgu′(cg)
=

γ

1− γ
= p
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W− L W− πL

W

W− πL

A

B

consumption in bad state
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Demand for insurance

• Of course, we could also solve for optimal K directly:

max
K

{πgu(W − γK) + πbu(W − L− γK +K)}

• FOC:

0 = −γπgu′(W − γK) + (1− γ)πbu
′(W − L− γK +K)

⇔ πbu
′(W − L− γK +K)

πgu′(W − γK)
=

γ

1− γ

Risk of losses and price of insurance

• The market price of insurance should satisfy γ ≥ πb, so the insurer gets enough revenue γK
to cover expected payments πbK. This implies that:

γ ≥ πb

1− πb ≥ 1− γ

γ(1− πb) ≥ πb(1− γ)

1 ≥ πb(1− γ)

γ(1− πb)
=
u′(cg)

u′(cb)
(from FOC)

u′(cb) ≥ u′(cg)

cb ≤ cg (assuming risk aversion)
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• Consumer gets full insurance iif it’s actuarially fair.

Case γ = πb: actuarially fair insurance

W− L W− πL

W

W− πL

A

B

consumption in bad state

co
ns
um

pt
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n
in

go
od

st
at
e

� K∗ = L: full insurance � farmer con-
sumes W − πbL, regardless of weather.

Case γ > πb: insurer expects a profit
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W− L W− L+ (1− γ)K W− πL

W

W− γK
W− πL

A

BC

consumption in bad state
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� K∗ < L: no full insurance � farmer still
faces (lower) risk.

Increasing the premium: As insurance gets expensive, consumer buys less coverage.

0 K2K1 K0 = L

u(Ew)

Eγ1u(w)

Eγ2u(w)

u(W− πL)

A

B

C

D

coverage

ex
pe

ct
ed

ut
ili
ty

γ0 = 1.00π
γ1 = 1.25π
γ2 = 1.50π

;
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Example 11: Logarithmic utility

Let’s now assume that u(c) = ln(c) From the FOC:

γπgu
′(W − γK) = (1− γ)πbu

′(W − L+ (1− γ)K)

γπg[W − L+ (1− γ)K] = (1− γ)πb(W − γK)

πgγ(W − L) + πgγ(1− γ)K = πb(1− γ)W − πbγ(1− γ)K

(πb + πg)(1− γ)γK = (πb − γ(πb + πg))W + γπgL

γ(1− γ)K = (πb − γ)W + γ(1− πb)L

K∗ =
1− πb
1− γ

L− γ − πb
γ(1− γ)

W

Optimal contingent consumption plans:

s P y c∗

g πg W 1−πb

1−γ (W − γL)

b πb W − L πb

γ (W − γL)

2.2 Risk aversion
A risk averse consumer
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W− L CE E W̃ W

u(W− L)

E u(W̃)

u(E W̃)

u(W)

A

B

C

DE

wealth

ut
ili
ty

A risk loving consumer

W− L E W̃ CE W

u(W− L)

E u(W̃)

u(E W̃)

u(W)

A

B

C
D

wealth

ut
ili
ty

Measuring risk aversion
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• A consumer with a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function can be one of the following:

– Risk-averse, with a concave utility function;
– Risk-neutral, with a linear utility function, or;
– Risk-loving, with a convex utility function.

• Then, the degree of risk-aversion a consumer displays would be related to the curvature of
their Bernoulli utility function u(W ).

• The more “curved” a concave u(W ) is, the lower will be a consumer’s certainty equivalent,
and the higher their risk premium.

• How do we measure the curvature of a function?

• Simple - using the function’s second derivative.

Arrow-Pratt measure of risk aversion
Absolute Relative

−u′′(W )

u′(W )

−u′′(W )W

u′(W )

CARA CRRA

u(c) = −e−ρc
u(c) =

c1−σ − 1

1− σ

A change in risk aversion
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W− L CEo CE E W̃ W

uo(W− L)

u(W− L)E uo(W̃)

E u(W̃)

u(W)

A

B

CD

E

FG

wealth

ut
ili
ty

2.3 A risky asset
A risky asset

• Consider a simple two-period portfolio problem involving two assets, one with a risky (gross)
return R̃ ≥ 0 and one with a sure (gross) return Rf ≥ 1.

• Let w be initial wealth, and let x ∈ [0, 1] be the share of wealth invested in the risky asset.

s P risky risk-free c

R̃ = R f(R) xw (1− x)w [(1− x)Rf + xR]w

• In this case the second-period wealth can be written as

W̃ = (1− x)Rfw + xR̃w

= [(1− x)Rf + xR̃]w

• Note that W̃ is a random variable since R̃ is random.

Expected utility

• The expected utility from investing x in the risky asset:

v(x) = Eu(c) = Eu
(
[(1− x)Rf + xR̃]w

)
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• The portfolio problem is then to choose x ∈ [0, 1] to maximize v(x):

L(x, µ, λ) = Eu
(
[(1− x)Rf + xR̃]w

)
+ µx+ λ(1− x)

• Conditions:
E
{
u′(W̃ )(R̃−Rf )w

}
+ µ− λ = 0

µ ≥ 0 x ≥ 0 µx = 0

λ ≥ 0 x ≤ 1 λ(1− x) = 0

Second order condition

• Notice that second derivative is

E
{
u′′(W̃ )(R̃−Rf )

2w2
}
< 0 iif u′′(W̃ ) < 0

• SOC requires that consumer is risk-averse.

Slackness conditions

• The slackness conditions (SC) imply:

– if x = 0, 2nd group of SC satisfied with λ = 0.

– if x = 1, 1st group of SC satisfied with µ = 0.

– if 0 < x < 1, both groups of SC satisfied with λ = µ = 0.

• Then, we only need to analyze 3 cases:

– x = 0 ⇒ E
{
u′(W̃ )(R̃−Rf )

}
= −µ ≤ 0

– x = 1 ⇒ E
{
u′(W̃ )(R̃−Rf )

}
= λ ≥ 0

– 0 < x < 1 ⇒ E
{
u′(W̃ )(R̃−Rf )

}
= 0

Case 1: x = 0 ⇒ W̃ = wRf

E
{
u′(W̃ )(R̃−Rf )

}
≤ 0

E
{
u′(W̃ )R̃

}
≤ E

{
u′(W̃ )Rf

}
E
{
u′(wRf )R̃

}
≤ E {u′(wRf )Rf}

u′(wRf )E
{
R̃
}
≤ u′(wRf )Rf

E
{
R̃
}
≤ Rf

Consumer does not invest in risky asset if its expected return is lower than the risk-free return.
Case 2: x = 1 ⇒ W̃ = wR̃
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E
{
u′(W̃ )(R̃−Rf )

}
≥ 0

E
{
u′(W̃ )R̃

}
≥ E

{
u′(W̃ )Rf

}
E
{
u′(wR̃)R̃

}
≥ E

{
u′(wR̃)Rf

}
Rf ≤

E
{
u′(wR̃)R̃

}
E
{
u′(wR̃)

}
Consumer does not invest in risk-free asset if its return is “too low”. We need more details about
the R̃ process and utility u to determine what “too low” is.

Case 3: 0 < x < 1

0 = E
{
u′(W̃ )(R̃−Rf )

}
= Cov

[
u′(W̃ ), R̃−Rf

]
+ E

[
u′(W̃ )

]
E
[
R̃−Rf

]
Then

E R̃−Rf =
−Cov

[
u′(W̃ ), R̃

]
Eu′(W̃ )

> 0

Example 12: “Investing” in “Tiempos”

• In “Tiempos” lottery, you pick one number out of 100, all of them with equal probability
(1%) of winning.

• In winning state, your gross return is R̃ = 72.

• In losing state, your gross return is R̃ = 0.

• If you don’t play, you keep your money (Rf = 1).

• Expected return on lottery is

E R̃ = 0.99× 0 + 0.01× 72 = 0.7128 < 1 = Rf

• Therefore, a risk-averse consumer would never play “Tiempos”.

3 Intertemporal consumption
Adding a time dimension

• So far we have only studied static choices.

• Life is full of intertemporal choices: Should I study for my test today or tomorrow? Should I
save or should I consume now?

• We will present a simple model: the Life-Cycle/Permanent Income Model of Consumption.
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• Developed by Modigliani (Nobel winner 1985) and Friedman (Nobel winner 1976).

• Will allow us to address several key issues: effects of government programs including Social
Security, government debts and deficits.

The model
• Representative household lives 2 periods.

• Utility function:
U(c0, c1) = u(c0) + βu(c1)

– c0 is consumption in first (current) period of life,
– c1 is consumption in second (future) period of life,
– 0 < β < 1 measures household’s degree of impatience.

• Preferences over c0, c1 satisfy monotonicity (u′ > 0) and convexity (u′′ < 0).

More on preferences

U(c0, c1) = u(c0) + βu(c1)

• Consumption smoothing motive, partially offset by discounting.

• Assume c0 and c1 are normal: more income ⇒ more of both.

• Intertemporal marginal rate of substitution measures willingness to substitute consumption
over time:

MRSc0,c1 =
Uc0(c0, c1)

Uc1(c0, c1)
=

u′(c0)

βu′(c1)

U(c0, c1) = u(c0) + βu(c1)

y0 W

y1

(1+ r)W

current consumption

fu
tu
re

co
ns

um
pt
io
n
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Budget constraint I

• Abstract from labor/leisure tradeoff.

• (Labor) income yt ≥ 0 in period t = 0, 1.

• Initial wealth a0 ≥ 0.

• Consumer can save part of income or initial wealth in the first period, or it can borrow against
future income y1.

• Interest rate on both savings and on loans is equal to r. Gross interest rate R ≡ 1 + r

• Let st = yt − ct denote saving.

• Budget constraint in first period:
a1 = R(a0 + s0)

• Budget constraint in second period:

a2 = R(a1 + s1) = 0

Budget constraint (II)

• Combining both constraints:

R(a0 + s0) + s1 = 0 ⇒ −s0 −
s1
R

= a0

• Substitute st = yt − ct

c0 +
c1
R

= y0 +
y1
R

+ a0 = H + a0 ≡W (PVBC)

• We have normalized the price of the consumption good in the first period to 1.

• Gross interest rate R ≡ 1+ r is the relative price of consumption goods today to consumption
goods tomorrow.

• Called the present value budget constraint (PVBC).

c0 +
c1
R

=W
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y0 W

y1

(1+ r)W

current consumption
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The consumer’s problem

max
c0,c1

{u(c0) + βu(c1)} subject to c0 +
c1
R

=W

• Form Lagrangian with multiplier λ ≥ 0

L(c0, c1, λ) = u(c0) + βu(c1) + λ
(
W − c0 −

c1
R

)
• FOCs:

u′(c0) = λ

βu′(c1) =
λ

R

• Combine to get

Euler equation u′(c0) = βRu′(c1)

u′(c0) = βRu′(c1)
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Consumer is a lender Consumer is a borrower

c∗0 y0 W

c∗1

y1

(1+ r)W

current consumption

fu
tu
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ns

um
pt
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c∗0y0 W

c∗1

y1

(1+ r)W

current consumption

fu
tu
re

co
ns
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Implications of the Euler equation

u′(c0) = βRu′(c1)

• Can also be written
MRSc0,c1 = 1 + r

• Recall that u is concave, so u′′ < 0 ⇒ u′(c) is decreasing. So if:

– β(1 + r) > 1 ⇒ u′(c0) > u′(c1) ⇒ c0 < c1

– β(1 + r) < 1 ⇒ u′(c0) < u′(c1) ⇒ c0 > c1

– β(1 + r) = 1 ⇒ u′(c0) = u′(c1) ⇒ c0 = c1

• Behavior of consumption over time depends on rate of time preference relative to interest rate.

• If equal, perfect consumption smoothing.

Example 13: Logarithmic utility

u(c) = ln(c)

• Euler equation:
1

c0
=
βR

c1
⇒ c1 = βRc0

• Using the PVBC
c0 =W − c1

R
=W − βc0

• So that

c0 = 1
1+βW s0 = 1

1+β

(
βy0 − a0 −

y1
R

)
c1 = βR

1+βW a1 = 1
1+β [βR(y0 + a0)− y1]

• Value function:

V (W, r) = (1 + β) lnW + β lnR+ β lnβ − (1 + β) ln(1 + β)
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• Increasing wealth W , regardless of source, increases consumer utility:

∂V

∂W
=

1 + β

W

• Effect of a change in interest rate r depends on wealth composition, which in turn de-
termines whether the consumer has positive or negative assets a1 at the end of period
1:

∂V

∂r
=

1

R2W
[βR(y0 + a0)− y1]

=
1 + β

R2W
a1

Example 14: CRRA utility

• The logarithmic utility from last example is just a special case of the constant relative risk
aversion(CRRA) utility, when σ = 1.

u(c) =
c1−σ − 1

1− σ

• With CRRA utility, the Bellman equation becomes

c−σ
0 = βRc−σ

1 ⇒ c1 = (βR)1/σc0

• Use budget constraint c0 + c1
R =W to solve for c0 and c1:

c0 =
R

R+ (βR)1/σ
W c1 =

R(βR)1/σ

R+ (βR)1/σ
W

Increasing wealth
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c∗0 c∗0
′ y0 y′0W W′

c∗1

c∗1
′

y1

(1+ r)W

(1+ r)W′

current consumption
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Increasing interest rate: lender

c∗0c∗0
′ y0 WW′

c∗1

c∗1
′

y1

(1+ r)W

(1+ r)W′

current consumption

fu
tu
re

co
ns

um
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n
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Increasing interest rate: borrower

c∗0c∗0
′y0 WW′

c∗1
c∗1

′

y1

(1+ r)W

(1+ r)W′

current consumption

fu
tu
re

co
ns

um
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n

3.1 Many goods, two time periods
The model

• A consumer lives two periods, and chooses among n + 1 goods in each period: xit for i ∈
{0, 1, . . . , n} and t ∈ {0, 1}.

• Utility function depends on 2n+ 2 goods:

U =
(α0x

ρ
00 + · · ·+ αnx

ρ
n0)

1−γ
ρ

1− γ
+ β

(α0x
ρ
01 + · · ·+ αnx

ρ
n1)

1−γ
ρ

1− γ

• Let xt be the bundle of goods consumed at time t:

xt = [x0t, x1t, . . . , xnt]

Constraints in nominal terms

• Consumer can save and borrow money at nominal interest rate i.

• The budget constraint says that the present value of all consumption purchases must equal
the present value of nominal income Yt:

n∑
k=0

pk0xk0 +
1

1 + i

n∑
k=0

pk1xk1 = Y0 +
Y1

1 + i

• Let Ct =
∑n

k=0 pktxkt be nominal consumption at time t.
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• Budget constraint becomes
C0 +

C1

1 + i
= Y0 +

Y1
1 + i

≡W

where W is nominal wealth.

Constraints in real terms

• Let Pt = (ασ
0p

1−σ
0t + · · ·+ ασ

np
1−σ
nt )

1
1−σ be the price index at time t

• Notice that P1

P0(1+i) =
1+π
1+i = 1

1+r , where π is the inflation rate, and r the real interest rate.

• Divide budget constraint by price index P0

C0

P0
+

P1

P0(1 + i)

C1

P1
=
Y0
P0

+
P1

P0(1 + i)

Y1
P1

=
W

P0

c0 +
c1

1 + r
= y0 +

y1
1 + r

= w

where ct is real consumption, yt is real income, and w is real wealth.

• Constraint says that present value of real (composite) consumption equals the present value
of real income.

Solving the problem: 2 steps

• Let Ũ denote CES function: Ũ(xt) = (α0x
ρ
0t + · · ·+ αnx

ρ
nt)

1
ρ

• Utility becomes:

U =
Ũ(x0)

1−γ

1− γ
+ β

Ũ(x1)
1−γ

1− γ

• Consumer has to choose 2n+ 2 variables, subject to 1 budget constraint.

• To solve this problem, consumer makes decisions in two stages

– Intra-temporal stage: Given all prices and the total amount to spend in each period,
consumer chooses goods for each period separately.

– Inter-temporal stage: Taking the intra-temporal solution as given, solve the inter-temporal
problem:

Intra-temporal stage

• Given all prices and the total amount to spend in each period, consumer chooses goods for
each period separately.

• Since intra-temporal preferences are CES, we know (from Example 4 in Lecture 7) that if
consumer spends Ct dollars and price level is Pt, the optimal utility he can get is

Ṽ (Ct, Pt) ≡ max
xt

Ũ(xt) =
Ct

Pt
= ct
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Inter-temporal stage

• Taking the intra-temporal solution as given, problem becomes:

max
c0,c1

c1−γ
0

1− γ
+ β

c1−γ
1

1− γ
s.t c0 +

c1
R

= w

• But this is equivalent to what we solved in Example 4 in this lecture. Its solution is charac-
terized by the Euler equation

c−γ
0 = βRc−γ

1 ⇒ c1 = (βR)1/γc0

• Solution is

c0 =
R

R+ (βR)1/γ
w c1 =

R(βR)1/γ

R+ (βR)1/γ
w

Marshallian demands for the goods

• Demands for each of the goods in then:

xkt =

(
αk
pkt

Pt

)
ct

=

(
αk
pkt

Pt

)
R(βR)t/γ

R+ (βR)1/γ
w

• Notice that demand for goods depends only on preference parameters (αk) and real variables
(wealth w, interest rates r, relative prices pkt/Pt)

Modeling implications

• If utility is time-separable, we can split the problem of choosing n goods over T periods into
T + 1 problems:

– decide how much to spend in each of the T periods (inter-temporal allocation); and
– take each period budget and decide how to spend it into the n goods (intra-temporal

allocation)

• If intra-temporal preference is CES, we can interpret the indirect utilities of the intra-temporal
allocations as real composite consumption good.

• From now on, in our macro models we will analyze dynamic consumption behavior assuming
that there exist such real composite consumption good.

• We will simply call it the consumption good.

4 Intertemporal consumption with uncertainty
Intertemporal consumption with uncertainty

• Representative consumer lives 2 periods.

• She can save and borrow at interest rate r.
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• Her initial asset is a0.

• She doesn’t leave any debt or inheritance (a2 = 0).

• Her income yt ≥ 0 in period t = 0, 1:

– y0 is known at time of deciding c0.

– ỹ1 is uncertain. It takes value y1s with probability πs, depending on the state of nature
s = 1, . . . , S.

– Notice that
∑S

s=1 πs = 1.

• Her expected future income is then

E ỹ1 =

S∑
s=1

πsy1s

Budget constraint

• Budget constraints:

a1 = R(a0 + y0 − c0)

a2 = R(a1 + ỹ1 − c̃1) = 0

• a0 and y0 are certain (she already have them in her bank).

• c0 and a1 are certain (she nows what she is choosing now).

• c1 is uncertain because she needs to adjust future consumption to income shocks:

c̃1 = a1 + ỹ1 ⇒
E c̃1 = a1 + E ỹ1 ⇒
c̃1 = E c̃1 + ỹ1 − E ỹ1︸ ︷︷ ︸

forecast error

Consumption plans, contingent on income
State P Period 0 Period 1
s πs c0 = a0 + y0 − a1

R c1s = a1 + y1s

Example 15: Only two states of nature

State Probability Period 0 Period 1
L πL c0 = a0 + y0 − a1

R cL1 = a1 + yL1

H πH c0 = a0 + y0 − a1

R cH1 = a1 + yH1
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Consumer wants to maximize her discounted expected utility:

U(c0, c
L
1 , c

H
1 , πL, πH) = Eỹ2

[u(c0) + βu(c1)]

= πL
[
u(c0) + βu(cL1 )

]
+ πH

[
u(c0) + βu(cH1 )

]
= (πL + πH)u(c0) + β

[
πLu(c

L
1 ) + πHu(c

H
1 )
]

= u(c0) + β Eu(c1)

U = {u(c0) + β Eu(c1)}

=
{
u(c0) + β

[
πLu(c

L
1 ) + πHu(c

H
1 )
]}

=
{
u
(
a0 + y0 − a1

R

)
+ β

[
πLu

(
a1 + yL1

)
+ πHu

(
a1 + yH1

)]}
Objective now depends on a1 alone. Take FOC:

0 = − 1
Ru

′ (c0) + βπLu
′(cL1 ) + βπHu

′(cH1 )

u′ (c0) = βR
[
πLu

′(cL1 ) + πHu
′(cH1 )

]
= βRE [u′(c1)] (Euler equation)

Wealth and permanent income

• Combining the budget constraints she gets

c0 +
c̃1
R

= a0 + y0 +
ỹ1
R︸ ︷︷ ︸

wealth W̃0

(for any possible state of nature)

• Her wealth at time 0 is uncertain because future income is random. But she can form an
expectation:

c0 +
E c̃1
R

= a0 + y0 +
E ỹ1
R

= E W̃0

• Her permanent income yp is the constant level of consumption that she expects to be able to
afford, given her expected wealth. Then

yp =
R

1 +R
E W̃

The consumer’s problem

• She wants to maximize her discounted expected utility (von Neumann-Morgenstern):

U
(
c0, {c1s;πs}Ss=1

)
= Eỹ2 [u(c0) + βu(c1)]

= u(c0) + β Eu(c1)
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• subject to contingent plans

c0 +
c1s
R

= a0 + y0 +
y1s
R

≡Ws (for s = 1, . . . , S)

• There are S constraints (one per state of nature).

• Let λsπs be the Lagrange multiplier associated with the sth constraint.

Solving the problem

• The Lagrangian is

L = u(c0) + β Eu(c1) +
∑

s
λsπs

(
Ws − c0 −

c1s
R

)
= u(c0) +

∑
s
πs

[
βu(c1s) + λs

(
Ws − c0 −

c1s
R

)]
• FOCs:

(wrt c0) 0 = u′(c0)−
∑

s
πsλs ⇒ u′(c0) = Eλ

(wrt c1s) 0 = πs

[
βu′(c1s)−

λs
R

]
⇒ πsβRu

′ (c1s) = πsλs

The Euler equation

• Adding up the FOCs wrt c1s, we get∑
s
πsβRu

′ (c1s) =
∑

s
πsλs

βREu′ (c1) = Eλ

• Substituting Eλ from the first FOC to get

Euler equation u′(c0) = βREu′ (c1)

Side note: Some math worth remembering

• Let u and v be functions, X and Z random variables, and a and b scalars.

• Suppose that X and Z depend on parameter t.

• Then, under fairly general conditions:

E [au(X) + bv(Z)] = aEu(X) + bE v(Z)

∂ Eu(X)

∂t
= E

[
u′(X)

∂X

∂t

]
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A faster way to get the Euler equation

• Instead of having one constraint for each state of nature, just write one: the expected values
of the constraint:

c0 +
E c̃1
R

= E W̃0

• Just keep in mind that this is a shortcut: the budget constraint must be satisfied in every
state of nature, not only in expected values.

• Besides, the consumer is choosing future consumption contingent on each state of nature. She
is not just choosing her expected future consumption.

Solving the problem

• Lagrangian is
L = u′(c0) + β Eu(c1) + λ

(
E W̃ − c0 −

E c1
R

)
• FOCs

(wrt c0) 0 = u′(c0)− λ ⇒ u′(c0) = λ

(wrt c1) 0 = β Eu′(c1)−
λ

R
⇒ βREu′ (c1) = λ

Euler equation, again

• Then, from the two FOCs
u′(c0) = βREu′ (c1) (Euler equation)

• Euler equation can be written as:

u′(c0)

β Eu′(c1)
= R

MRS of present consumption for
future consumption

price of present consumption in
terms of future consumption

Example 16: Hall 1978

• Assume that utility is quadratic u(c) = αc− 0.5c2 and that βR = 1.

• Euler equation is:
E c1 = c0

• This means that consumption would follow a random walk.

• In such case, under the pure life cycle-permanent income hypothesis, a forecast of future
consumption obtained by extrapolating today’s level by the historical trend is impossible
to improve.
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Example 17: CRRA utility, with uncertainty

• Now assume that consumer has constant relative risk aversion: u(c) = c1−σ

1−σ , with σ > 0.

• Euler equation is:
c−σ
0 = βRE

(
c−σ
1

)
• But notice that E

(
c−σ
1

)
̸= (E c1)−σ, so we can not simply use budget constraint

c0 +
E c̃1
R

= E W̃0

to solve for c0 and E c1.

• So, in dynamic models with uncertainty, it is often necessary to use numerical methods to
analyze the solution of the model.
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CHAPTER IX:

Markov processes
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Introduction

• Markov processes are an indispensable ingredient of DSGE models.

• They preserve the recursive structure that these models inherit from their deterministic rela-
tives.

• In this lecture we review a few results about these processes that we will need repeatedly in
the modeling of business cycles.

1 Stochastic process
Stochastic Process

A stochastic process is a time sequence of random variables {Yt}∞t=−∞.

Two types of processes:

Continuous if realizations are taken from an interval of the real line Yt ∈ [a, b] ⊆ R.

Discrete if there is a countable number of realizations Yt ∈ {y1, y2, . . . , yn}.

i.i.d. Stochastic Process

• The elements of a stochastic process are identically and independently distributed (iid for short),
if the probability distribution is the same for each member of the process Zt and independent
of the realizations of other members of the process.

• In this case

P[Y1 = y1, Y2 = y2, . . . , YT = yT ] =

P(Y1 = y1)× P(Y2 = y2)× · · · × P(YT = yT )

Unconditional moments

• Unconditional cumulative distribution function

FYt
(y) = P [Yt ≤ y]

• Unconditional expectation (mean)

µt ≡ E (Yt) =

∫ ∞

−∞
y dFYt (y)

• Unconditional variance

γ0t ≡ E (Yt − µt)
2
=

∫ ∞

−∞
(y − µt)

2 dFYt
(y)

• Autocovariance
γjt ≡ E (Yt − µt) (Yt−j − µt−j)
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Stationarity
If neither the mean µt nor the autocovariances γjt depend on the date t, then the process for Zt

is said to be covariance-stationary or weakly stationary:

E (Yt) = µ for all t
E (Yt − µ) (Yt−j − µ) = γj for all t and any j

Example 18: Stationary and nonstationary processes

Suppose Yt is a stochastic process such that Yt ∼ N(µt, σ
2
t )

Stationary because µt and σ2
t are constant.

time

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

y

−6
−4

−2
0

2
4

6

Nonstationary because µt is changing over time.

time

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

y

−6
−4

−2
0

2
4

6

Nonstationary because σ2
t is changing over time.

time

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

y

−6
−4

−2
0

2
4

6
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White noise

• The basic building block for the processes considered in this lecture is a sequence {ϵt} whose
elements have mean zero and variance σ2,

E (ϵt) = 0 (zero mean)
E
(
ϵ2t
)
= σ2 (constant variance)

E (ϵtϵτ ) = 0 for t ̸= τ (uncorrelated terms)

• If the terms are normally distributed

ϵt ∼ N(0, σ2)

the we have the Gaussian white noise process.

2 The first-order autoregressive process
Definition of a AR(1) process

• A first-order autoregression, denoted AR(1), satisfies the following difference equation:

Yt = c+ ϕYt−1 + ϵt

where {ϵt} is a white noise sequence.

• It is stationary if and only if |ϕ| < 1.

• In what follows, we assume the process is stationary.

MA(∞) representation of a AR(1) process

• If the AR(1) process is stationary, it can be written

Yt =
c

1− ϕ
+ ϵt + ϕϵt−1 + ϕ2ϵt−2 + ϕ3ϵt−3 + . . .

Conditional versus unconditional mean

• The conditional mean given the previous observation is

E[Yt |Yt−1] = c+ ϕYt−1

• The unconditional mean is
µ ≡ E[Yt] =

c

1− ϕ

• Since c = (1− ϕ)µ, the AR(1) process can be written as deviations from ‘equilibrium’

Yt − µ = ϕ(Yt−1 − µ) + ϵt
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Impulse-response

• Starting with Yt−1, the value of Yt+s will be

Yt+s − µ = ϕs+1(Yt−1 − µ) + ϕsϵt + ϕs−1ϵt+1 + · · ·+ ϕϵt+s−1 + ϵt+s

• Suppose that starting in ‘equilibrium’ (Yt−1−µ = 0) there is a time-t transitory shock (ϵt = ν)
but no more shocks thereafter (ϵt+1 = · · · = ϵt+s = 0). Then

Yt+s − µ = ϕsν

• This is known as an impulse-response function.

• Notice that the process will return to equilibrium as long as |ϕ| < 1.

Conditional versus unconditional variance

• The conditional variance given the previous observation is

Var[Yt |Yt−1] = Var[c+ ϕYt−1 + ϵt |Yt−1] = σ2

• The unconditional mean is
γ0 ≡ Var[Yt] =

σ2

1− ϕ2

• Notice that γ0 > Var[Yt |Yt−1]

Autocovariance and autocorrelation

• The autocovariance is given by
γj = ϕjγ0 (j = 1, 2, . . . )

• The autocovariance is given by
ρj = ϕj (j = 1, 2, . . . )

Example 19: Realizations of an AR(1) process
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The three processes are build from the same white noise realization. Notice how process
becomes more persistent as ϕ approaches 1.

3 Markov chains
Markov property

A stochastic process {Zt}∞t=0 has the Markov property if for all k ≥ 1 and all t,

P[Zt+1 |Zt, Zt−1, . . . , Zt−k] = P[Zt+1 |Zt]

That is, the the probability distribution of Zt+1 only depends upon the realization of Zt.

Example 20: AR(1) process

• The AR(1) process is a Markov process:

Zt = (1− ρ)Z̄ + ρZt−1 + ϵt

where ρ ∈ [0, 1), and ϵt ∼ iidN(0, σ2) is a white noise process.

• Given Zt, next period’s variable Zt+1 is normally distributed with:

mean: E(Zt+1 |Zt) = (1− ρ)Z̄ + ρZt

variance: Var(Zt+1 |Zt) = σ2
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Markov Chains
Markov chains are discrete valued Markov processes. They are characterized by three objects:
1. The n different realizations of Zt, represented by the column vector z = [z1, z2, . . . , zn]

′.

2. The probability distribution of the initial date t = 0, π0 = [π01, π02, . . . , π0n]
′, where π0i =

P[Z0 = zi].

3. The transition matrix P = (pij), where pij = P[Zt+1 = zj |Zt = zi], representing the dynamics
of the process.

Notice that
• pij ≥ 0 and

∑n
j=1 pij = 1.

• π0i ≥ 0 and
∑n

i=1 π0i = 1.

Example 21: Unemployment

A worker can either be employed or unemployed:

• If unemployed, she will get a job with probability p = 45%

• If employed, she will lose her job with probability q = 5%

The worker is employed at t = 0. Then the Markov chain is:

outcomes {unemployed, employed} or z =
[
0
1

]
.

initial probability π0 =

[
0
1

]
.

transition probability P =

[
1− p p
q 1− q

]
=

[
0.55 0.45
0.05 0.95

]

u e

0.45

0.55

0.05

0.95

Example 22: Credit ratings
Transition of the credit ratings from one year to the next:

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC D N.R.
AAA 90.34 5.62 0.39 0.08 0.03 0 0 0 3.5
AA 0.64 88.78 6.72 0.47 0.06 0.09 0.02 0.01 3.21
A 0.07 2.16 87.94 4.97 0.47 0.19 0.01 0.04 4.16
BBB 0.03 0.24 4.56 84.26 4.19 0.76 0.15 0.22 5.59
BB 0.03 0.06 0.4 6.09 76.09 6.82 0.96 0.98 8.58
B 0 0.09 0.29 0.41 5.11 74.62 3.43 5.3 10.76
CCC 0.13 0 0.26 0.77 1.66 8.93 53.19 21.94 13.14
D 0 0 0 0 1 3.1 9.29 51.29 37.32
N.R. 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 8.55 74.06 17.07129



Transition probabilities are expressed in %.
• Higher ratings are more stable: the diagonal coefficients of the matrix go decreasing.
• Starting from the rating AA it is easier to be downgraded (probability 6.72%) than to be upgraded

(probability 0.64%).

Transition over multiple periods

• The transition matrix is also called a stochastic matrix.

• It defines the probabilities of moving from one value of the state to another in one period.

• The probability of moving from one value of the state to another in two periods is determined
by P2 because

P[Zt+2 = zj |Zt = zi]

=

n∑
h=1

P[Zt+2 = zj |Zt+1 = zh]× P[Zt+1 = zh|Zt = zi]

=

n∑
h=1

PihPhj = P
(2)
ij

The unconditional distribution
The probability distribution of Zt evolves according to π′

t+1 = π′
tP . Therefore

π′
1 = π′

0P

π′
2 = π′

0P
2

...
π′
k = π′

0P
k

The limit for k → ∞ is the time invariant, stationary, or ergodic distribution of the Markov chain.
It is defined by

π′ = π′P ⇔ (I − P ′)π = 0

The limit exist and is independent of the initial distribution π0 if p(k)ij > 0 for some integer k ≥ 1.

Example 23: Unemployment (cont.)
For the worker who can either be employed or unemployed according to Markov matrix

P =

[
1− p p
q 1− q

]
=

[
0.55 0.45
0.05 0.95

]
the stationary distribution

[
x 1− x

]′ is the solution to:{[
1 0
0 1

]
−
[
1− p q
p 1− q

]}[
x

1− x

]
=

[
p −q
−p q

] [
x

1− x

]
=

[
0
0

]

Then x = q
p+q and the stationary distribution is:

[
0.1
0.9

]
. This means that the long run probability

of being unemployed is 10%.
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Dynamic programming
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1 Introduction
About this lecture

• We study how to use Bellman equations to solve dynamic programming problems.

• We consider a consumer who wants to maximize his lifetime consumption over an infinite
horizon, by optimally allocating his resources through time. Two alternative models:

1. the consumer uses a financial instrument (say a bank deposit without overdraft limit) to
smooth consumption;

2. the consumer has access to a production technology and uses the level of capital to smooth
consumption.

• To keep matters simple, we assume:

– a logarithmic instant utility function;
– there is no uncertainty.

• To start, we review some math that we’ll need later.

Static optimization

• Optimization is a predominant theme in economic analysis.

• For this reason, the classical calculus methods of finding free and constrained extrema occupy
an important place in the economist’s everyday tool kit.

• Useful as they are, such tools are applicable only to static optimization problems.

• The solution sought in such problems usually consists of a single optimal magnitude for every
choice variable.

• It does not call for a schedule of optimal sequential action.

Dynamic optimization

• In contrast, a dynamic optimization problem poses the question of what is the optimal mag-
nitude of a choice variable in each period of time within the planning period.

• It is even possible to consider an infinite planning horizon.

• The solution of a dynamic optimization problem would thus take the form of an optimal time
path for every choice variable, detailing the best value of the variable today, tomorrow, and so
forth, till the end of the planning period.

Basic ingredients
A simple type of dynamic optimization problem would contain the following basic ingredients:

1. a given initial point and a given terminal point;

2. a set of admissible paths from the initial point to the terminal point;

3. a set of path values serving as performance indices (cost, profit, etc.) associated with the
various paths; and

4. a specified objective-either to maximize or to minimize the path value or performance index
by choosing the optimal path.
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Alternative approaches to dynamic optimization
To find the optimal path, there are three major approaches:

1. the calculus of variations, dating back to the late 17th century, it works about variations in
the state path.

2. optimal control theory, the problem is viewed as having both a state and a control path,
focusing on variations of the control path.

3. dynamic programming, which embeds the control problem in a family of control problems,
focusing on the optimal value of the problem (value function).

Salient features of dynamic optimization problems

• Although dynamic optimization is mostly couched in terms of a sequence of time, it is also
possible to envisage the planning horizon as a sequence of stages in an economic process.

• In that case, dynamic optimization can be viewed as a problem of multistage decision making.

• The distinguishing feature, however, remains the fact that the optimal solution would involve
more than one single value for the choice variable.

• The multistage character of dynamic optimization can be illustrated with a simple discrete
example.

Example 24: Multistage decision making

• Suppose that a firm engages in transforming a certain substance from an initial state A
(raw material state) into a terminal state Z (finished product state) through a five-stage
production process.

• In every stage, the firm faces the problem of choosing among several possible alternative
subprocesses, each entailing a specific cost.

• The question is: How should the firm select the sequence of subprocesses through the five
stages in order to minimize the total cost?
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state

stage0 1 2 3 4 5

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

Z

2

4

7

5

2

6

3

4

3

5

2

8

4

6

3

1

2

2 Basics of dynamic programming
The principle of optimality

The dynamic programming approach is based on the principle of optimality (Bellman, 1957)

An optimal policy has the property that, whatever the initial state and decision are, the
remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting
from the first decision.

Why dynamic programming?
Dynamic programming is a very attractive method for solving dynamic optimization problems

because

• it offers backward induction, a method that is particularly amenable to programmable com-
puters, and

• it facilitates incorporating uncertainty in dynamic optimization models.

Example 25: Solving the problem in example 1

• Let’s use dynamic programming to solve example 1.

• Before doing so, let’s use this problem to introduce some important concepts:

– choice and state variables
– reward and transition functions
– the value function
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– the Bellman equation
– the policy function

state

stage0 1 2 3 4 5
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D
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H
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4
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1

2

Choice variable In a given state s, firm can choose x among subprocess {1, 2, . . . , n}.

The reward function r(x, s) returns the cost incurred by choosing a specific subprocess x

when state is s. For example

r(1, A) = 2 r(1, G) = 2

r(2, A) = 4 r(2, G) = 8

The transition function g(x, s) returns the state s′ reached in next stage if current state is

s and current choice is x. E.g.

g(1, A) = B g(1, G) = I

g(2, A) = C g(2, G) = J

In this example, we can also think of the choice variable as deciding what state to go next:
x = s′.

The reward function r(s, s′) returns the cost of going from one state to the next. Examples

r(A,B) = 2 r(G, I) = 2

r(A,C) = 4 r(G, J) = 8

The transition function g(s, s′) is now very simple. E.g.

g(A,B) = B g(G, I) = I

g(A,C) = C g(G, J) = J
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• Objective Select a sequence of subprocesses through the five stages in order to minimize

the total cost?

• A sequence is a function: for each stage t, it returns the state of the firm process, st ≡ s(t)

• Then, total cost is a functional: a function that depends on other function!

• For example

c(ABDGIZ) = 2 + 7 + 3 + 2 + 3 = 17 = c(11111)

c(ABEHKZ) = 2 + 5 + 3 + 6 + 2 = 18 = c(12121)

• In general, the objective function is

4∑
t=0

r(st, xt) subject to st+1 = g(xt, st), t = 0, . . . , 4

• The value function Vt(st) measures the best result that can be achieved in stage t given

the current state st.

Vt(st) = min
x0,...,x4

4∑
t=0

r(st, xt) s.t. st+1 = g(xt, st), t = 0, . . . , 4

• The policy function ht(st) returns the best choice that can be made in current state st

and stage t.

ht(st) = argmin
x0,...,x4

4∑
t=0

r(st, xt) s.t. st+1 = g(xt, st), t = 0, . . . , 4

The Bellman equation is based on the principle of optimality, which for the problem implies

Vt(st) = min
xt

{r(xt, st) + Vt+1(st+1)} s.t. st+1 = g(xt, st)

Vt(st) = min
xt

{r(xt, st) + Vt+1 (g(xt, st))}

Notice that, by definition of the policy function,

Vt(st) = r [ht(st), st] + Vt+1 [g (ht(st), st)]

Let’s use the Bellman equation to find the minimum cost of production:

Vt(st) = min
xt

{r(xt, st) + Vt+1 (g(xt, st))}

• Starting from the terminal state Z: cost to complete product is 0.
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• Find the minimum cost from all stage-4 states until product completion.

• Find the minimum cost from all stage-3 states until product completion, taking into ac-
count the minimum costs from stage-4 states onward.

• Iterate until reaching stage-0 state

state

stage1 2 3 4 5543210

A

14

B

13

C

10

D

8

E

8

F

10

G

5

H

5

I

3

J

1

K

2

Z

02

4

7

5

2

6

3

4

3

5

2

8

4

6

3

1

2

Z

I

J

K

G

H

D

E

F

B

C

A

Stage State Value Policy
5 Z V5(Z) = 0 h5(Z) = Z

4 K V4(K) = min {2 + V5(Z)} = 2 h4(K) = Z
J V4(J) = min {1 + V5(Z)} = 1 h4(J) = Z
I V4(I) = min {3 + V5(Z)} = 3 h4(I) = Z

3 H V3(H) = min {4 + V4(J), 6 + V4(K)} = 5 h3(H) = J
G V3(G) = min {2 + V4(I), 8 + V4(J)} = 5 h3(G) = I

2 F V2(F ) = min {5 + V3(H)} = 10 h2(F ) = H
E V2(E) = min {3 + V3(H)} = 8 h2(E) = H
D V2(D) = min {3 + V3(G), 4 + V3(H)} = 8 h2(D) = G

1 C V1(C) = min {2 + V2(E), 6 + V1(F )} = 10 h1(C) = E
B V1(B) = min {7 + V2(D), 5 + V2(E)} = 13 h1(B) = E

0 A V0(A) = min {2 + V1(B), 4 + V1(C)} = 14 h0(A) = C

3 Dynamic programming: formal setup
Dynamic Programming: the basics

We now introduce basic ideas and methods of dynamic programming (Ljungqvist and Sargent
2004)

• basic elements of a recursive optimization problem
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• the Bellman equation

• methods for solving the Bellman equation

• the Benveniste-Scheikman formula

Sequential problems

• Let β ∈ (0, 1) be a discount factor.

• We want to choose an infinite sequence of “controls” {xt}∞t=0 to maximize
∞∑
t=0

βtr(st, xt) (7)

subject to st+1 = g(st, xt), with s0 ∈ R given.

• We assume that r(st, xt) is a concave function and that the set {(st+1, st) : st+1 ≤ g(st, xt), xt ∈
R} is convex and compact.

Dynamic programming seeks a time-invariant policy function h mapping the state st into the
control xt, such that the sequence {xt}∞t=0 generated by iterating the two functions

xt = h(st)

st+1 = g(st, xt)

starting from initial condition s0 at t = 0, solves the original problem. A solution in the form of
equations is said to be recursive.

To find the policy function h we need to know the value function V (s), which expresses the
optimal value of the original problem, starting from an arbitrary initial condition s ∈ S. Define

V (s0) = max
{xs}∞

s=0

∞∑
t=0

βtr(st, xt)

subject to st+1 = g(st, xt), with s0 given.
We do not know V (s0) until after we have solved the problem, but if we knew it the policy

function h could be computed by solving for each s ∈ S the problem

max
x

{r(s, x) + βV (s′)} , s.t. s′ = g(s, x) (8)

Thus, we have exchanged the original problem of finding an infinite sequence of controls that
maximizes expression (7) for the problem of finding the optimal value function V (s) and a function
h that solves the continuum of maximum problems (8) —one maximum problem for each value of s.

The function V (s), h(s) are linked by the Bellman equation

V (s) = max
x

{r(s, x) + βV [g(s, x)]} (9)

The maximizer of the RHS is a policy function h(s) that satisfies

V (s) = r[s, h(s)] + βV {g[s, h(s)]} (10)

This is a functional equation to be solved for the pair of unknown functions V (s), h(s).
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Some properties
Under various particular assumptions about r and g, it turns out that

1. The Bellman equation has a unique strictly concave solution.

2. This solution is approached in the limit as j → ∞ by iterations on

Vj+1(s) = max
x

{r(s, x) + βVj(s
′)}, s.t. s′ = g(s, x), s given

starting from any bounded and continuous initial V0.

3. There is a unique and time-invariant optimal policy of the form xt = h(st), where h is chosen
to maximize the RHS of the Bellman equation.

4. Off corners, the limiting value function V is differentiable.

Side note: Concave functions

• A real-valued function f on an interval (or, more generally, a convex set in vector space)
is said to be concave if, for any x and y in the interval and for any t ∈ [0, 1],

f((1− t)x+ ty) ≥ (1− t)f(x) + tf(y)

• A function is called strictly concave if

f((1− t)x+ ty) ≥ (1− t)f(x) + tf(y)

for any t ∈ (0, 1) and x ̸= y.

Side note: Concave functions (2) For a function f : R 7→ R, this definition merely states
that for every z between x and y, the point (z, f(z)) on the graph of f is above the straight line

joining the points (x, f(x)) and (y, f(y)). x

f(x)

y

f(y)

(1− t)f(x) + tf(y)

Side note: Fixed points
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• A point x∗ is a fixed-point of function f if it satisfies f(x∗) = x∗.

• Notice that f(f(. . . f(x∗) . . . )) = x∗.

f

x

y = x

x∗0

x∗1

Side note: Contraction mappings A mapping f : X 7→ X from a metric space X into
itself is said to be a strong contraction with modulus δ, if 0 ≤ δ < 1 and

d(f(x), f(y)) ≤ δd(x, y)

for all x and y in X.

f

t

f(t)

|x− y|

|f(x)− f(y)|

x y

Side note: Banach Fixed-Point Theorem If f is a strong contraction on a metric space X,
then

• it possesses an unique fixed-point x∗, that is f(x∗) = x∗

• if x0 ∈ X and xi+1 = f(xi), then the xi converge to x∗
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Proof: Use x0 and x∗ in the definition of a strong contraction:

d(f(x0), f(x∗)) ≤ δd(x0, x
∗) ⇒

d(x1, x∗) ≤ δd(x0, x
∗) ⇒

d(xk, x∗) ≤ δkd(x0, x
∗) → 0 as k → ∞

Example 26: Searching a fixed point by function iteration

• Consider finding a fixed point for the function f(x) = 1 + 0.5x, for x ∈ R.

• It is easy to see that x∗ = 2 is a fixed point:

f(x∗) = f(2) = 1 + 0.5(2) = 2 = x∗

• Suppose we could not solve the equation x = 1 + 0.5x directly. How could we find the
fixed point then?

• Notice that |f ′(x)| = |0.5| < 1, so f is a contraction.

By Banach Theorem, if we start from an arbitrary point x0 and by iteration we form the
sequence xj+1 = f(xj), it follows that limj→∞ xj = x∗. For example, pick:

x0 = 6

x1 = f(x0) = 1 + 6
2 = 4

x2 = f(x1) = 1 + 4
2 = 3

x3 = f(x2) = 1 + 3
2 = 2.5

x4 = f(x3) = 1 + 2.5
2 = 2.25

...

f

x

f(t)

x0

If we keep iterating, we will get arbitrarily close to the solution x∗ = 2.

First-order necessary condition
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Starting with the Bellman equation

V (s) = max
x

{r(s, x) + βV [g(s, x)]}

Since the value function is differentiable, the optimal x∗ ≡ h(s) must satisfy the first-order
condition

rx(s, x
∗) + βV ′{g(s, x∗)}gx(s, x∗) = 0 (FOC)

Envelope condition
According to (10): V (s) = r[s, h(s)] + βV {g[s, h(s)]}
If we also assume that the policy function h(s) is differentiable, differentiation of this expression

yields

V ′(s) = rs[s, h(s)] + rx[s, h(s)]h
′(s)

+ βV ′{g[s, h(s)]} {gs[s, h(s)] + gx[s, h(s)]h
′(s)}

Arranging terms, substituting x∗ = h(s) as the optimal policy

V ′(s) = rs(s, x
∗) + βV ′[g(s, x∗)]gs(s, x

∗)

+ {rx[s, x∗] + βV ′{g[s, x∗]}gx[s, x∗]}h′(s)

The highlighted part cancels out because of (FOC), therefore

V ′(s) = rs(s, x
∗) + βV ′ (s′) gs(s, x

∗)

Notice that we could have obtained this result much faster by taking derivative of

V (s) = r(s, x∗) + βV [g(s, x∗)]

with respect to the state variable s as if the control variable x∗ ≡ h(s) did not depend on s.

Benveniste and Scheinkman formula
In the envelope condition

V ′(s) = rs(s, x
∗) + βV ′ (s′) gs(s, x

∗)

when the states and controls can be defined in such a way that only x appears in the transition
equation, i.e.,

s′ = g(x) ⇒ gs(s, x
∗) = 0,

the derivative of the value function becomes

V ′(s) = rs[s, h(s)] (B-S)

This is a version of a formula of Benveniste and Scheinkman.
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Euler equations

• In many problems, there is no unique way of defining states and controls

• When the states and controls can be defined in such a way that s′ = g(x), the (FOC) for the
Bellman equation together with the (B-S) formula implies

rx(st, xt) + βrs(st+1, xt+1)g
′(xt) = 0

• This equation is called an Euler equation.

• If we can write xt as a function of st+1, we can use it to eliminate xt from the Euler equation
to produce a second-order difference equation in st.

Solving the Bellman equation

• In those cases in which we want to go beyond the Euler equation to obtain an explicit solution,
we need to find the solution V of the Bellman equation (9)

• Given V , it is straightforward to solve (9) successively to compute the optimal policy.

• However, for infinite-horizon problems, we cannot use backward iteration.

Three computational methods

• There are three main types of computational methods for solving dynamic programs. All aim
to solve the Bellman equation

– Guess and verify
– Value function iteration
– Policy function iteration

• Each method is easier said than done: it is typically impossible analytically to compute even
one iteration.

• Usually we need computational methods for approximating solutions: pencil and paper are
insufficient.

Example 27: Computer solution of DP models
There are several computer programs available for solving dynamic programming models:

• The CompEcon toolbox, a MATLAB toolbox accompanying Miranda and Fackler (2002)
textbook.

• The PyCompEcon toolbox, my (still incomplete) Python version of Miranda and Fackler
toolbox.

• Additional examples are available at quant-econ, a website by Sargent and Stachurski with
Python and Julia scripts.
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Guess and verify

• This method involves guessing and verifying a solution V to the Bellman equation.

• It relies on the uniqueness of the solution to the equation

• because it relies on luck in making a good guess, it is not generally available.

Value function iteration

• This method proceeds by constructing a sequence of value functions and associated policy
functions.

• The sequence is created by iterating on the following equation, starting from V0 = 0, and
continuing until Vj has converged:

Vj+1(s) = max
x

{r(s, x) + βVj [g(s, x)]}

Policy function iteration
This method, also known as Howard’s improvement algorithm, consists of the following steps:

1. Pick a feasible policy, x = h0(s), and compute the value associated with operating forever with
that policy:

Vhj
(s) =

∞∑
t=0

βtr[st, hj(st)]

where st+1 = g[st, hj(st)], with j = 0.

2. Generate a new policy x = hj+1(s) that solves the two-period problem

max
x

{r(s, x) + βVhj
[g(s, x)]}

for each s.

3. Iterate over j to convergence on steps 1 and 2.

4 Stochastic control problems
Stochastic control problems

• We modify the transition equation and consider the problem of maximizing

E0

∞∑
t=0

βtr(st, xt) s.t. st+1 = g(st, xt, ϵt+1) (11)

with s0 given at t = 0

• ϵt is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with cumulative probability distribution function
P[ϵt ≤ e] = F (e) for all t

• ϵt+1 is realized at t+ 1, after xt has been chosen at t.

• At time t:

– st is known
– st+j is unknown (j ≥ 1)
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• The problem is to choose a policy or contingency plan xt = h(st). The Bellman equation is

V (s) = max
x

{r(s, x) + β E[V (s′) | s]}

• where s′ = g(s, x, ϵ),

• and E{V (s′) |s} =
∫
V (s′) dF (ϵ)

• The solution V (s) of the Bellman equation can be computed by value function iteration.

• The first-order necessary condition for the problem is

rx(s, x) + β E {V ′ (s′) gx(s, x, ϵ) | s} = 0

• When the states and controls can be defined in such a way that s does not appear in the
transition equation,

V ′(s) = rs[s, h(s)]

• Substituting this formula into the first-order necessary condition gives the stochastic Euler
equation

rx(s, x) + β E {rs(s′, x′)gx(s, x, ϵ) | s} = 0

5 Consumption and financial assets: infinite horizon
Consumption and financial assets

To ilustrate how dynamic programming works, we consider a intertemporal consumption prob-
lem.

The consumer

• Planning horizon: infinite

• Instant utility depends on current consumption: u(ct)

• Constant utility discount rate β ∈ (0, 1)

• Lifetime utility is:

U(c0, c1, . . .) =

∞∑
t=0

βtu(ct)

• The problem: choosing the optimal sequence of values {c∗t } that will maximize U , subject to
a budget constraint.

A savings model
The consumer

• is endowed with A0 units of the consumption good,

• does not have income

• can save in a bank deposit, which yields a interest rate r.

The budget constraint is
At+1 = R(At − ct)

where R ≡ 1 + r is the gross interest rate.
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The value function

• Once he chooses the sequence {c∗t }∞t=0 of optimal consumption, the maximum utility that he
can achieved is ultimately constraint only by his initial assets A0.

• So define the value function V as the maximum utility the consumer can get as a function of
his initial assets

V (A0) = max
{ct,At+1}∞

t=0

∞∑
t=0

βtu(ct)

subject to At+1 = R(At − ct)

The consumer problem
Consumer problem:

V (A0) = max
{ct,At+1}∞

t=0

∞∑
t=0

βtu(ct) (objective)

At+1 = R(At − ct) ∀t = 0, . . . , T (budget constraint)

Simplifying notation
In what follows, we write the intertemporal restriction as

gt ≡ g(At, At+1, ct) = R(At − ct)−At+1 = 0

A recursive approach to solving the problem

V (A0) = max
{ct,At+1}∞

t=0

∞∑
t=0

{
βtu(ct) + λtgt

}
= max

{ct,At+1}∞
t=0

{
u(c0) + λ0g0 +

∞∑
t=1

[
βtu(ct) + λtgt

]}

= max
{ct,At+1}∞

t=0

{
u(c0) + λ0g0 + β

∞∑
t=1

[
βt−1u(ct) + λtgt

]}

“An optimal policy has the property that, whatever the initial state and decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute
an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the first decision.”

= max
c0, A1

{
u(c0) + λ0g0 + β max

{ct+1,At+2}∞
t=0

∞∑
t=0

{
βtu(ct+1) + λt+1gt+1

}}
= max

c0, A1

{u(c0) + βV (A1) + λ0 [R(A0 − c0)−A1]}

The Bellman equation

Bellman equation V (A) = max
c, A′

{u(c) + βV (A′) + λ[R(A− c)−A′]}

• This says that the maximum lifetime utility the consumer can get must be equal to the sum of
current utility plus the discounted value of the lifetime utility he will get starting next period.
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Solving the Bellman equation
The Lagrangian for this problem is

V (A) = max
c, A′

{u(c) + βV (A′) + λ[R(A− c)−A′]}

so the FOCs are

u′(c) = λR

βV ′(A′) = λ

}
⇒ u′(c) = βRV ′(A′)

and the envelope condition is

V ′(A) = λR = u′(c)

which implies that

V ′(A′) = u′(c′)

The Euler equation
Substitution of the envelope condition in the FOC results in

Euler equation u′(c) = βRu′(c′)

• This says that at the optimum, if the consumer gets one more unit of the good, he must be
indifferent between consuming it now (getting u′(c)) or saving it (which increases next-period
assets by R) an consuming it later, getting a discounted value of βRu′(c′).

Solving the Euler equation
Notice that the Euler equation can be written

u′
(
At −

At+1

R

)
= βRu′

(
At+1 −

At+2

R

)
which is a second-order nonlinear difference equation. In principle, it can be solved to obtain the

Policy function
c∗t = h(At) consumption function

At+1 = R[At − h(At)] asset accumulation

6 Consumption and financial assets: finite horizon
The consumer

• Planning horizon: T (possibly infinite)

• Instant utility depends on current consumption: u(ct) = ln ct
• Constant utility discount rate β ∈ (0, 1)

• Lifetime utility is:

U(c0, c1, . . . , cT ) =

T∑
t=0

βt ln ct

• The problem: choosing the optimal values c∗t that will maximize U , subject to a budget
constraint.
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A savings model
In this first model, the consumer

• is endowed with A0 units of the consumption good,

• does not have income

• can save in a bank deposit, which yields a interest rate r.

The budget constraint is
At+1 = R(At − ct)

where R ≡ 1 + r is the gross interest rate.

The value function

• Once he chooses the sequence {c∗t }Tt=0 of optimal consumption, the maximum utility that he
can achieved is ultimately constraint only by his initial assets A0 and by how many periods he
lives T + 1.

• So define the value function V as the maximum utility the consumer can get as a function of
his initial assets

V0(A0) = max
{ct}

T∑
t=0

βt ln c∗t

subject to At+1 = R(At − ct)

The consumer problem

Consumer problem:

V0(A0) = max
{c,A}

T∑
t=0

βt ln ct (objective)

At+1 = R(At − ct) ∀t = 0, . . . , T (budget constraint)
AT+1 ≥ 0 (leave no debts)

We now solve the problem for special cases t = T , t = T − 1, t = T − 2. Then we generalize for
T = ∞.

Solution when t = T
In this case, consumer problem is simply

VT (AT ) = max
cT ,AT+1

{ln cT } subject to

AT+1 = R(AT − cT ), AT+1 ≥ 0

We need to find cT and AT+1. Substitute cT = AT − AT+1

R in the objective function:

max
AT+1

ln
[
AT − AT+1

R

]
subject to AT+1 ≥ 0

This function is strictly decreasing on AT+1, so we set AT+1 to its minimum possible value; given
the transversality constraint we set AT+1 = 0, which implies cT = AT and VT (AT ) = lnAT . In
words, in his last period a consumer spends his entire assets.
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Solution when t = T − 1
The problem is now

VT−1(AT−1) = {ln cT+1 + β ln cT } subject to
AT = R (AT−1 − cT−1) ,

AT+1 = R(AT − cT ), AT+1 ≥ 0

• We now need to find cT−1, cT , AT and AT+1.

• Instead of solving today for all these quantities, we proceed in two steps:

– today (that is, in T − 1) we solve only for cT−1 and AT

– and next period solving for the remaining cT and AT+1.

• But from the t = T example we learned that a consumer will spend his entire assets in the
last period, so cT = AT (his remaining assets, which he will choose in the current period) and
AT+1 = 0.

So we can rewrite the problem as

VT−1(AT−1) = max
cT−1:T ,AT :T+1

{ln cT−1 + β ln cT }

= max
cT−1,AT

{
ln cT−1 + β max

cT ,AT+1

[ln cT ]
}

= max
cT−1,AT

{ln cT−1 + βVT (AT )}

subject to AT = R(AT−1 − cT )

Again, we substitute cT−1 = AT−1 − AT

R and solve the problem

max
AT

{
ln
[
AT−1 −

AT

R

]
+ βVT (AT )

}
The first order condition is

1

cT−1

−1

R
+ βV ′

T (AT ) = 0 ⇒ 1 = RβcT−1V
′
T (AT )

Since VT (A) = lnA (from the t = T example), then V ′
T (AT ) =

1
AT

. Substitute in the FOC

1 = RβcT−1
1

AT
⇒ A∗

T = Rβc∗T−1

Now substitute in the BC to get Rβc∗T−1 = R(AT−1 − c∗T−1). It follows that

c∗T−1 = 1
1+βAT−1 ⇒ A∗

T = Rβ
1+βAT−1

The value function is

VT−1(AT−1) = ln c∗T−1 + βVT (A
∗
T )

= ln c∗T−1 + β lnA∗
T

= ln c∗T−1 + β ln[Rβc∗T−1]

= (1 + β) ln c∗T−1 + β lnβ + β lnR

=
(1 + β) lnAT−1 − (1 + β) ln(1 + β) + . . .

· · ·+ β lnβ + β lnR
= (1 + β) lnAT−1 + θT−1

where the term θT−1 is just a constant.
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Solution when t = T − 2
The problem is now

VT−2(AT−2) = max
{
ln cT−2 + β ln cT−1 + β2 ln cT

}
subject to

AT−1 = R(AT−2 − cT−2),

AT = R(AT−1 − cT−1),

AT+1 = R(AT − cT ),

AT+1 ≥ 0

We will follow the same strategy as before: choose only cT−2 and AT−1 this period, and leave
cT−1, cT , AT , AT+1 for next period.

VT−2(AT−2) = max
cT−2:T ,

AT−1:T+1

{
ln cT−2 + β ln cT−1 + β2 ln cT

}

= max
cT−2,AT−1

ln cT−2 + β max
cT−1:T ,
AT :T+1

[ln cT−1 + β ln cT ]


= max

cT−2,AT−1

{ln cT−2 + βVT−1(AT−1)}

Again, we substitute cT−2 = AT−2 − AT−1

R and solve the problem

max
AT−1

{
ln
[
AT−2 −

AT−1

R

]
+ βVT−1(AT−1)

}
The first order condition is now

1

cT−2

−1

R
+ βV ′

T−1(AT−1) = 0 ⇒ 1 = RβcT−2V
′
T−1(AT−1)

But VT−1(A) = (1+β) lnA+θT−1 (from the t = T −1 step). Therefore V ′
T−1(AT−1) =

1+β
AT−1

. Substitute
in the FOC

1 = RβcT−2
1+β
AT−1

⇒ A∗
T−1 = R(β + β2)c∗T−2

Now substitute in the budget constraint to get (1 + β)Rβc∗T−2 = R(AT−2 − c∗T−2). Then

c∗T−2 = 1
1+β+β2AT−2 ⇒ A∗

T−1 = R(β+β2)
1+β+β2 AT−2

and the value function is

VT−2(AT−2) = ln c∗T−2 + βVT−1(A
∗
T−1)

= ln c∗T−2 + β[(1 + β) ln(A∗
T−1) + θT−1]

= ln c∗T−2 + (β + β2) ln[R(β + β2)c∗T−2] + βθT−1

=
(1 + β + β2) ln c∗T−2 + (β + β2)[lnR+ . . .

· · ·+ ln(β + β2)] + βθT−1

= (1 + β + β2) lnAT−2 + θT−2

where θT−2 = (β + 2β2) lnR+ (β + 2β2) lnβ − (1 + β + β2) ln(1 + β + β2)
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Solution when t = T −K
If we keep iterating, for t = T −K the problem would be

VT−K(AT−K) = max
{
ln cT−K + β ln cT−K+1 + · · ·+ βK ln cT

}
subject to

At+1 = R(At − ct), for t = T −K,T −K + 1, . . . , T

AT+1 ≥ 0

We will follow the same strategy as before: choose only cT−K and AT−K+1 this period, and leave
the other variables for next period.

VT−K(AT−K) =

max
cT−K ,

AT−K+1

ln cT−K + β max
cT−K+1:T ,

AT−K+2:T+1

[ln cT−K+1 + · · ·+ βK−1 ln cT ]


= max

cT−K ,
AT−K+1

{ln cT−K + βVT−K+1(AT−K+1)}

Again, we substitute cT−K = AT−K − AT−K+1

R and solve the problem

max
AT−K

{
ln
[
AT−K − AT−K+1

R

]
+ βVT−K+1(AT−K+1)

}
The first order condition is now

1

cT−K

−1

R
+ βV ′

T−K+1(AT−K+1) = 0

which can be written as

1 = RβcT−KV
′
T−K+1(AT−K+1)

But now we don’t know VT−K+1(A), unless we solve for all intermediate steps. Instead of doing
that, we will search for patterns in our results.

Searching for patterns
Let’s summarize the results for the policy function.

t c∗t A∗
t+1

T AT 0AT

T − 1
1

1+βAT−1 Rβ 1
1+βAT−1

T − 2
1

1+β+β2AT−2 Rβ 1+β
1+β+β2AT−2

We could guess that after K iterations:

T −K
1

1+β+···+βKAT−K Rβ 1+β+···+βK−1

1+β+···+βK AT−K

=
1− β

1− βK+1
AT−K Rβ

1− βK

1− βK+1
AT−K
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The time path of assets
Since AT−K+1 = Rβ 1−βK

1−βK+1AT−K , setting K = T, T − 1:

A1 = Rβ
1− βT

1− βT+1
A0

A2 = Rβ
1− βT−1

1− βT
A1

= (Rβ)2
1− βT−1

1− βT+1
A0

Iterating in this fashion we find that

At = (Rβ)t
1− βT+1−t

1− βT+1
A0

The time path of consumption
Since c∗T−K = 1−β

1−βK+1AT−K , setting t = T −K:
Then consumption

c∗t =
1− β

1− βT+1−t
At

=
1− β

1− βT+1−t

[
(Rβ)t

1− βT+1−t

1− βT+1
A0

]
= (Rβ)t

1− β

1− βT+1
A0

ϕ

That is
ln c∗t = t ln(Rβ) + lnϕ

The time 0 value function
Substitution of the optimal consumption path in the Bellman equation give the value function

V0(A0) ≡
T∑

t=0

βt ln c∗t =

T∑
t=0

βt (t ln(Rβ) + lnϕ)

= ln(Rβ)
T∑

t=0

βtt+ lnϕ
T∑

t=0

βt

=
β

1− β

(
1− βT

1− β
− TβT

)
ln(Rβ) + 1− βT+1

1− β
lnϕ

=

β

1− β

(
1− βT

1− β
− TβT

)
ln(Rβ) + . . .

+
1− βT+1

1− β
ln 1− β

1− βT+1
+

1− βT+1

1− β
lnA0
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From finite horizon to infinite horizon
Our results so far are

At = (Rβ)t
1− βT+1−t

1− βT+1
A0 c∗t = (Rβ)t

1− β

1− βT+1
A0

V0(A0) =
β

1 − β

(
1 − βT

1 − β
− Tβ

T

)
ln(Rβ) +

1 − βT+1

1 − β
ln

1 − β

1 − βT+1
+

1 − βT+1

1 − β
lnA0

Taking the limit as T → ∞

At = (Rβ)tA0 c∗t = (Rβ)t(1− β)A0 = (1− β)At

V0(A0) =
1

1− β
lnA0 +

β lnR+ β lnβ + (1− β) ln(1− β)

(1− β)2

The policy function

Policy function
c∗t = (1− β)At consumption function

At+1 = RβAt asset accumulation

• This says that the optimal consumption rule is, in every period, to consume a fraction 1 − β
of available initial assets.

• Over time, assets will increase, decrease or remain constant depending on how the degree of
impatience β compares to reward to postpone consumption R.

Time-variant value function
Now let’s summarize the results for the value function:

t Vt(A)

T lnA
T − 1 (1 + β) lnA+ θT−1

T − 2 (1 + β + β2) lnA+ θT−2

...
Notice that the value function changes each period, but only because each period the remaining

horizon becomes one period shorter.

Time-invariant value function
Remember that in our K iteration,

VT−K(AT−K) = max
cT−K ,

AT−K+1

{ln cT−K + βVT−K+1(AT−K+1)}

With an infinite horizon, the remaining horizon is the same in T −K and in T −K+1, so the value
function is the same, precisely the fixed-point of the Bellman equation. Then we can write

V (AT−K) = max
cT−K ,

AT−K+1

{ln cT−K + βV (AT−K+1)}

or simply
V (A) = max

c,A′
{ln c+ βV (A′)}

where a prime indicates a next-period variable
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The first order condition
Using the budget constraint to substitute consumption

V (A) = max
A′

{
ln
(
A− A′

R

)
+ βV (A′)

}
we obtain the FOC:

1 = RβcV ′(A′)

Despite not knowing V , we can determine its first derivative using the envelope condition.Thus, from

V (A) = ln
(
A− A′∗

R

)
+ βV (A′∗)

we get
V ′(A) =

1

c

The Euler condition
• Because the solution is time-invariant, V ′(A) = 1

c implies that V ′(A′) = 1
c′ .

• Substitute this into the FOC to obtain the

Euler equation 1 = Rβ
c

c′
= Rβ

u′(c′)

u′(c)

• This says that the marginal rate of substitution of consumption between any consecutive
periods u′(c)

βu′(c′) must equal the relative price of the later consumption in terms of the earlier
consumption R.

Value function iteration
• Suppose we wanted to solve the infinite horizon problem

V (A) = max
c,A′

{ln c+ βV (A′)} subject toA′ = R(A− c)

by value function iteration:
Vj+1(A) = max

c,A′
{ln c+ βVj(A

′)} subject toA′ = R(A− c)

• If we start iterating from V0(A) = 0 , our iterations would look identical to the procedure we
used to solve for the finite horizon problem!

• Then, our iterations would look like

j Vj(A)

0 0
1 lnA
2 (1 + β) lnA+ θ2
3 (1 + β + β2) lnA+ θ3

...
• If we keep iterating, we would expect that the coefficient on lnA would converge to 1 + β +
β2 + · · · = 1

1−β

• However, it is much harder to see a pattern on the θj sequence.

• Then, we could try now the guess and verify, guessing that the solution takes the form V (A) =
1

1−β lnA+ θ.
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Guess and verify

• Our guess: V (A) = 1
1−β lnA+ θ

• Solution must satisfy the FOC: 1 = RβcV ′(A′) and budget constraint A′ = R(A− c).

• Combining these conditions we find c∗ = (1− β)A and A′∗ = RβA.

• To be a solution of the Bellman equation, it must be the case that both sides are equal:

LHS RHS
V (A) ln c∗ + βV (A′∗)

1
1−β lnA+ θ

= ln(1− β)A+ β
[
lnA′∗

1−β + θ
]

= ln(1− β)A+ β
[
lnRβA
1−β + θ

]
= 1

1−β lnA+ β
1−β lnRβ + ln(1− β) + βθ

The two sides are equal if and only if

θ = β
1−β lnRβ + ln(1− β) + βθ

That is, if
θ =

β lnR+ β lnβ + (1− β) ln(1− β)

(1− β)2

Why the envelope condition works?
The last point in our discussion is to justify the envelope condition: deriving V (A) pretending

that A′∗ did not depend on A. But we know it does, so write A′∗ = h(A) for some function h. From
the definition of the value function write:

V (A) = ln
[
A− h(A)

R

]
+ βV (h(A))

Take derivative and arrange terms:

V ′(A) =
1

c

[
1− h′(A)

R

]
+ βV ′(h(A))h′(A)

=
1

c
+

[
−1

cR
+ βV ′(A′∗)

]
h′(A)

but the term in square brackets must be zero from the FOC.

7 Consumption and physical investment
A model with production

In this model

• the consumer is endowed with k0 units of a good that can be used either for consumption or
for the production of additional good

• we refer to “capital” to the part of the good that is used for future production
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• capital fully depreciates with the production process.

• The lifetime utility of the consumer is again U(c0, c1, . . . , c∞) =
∑∞

t=0 β
t ln ct,

• The production function is y = Akα, where A > 0 and 0 < α < 1 are parameters.

• The budget constraint is ct + kt+1 = Akαt .

The consumer problem

Consumer problem:

V (k0) = max
{c,k′}

∞∑
t=0

βt ln ct (objective)

k′ = Akα − c (resource constraint)

The Bellman equation

• In this case, the Bellman equation is

V (k0) = max
c0,k1

{ln c0 + βV (k1)}

• Substitute the constraint c0 = Akα0 − k1 in the BE. To simplify notation, we drop the time
index and use a prime (as in k′) to denote “next period” variables. Then, BE is

V (k) = max
k′

{ln(Akα − k′) + βV (k′)}

• We will solve this equation by value function iteration.

Solving Bellman equation by function iteration

• How do we solve the Bellman equation?

V (k) = max
k′

{ln(Akα − k′) + βV (k′)}

• This equation involves a functional, where the unknown is the function V (k).

• Unfortunately, we cannot solve for V directly.

• However, this equation is a contraction mapping (as long as |β| < 1) that has a fixed point
(its solution).

• Let’s pick an initial guess (V0(k) = 0 is a convenient one) and them iterate over the Bellman
equation by1

Vj+1(k) = max
k′

{ln(Akα − k′) + βVj(k
′)}

1The j subscript refers to an iteration, not to the horizon.
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Starting from V0 = 0, the problem becomes:

V1(k) = max
k′

{ln(Akα − k′) + β × 0}

Since the objective is decreasing on k′ and we have the restriction k′ ≥ 0, the solution is simply
k′∗ = 0. Then c∗ = Akα

V1(k) = ln c∗ + β × 0

= lnA+ α ln k

This completes our first iteration. Let’s now find V2:

V2(k) = max
k′

{ln(Akα − k′) + β[lnA+ α ln k′]}

FOC is
1

Akα − k′
=
αβ

k′
⇒ k′∗ =

αβ

1 + αβ
Akα = θ1Ak

α

Then consumption is c∗ = (1− θ1)Ak
α = 1

1+αβAk
α and

V2(k) = ln(c∗) + β lnA+ αβ ln k′∗

= ln(1− θ1) + ln(Akα) + β[lnA+ α ln θ1 + α ln(Akα)]
= (1 + αβ) ln(Akα) + β lnA+ [ln(1− θ1) + αβ ln θ1]
= (1 + αβ) ln(Akα) + ϕ1

This completes the second iteration.
Let’s have one more:

V3(k) = max
k′

{ln(Akα − k′) + β[(1 + αβ) ln(Ak′α) + ϕ1]}

The FOC is

1

Akα − k′
=
αβ(1 + αβ)

k′

k′∗ =
αβ + α2β2

1 + αβ + α2β2
Akα = θ2Ak

α

Then consumption is c∗ = (1− θ2)Ak
α = 1

1+αβ+α2β2Ak
α

Searching for patterns
You might be tired by now of iterating this function. Me too! So let’s try to find some patterns

(unless you really want to iterate to infinity). Let’s summarize the results for the consumption policy
function.

j c∗

1 (1)−1Akα

2 (1 + αβ)−1Akα

3 (1 + αβ + α2β2)−1Akα

From this table, we could guess that after j iterations, the consumption policy would look like:

c∗j = (1 + αβ + . . .+ αjβj)−1Akα
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Iterating to infinity

• To converge to the fixed point, we need to iterate to infinity.

• Simply take the limit j → ∞ of the consumption function: since 0 < αβ < 1, the geometric
series converges, and so

c∗ = (1− αβ)Akα

k′∗ = αβAkα

The time path of capital and consumption
Optimal capital evolves according to:

ln k∗1 = ln (αβA) + α ln k0
= (1− α)ψ + α ln k0 ⇒

ln k∗1 − ψ = α(ln k0 − ψ) ⇒
ln k∗t − ψ = αt(ln k0 − ψ) ⇒

ln k∗t = ψ(1− αt) + αt ln k0

ψ ≡ ln(αβA)
1− α

Optimal consumption is then:

ln c∗t = ln[A(1− αβ)] + α ln k∗t
= ln[A(1− αβ)] + αψ(1− αt) + αt+1 ln k0

The value function
The value function is then:

V (k0) ≡
∞∑
t=0

βt ln(c∗t )

=

∞∑
t=0

{
βt ln[A(1− αβ)] + αψβt(1− αt) + βtαt+1 ln k0

}
=

ln[A(1− αβ)]

1− β
+ αψ

[
1

1− β
− 1

1− αβ

]
+
α ln k0
1− αβ

=
ln[A(1− αβ)]

1− β
+ α

ln(αβA)
1− α

[
β(1− α)

(1− β)(1− αβ)

]
+
α ln k0
1− αβ

=
ln[A(1− αβ)]

1− β
+

αβ ln(αβA)
(1− β)(1− αβ)

+
α ln k0
1− αβ

Solving by guess and verify

• Since we already know the answer, we’ll guess a function of the correct form, but leave its
coefficients undetermined.
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• This is called the method of undetermined coefficients.

• Thus, we make the guess V (k) = E + F ln k where E and F are undetermined constants.

• In this case, the Bellman equation is

V (k) = max
k′

{ln(Akα − k′) + βE + βF ln k′}

• FOC is
1

Akα − k′
=
βF

k′
⇒ k′∗ = βF

1+βF Ak
α ⇒ c∗ = 1

1+βF Ak
α

Substitute in the Bellman equation is

V (k) = ln c∗ + βE + βF ln k′∗

E + F ln k = ln
(

1
1+βF Ak

α
)
+ βE + βF ln

(
βF

1+βF Ak
α
)

= ln A
1+βF + α ln k + βE + βF ln AβF

1+βF + αβF ln k

=
{
ln A

1+βF + βE + βF ln AβF
1+βF

}
+ α(1 + βF ) ln k

Therefore
F = α(1 + βF ) ⇒ F = α

1−αβ

And

(1− β)E = ln A
1+βF + βF ln AβF

1+βF

E = 1
1−β

{
ln[A(1− αβ)] + αβ

1−αβ ln(αβA)
}

1 + βF = 1
1−αβ

βF
1+βF

= αβ

A
1+βF

= A(1 − αβ)

Finally, substitute in FOC to get:

k′∗ = βF
1+βF Ak

α = αβAkα

c∗ = 1
1+βF Ak

α = (1− αβ)Akα

V (k) = E + F ln k

= 1
1−β

{
ln[A(1− αβ)] + αβ

1−αβ ln(αβA)
}
+ α

1−αβ ln k
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CHAPTER XI:

Firm’s theory
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Introduction

• In the next lectures, we will develop models of the economy, where consumers and firms come
together to exchange production factors (labor, capital) for consumption goods.

• At first, we consider short-term models, which assume that capital is fixed.

• We already derived the labor supply (lecture 7a); we now turn to deriving the labor demand.

• As with consumer behavior, we focus on the choices of a single, representative firm.

1 The representative firm
The representative firm

• The firms in this economy own productive capital and hire labor to produce consumption
goods.

• The choices of the firm are determined by the available technology and by profit maximization.

• Production technology available to the firm is represented by the production function, which
describes the technological possibilities for converting factors into outputs.

The production function
We assumed that the production function for the representative firm is described by

Y = zF (K,Nd)

where

• Y is output,

• z is total factor productivity,

• K is the capital stock,

• Nd is the firm’s labor input.

2 Some definitions relating the production function
Marginal product

The marginal product of a factor of production is the additional output that can be produced
with one additional unit of that factor input, holding constant the quantities of the other factor
inputs.
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Isoquants
For any fixed fixed level of output y, the set of input vectors (K,Nd) producing y units of output

is called the y−level isoquant.

Marginal rate of technical substitution

• The marginal rate of technical substitution between capital and labor, when the current input
vector is (K,N), is defined as the ratio of their marginal products:

MRTSKN =
MPK

MPN
=

∂F
∂K
∂F
∂N

• This measures the rate at which capital can be substituted by labor without changing the
amount of output produced.

• It is equal to the absolute value of the slope of the isoquant through (K,N) at the point
(K,N).
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Elasticity of substitution

• The elasticity of substitution between labor and capital at the point (K,N) is defined as

σNK ≡
− dln

(
K
N

)
dln
(

FK

FN

) =
−∆%

(
K
N

)
∆%

(
FK

FN

)
• When the production function is quasiconcave, the elasticity of substitution can never be

negative, so σNK ≥ 0

Example 28: CES production function
For a CES production function

Y = F (K,N) = z (αKρ + βNρ)
1
ρ

the marginal products satisfy:

FK = αz

(
K

Y

)ρ−1

, FN = βz

(
N

Y

)ρ−1

⇒ FK

FN
=
α

β

(
K

N

)ρ−1

It follows that
ln
(
K

N

)
=

1

ρ− 1
ln
(
FK

FN

)
− 1

ρ− 1
ln
(
α

β

)
Therefore, the elasticity of substitution is constant

σNK =
1

1− ρ

Elasticity of substitution and isoquants

Nd

K

y0 y1

σ → ∞

perfect substitutes

K

y0

y1

0 < σ <∞

imperfect substitutes

K

y0

y1

σ = 0

perfect com-
plements

3 Properties of the production function
Constant returns to scale

• The production function exhibits constant returns to scale.
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• That is, if all factors are changed by a factor of x, then output changes by the same factor x:

zF (xK, xNd) = xzF (K,Nd) = xY

Production increasing on inputs

• The production function has the property that output increases when either the capital input
or the labor input increases.

• In other words, the marginal products of labor and capital are both positive:

MPN ≡ ∂Y

∂N
> 0 MPK ≡ ∂Y

∂K
> 0

• This simply states that more inputs yield more output.

Decreasing marginal product

• The marginal product of labor decreases
as the quantity of labor increases.

• The marginal product of capital decreases
as the quantity of capital increases.

Marginal product of factor changes with the other factor

• The marginal product of labor increases
as the quantity of the capital input in-
creases.
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Changes in total factor productivity

• Changes in total factor productivity, z, are critical to our understanding of the causes of
economic growth and business cycles.

• Productivity can change in response to:

– technological innovation
– weather
– government regulations
– changes in the relative price of energy

The effect of a change in total factor productivity
An increase in total factor productivity z has two important effects:

1 Because more output can be produced given capital and
labor inputs when z increases, this shifts the production func-
tion up.

2 The marginal product of labor increases when z increases.

Assumptions about the production function

• The function F (·, ·) is assumed to be

– quasi-concave,
– strictly increasing in both arguments,
– homogeneous of degree one or constant-returns-to-scale,
– and twice differentiable.

• We also assume that F2(K, 0) = ∞ and F2(K,∞) = 0 to guarantee that there is always an
interior solution to the firm’s profit-maximization problem.
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4 The profit maximization problem: short term
The firm’s profit-maximization problem

• The firm’s profits π is the difference between revenue and labor costs in terms of consumption
goods:

π = zF (K,Nd)− wNd

• The firm’s profit-maximization problem is to choose the labor input Nd so as to maximize
profits:

max
Nd

zF (K,Nd)− wNd (12)

subject to Nd ≥ 0

Solving the firm’s problem
The restrictions on F imply that there is a unique interior solution to problem (12).

• Solution characterized by the FOC:

zF2(K,N
d) = w

• This states that the firm hires labor until
the marginal product of labor zF2(K,N

d)
equals the real wage w.

Labor demand

• The representative firm’s marginal product of
labor schedule is the firm’s demand curve for
labor.

• Given a real wage w, the MPN schedule tells
us how much labor the firm needs to hire such
that MPN = w.

labor demand MPN = zF2(K,N
d) = w
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Comparative statics

• We can determine the effects of changes in w, z, and K on labor demand Nd through com-
parative statics techniques.

• Totally differentiating labor demand equation, which determines Nd implicitly as a function
of w, z, and K, we obtain

zF22dN
d − dw + F2dz + zF12dK = 0

• Then, solving for the appropriate derivatives, we have

∂Nd

∂w
=

1

zF22
< 0 (demand w/ negative slope)

∂Nd

∂z
=

−F2

zF22
> 0,

∂Nd

∂K
=

−F12

F22
> 0.

5 The profit maximization problem: long term
The firm’s profit-maximization problem

• The firm’s profits π is the difference between revenue and input costs in terms of consumption
goods:

π = zF (K,Nd)− wNd − rK

• Here we assume that the firm rents capital from representative consumer, at cost r.

• The firm’s profit-maximization problem is to choose the labor input Nd and capital income K
so as to maximize profits:

max
K,Nd

zF (K,Nd)− wNd − rK (13)

subject to Nd ≥ 0 and K ≥ 0.

Solving the firm’s problem
The restrictions on F imply that there is a unique interior solution to problem (13).

• Solution characterized by the FOCs:

zF1(K,N
d) = r

zF2(K,N
d) = w

}
⇒ MRTSKN =

r

w

• This states that the firm hires labor and rents capital until their marginal products equal their
unit (marginal) cost.

• It also says that the marginal rate of technical substitution must be equal to the relative price
of the factors.
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Example 29: Optimal production with a CES function
For a CES production function

Y = F (K,N) = z (αKρ + βNρ)
1
ρ

the MRTS is:
FK

FN
=
α

β

(
K

N

)ρ−1

It follows that
α

β

(
K

N

)ρ−1

=
r

w

The optimal capital-labor ratio satisfies

K

N
=

(
αw

βr

) 1
1−ρ
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CHAPTER XII:

Asset pricing model
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1 Introduction
Objective

• Asset pricing theory tries to explain why some assets pay higher average returns than others.

• Accordingly, the objective is to understand the prices or values of claims to uncertain payments.

Risk versus return

• The central aspect is the risk-return tradeoff.

• It is rational that investors demand additional return for an asset incorporating more risk.

• Problems arise, however, when one tries to determine the relevant risk factors and their ex-
pected compensation.

Theory beginnings

• The basis for this theory was already laid in the 1950s and 60s with the portfolio selection
theory by Markowitz and the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) by Sharpe, for which he
received a Nobel Prize in 1990.

• The CAPM significantly shaped and changed financial management.

Current relevance

• Today it is still widely used in practice and plays the centerpiece in the theoretical discussion
of asset pricing, although it continues to be sharply criticized.

• This leads to a variety of adaptations and further developments of the CAPM, but so far no
model has been able to sufficiently persuade financial scientists and practitioners.

• In this lecture, we derive one of such adaptations: the consumption-based capital asset pricing
model.

2 The model
The model

• In this lecture we consider an endowment economy where there are many assets.

• The model we develop is similar to the “Consumption and financial assets” model that we
studied in lecture 10.

• In addition to having a single risk-free asset, we now assume that there are N risky assets

Future dividends

• For asset i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N} and time t we have:

yit dividend of asset
Pit price of asset (ex-dividend)
Sit number of shares

• Notice that the asset is priced after it has paid dividends to its current owner.
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Stochastic process of dividends

• Define the vector yt ≡ {y0t, y1t, . . . , yNt}′

• Let xt be an informative vector variable that helps predicting future dividends.

• Let zt ≡ (yt, xt).

• We assume that zt follows a Markov process:

Ft(zt+1) = F (zt+1 | zt)

The consumer

• Infinite horizon

• Instant utility u(ct) depends on current consumption

• Constant utility discount rate β ∈ (0, 1)

• Lifetime expected utility is:

E

[ ∞∑
s=t

βs−tu (cs) |zt

]

Assets and liquidity
In this model, the consumer:

• is endowed with {s0t, s1t, . . . , sNt}′ shares.

• Each share of asset i entitles the consumer to receive yit in dividends, and can be sold for Pit.

• Then, the total liquidity at available to the consumer at t is

at ≡
N∑
i=0

(yit + Pit) sit

The budget constrain

• Consumer uses liquidity at to pay for consumption ct and to buy new shares sit+1:

ct +

N∑
i=0

Pitsit+1 ≤ at

• Using the definition of at, notice that this can be written as

ct +

N∑
i=0

Pit (sit+1 − sit) ≤
N∑
i=0

sityit

which states that total income (rhs) must be enough to pay for consumption and the accumu-
lation of shares (lhs).

• In what follows, we assume this restriction to be binding.
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The consumer problem
The consumer problem consist of finding:

• a consumption rule ct = c(at, zt)

• a portfolio rule si,t+1 = si(at, zt) ∀i = {0, 1, . . . , N}

to maximize expected utility:

max
ct,s0:N,t

E

[ ∞∑
s=t

βs−tu (cs) |zt

]
subject to

ct +

N∑
i=0

Pitsit+1 =

N∑
i=0

(yit + Pit) sit ≡ at

The Bellman equation

V (at, zt) = max {u(ct) + β E [V (at+1, zt+1) | zt]}

Use the budget constraint to substitute ct and the definition of liquidity to substitute at+1 :

V (at, zt) = max
si,t+1

{
u

(
at −

N∑
i=0

Pitsit+1

)
+ . . .

β E

[
V

(
N∑
i=0

(yi,t+1 + Pi,t+1) si,t+1, zt+1

)
| zt

]}

Solving the consumer problem

• Taking derivative with respect to sit+1:

−Pitu
′(ct) + β E

[
∂V (at+1, zt+1)

∂at+1
(yi,t+1 + Pi,t+1) | zt

]
= 0

• The envelope condition is
∂V (at, zt)

∂at
= u′ (ct)

• Thus, the Euler equation is:

Pitu
′(ct) = β E [u′ (ct+1) (yi,t+1 + Pi,t+1) | zt]

or equivalently

u′(ct) = β E
[
yi,t+1 + Pi,t+1

Pit
u′ (ct+1) | zt

]
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Side note: Conditional expectation

• The expression
Et [Xt+1] ≡ E [Xt+1|zt]

denotes the expected value of Xt+1 based on information zt up to time t.

Side note: The law of iterated expectations

• For two arbitrary random variables y and z, the law of iterated expectations says that

E(y) = E [E(y|z)]

• In words, the unconditional expectation of the conditional expectation of y conditional on
z is equal to the unconditional expectation of y.

• This has the following implication for a time series:

Et [Et+1 (xt+2)] = Et (xt+2)

• In other words, your current best guess of your best guess next period of the realization
of x two periods from now is equal to your current best guess of x two periods from now.

Example 30: A risk neutral consumer
Assume that consumer is risk neutral:

u(c) = c u′(c) = 1

Then the price of a share of asset i is

Pit = β E [yi,t+1 + Pi,t+1 | zt]
or equivalently

Pit = β Et [yi,t+1 + Pi,t+1]

Notice that this implies that

Pit+1 = β Et+1 [yi,t+2 + Pi,t+2]

Substitution of the Pit+1 of the equation for Pit results in:

Pit = β Et [yi,t+1 + Pi,t+1]

= β Et [yi,t+1 + β Et+1 [yi,t+2 + Pi,t+2]]

= β Et [yi,t+1] + β2 Et [Et+1 [yi,t+2 + Pi,t+2]]

= β Et [yi,t+1] + β2 Et [yi,t+2 + Pi,t+2]

Last step follows from the Law of Iterated Expectations.
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If we keep substituting future prices we get:

Pit = Et

[ ∞∑
s=t+1

βs−tyis

]
+ lim

s→∞
Et (β

sPs)

As long as there is no “bubles”, the limit term is zero.

Pit = Et

[ ∞∑
s=t+1

βs−tyis

]

This says that [if consumers are risk-neutral] the price of one share of asset i must be equal to
the expected discounted value of all future dividends.

The Euler equation

• Define the (random) return on asset i by

Rit ≡
yit+1 + Pit+1

Pit

• Then, we can write the Euler equation as:

u′(ct) = β Et [u
′ (ct+1)Rit]

• At time t, ct can be considered non-random. Therefore:

1 = Et

 β
u′ (ct+1)

u′(ct)
MRS between consumption

in t+1 and t

Rit

gross rate of return
on asset i

 ≡ Et [MtRit]

A riskless asset

• Asset 0 is riskless (a discount index bond). Its yields are:

y0 =

(
t+1
1 ,

t+2
0 ,

t+3
0 , . . .

)
• and its future price is P0,t+1 = 0.

• So its return is
R0t ≡

y0t+1 + P0t+1

P0t
=

1

P0t

• This implies that:

1 = Et [MtR0t] = R0t Et[Mt]

⇒ R0t =
1

Et[Mt]
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A formula for risk premium

• Remember that Cov[A,B] = E[AB]− E[A]E[B]

• It follows that:

1 = Et [MtRit]

= Et [Mt]Et [Rit] + Covt [Mt, Rit]

1

Et [Mt]
= Et [Rit] +

Covt [Mt, Rit]

Et [Mt]
= R0t

risk premium Et [Rit]−R0t
risk premium of asset i

=
−Covt [Mt, Rit]

Et [Mt]

3 Consumption based capital asset pricing model
Market portfolio

• Let’s normalize the total number of shares for each asset to si = 1

• Total market dividend is

yt+1 =

N∑
i=0

yit+1

• Since this is an endowment economy (no production):

ct = yt ∀t

A claim to aggregate endowment

• Consider a claim to aggregate endowment next period.

yM =

(
t+1
yt+1,

t+2
0 ,

t+3
0 , . . .

)
• If its current price is PMt, then its return is

RMt =
yt+1

PMt

• Its risk premium would be:

Et [RMt]−R0t =
−Covt [Mt, RMt]

Et [Mt]

Quadratic utility

• Assume that u(c) = αc− 0.5c2 ⇒ u′(c) = α− c

• In this case

Mt ≡
βu′ (ct+1)

u′(ct)
=
β (α− yt+1)

α− yt

=
βα

α− yt
− βyt+1

α− yt

=
βα

α− yt
− βPMt

α− yt
RMt

≡ ϕ1 + ϕ2RMt
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• With quadratic utility, the MRS of future consumption for present consumption is an affine
function of the market return.

Comparing risk premia

• The ratio of the risk premium of asset i to market risk premium is:

Et [Rit]−R0t

Et [RMt]−R0t
=

Covt [Mt, Rit]

Covt [Mt, RMt]

=
Covt [ϕ1 + ϕ2RMt, Rit]

Covt [ϕ1 + ϕ2RMt, RMt]

=
ϕ2 Covt [RMt, Rit]

ϕ2 Covt [RMt, RMt]

=
Covt [RMt, Rit]

Vart [RMt]

≡ βit

• The βit term is a measure of the comovement of the return of asset i with that of the market.

Consumption-based CAPM

• From last expression, we get the consumption-based capital asset pricing model:

CCAPM Et [Rit]−R0t
risk premium of asset i

=
Covt [RMt, Rit]

Vart [RMt]
[Et [RMt]−R0t]
market risk premium

• That is, [if consumers have quadratic utility] the risk premium of asset i is proportional to the
market risk premium, where the proportionality factor is given by the βit coefficient.
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CHAPTER XIII:

Firm’s investment
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Objective

• In this lecture we determine how the value of the firm is affected by its decisions on investment
and production, capital structure, and dividend policy.

• We also apply dynamic programing to determine the optimal investment policy for a risk-
neutral firm facing quadratic capital-adjustment costs.

1 The value of a firm
Value of the firm

Balance sheet
* productive capital * debt (net)

* equity

• In practice, easier to measure the liabilities:

value of the firm = debt+ equity

Questions
How does the value of the firm depend upon

• investment and production?

• capital structure?

• dividend policy?

Cash flows constraint
Cash flow

Sales of output PYt
Yt

- wage cost −wtNt
- investment −PItIt
- adjustment cost −PItG (It,Kt)

= net cash flow from production = Xt

- dividend −dtSt

+ new equity +PSt
(St+1 − St)

+ bond emission +PBt
Bt+1

- bond repayment −Bt

= net cash flow = 0

The firm: main equations

• Production function
Yt = F (Nt,Kt;At)

where N is labor, K is capital, and A is productivity.

• Capital accumulation
Kt = λKt−1 + It

where λ equals 1 minus the depreciation rate.
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• Cash flow constraint:

Xt − dtSt + PSt (St+1 − St) + PBtBt+1 −Bt = 0

• which implies that :

Xt + PSt
St+1 + PBt

Bt+1 = (dt + PSt
)St +Bt

Asset pricing

• Remember form Lecture 12 on asset pricing that:

1 = Et

[
yit+1 + Pit+1

Pit
× βu′(Ct+1)

u′(Ct)

]
= Et[RitMt]

• Applying this result to the firm equity:

1 = Et

[
dt+1 + PSt+1

PSt
Mt

]
⇒ PSt = Et [(dt+1 + PSt+1)Mt]

• whereas applying it to the firm debt (assuming risk-free)

1 = Et

[
1

PBt
Mt

]
⇒ PBt = Et [1Mt]

A recursive formula for the value of the firm

• The value of the firm (before dividends) is

Vt ≡ (dt + PSt
)St +Bt

= Xt + PSt
St+1 + PBt

Bt+1

• Since

PSt = Et [(dt+1 + PSt+1)Mt]

PBt = Et [Mt]

• we get

Vt = Xt + St+1 Et [(dt+1 + PSt+1)Mt] +Bt+1 Et [Mt]

= Xt + Et {Mt [ (dt+1 + PSt+1)St+1 +Bt+1]}
= Xt + Et {MtVt+1}

Value of the firm depends on net cash flow from production
Substitution of Vt+1 on the Vt results in:

Vt = Xt + Et {MtVt+1}
= Xt + Et {Mt [Xt+1 + Et+1 (Mt+1Vt+2)]}
= Xt + Et [MtXt+1] + Et {Mt Et+1 (Mt+1Vt+2)}
= Xt + Et [MtXt+1] + Et {MtMt+1Vt+2}

Last step follows from the Law of Iterated Expectations.
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Value of the firm depends on net cash flow from production

• If we keep iterating we get:

Vt = Et

[ ∞∑
s=t

Mt,sXs

]
+ lim

s→∞
Et (Mt,sVs)

where
Mt,s ≡MtMt+1 . . .Ms−1 = βs−tu

′(cs)

u′(ct)

is the MRS of consumption between periods s and t.

• Because 0 < β < 1, it follows that lims→∞Mt,s = 0

• Therefore, the value of the firm equals the present value of the net cash flow from production:

Vt = Et

[ ∞∑
s=t

Mt,sXs

]

Modigliani-Miller theory

Firm value Vt = Et

[ ∞∑
s=t

Mt,sXs

]

• The value of the firm equals the present discounted value of its net cash flow from production
Xt.

• The value of the firm does not depend upon:

– the debt-equity ratio
– the dividend policy

Modigliani-Miller theory (2)

Firm value Vt = Et

[ ∞∑
s=t

Mt,sXs

]

Notice that these results depend on some underlying assumptions:

• no friction in capital market:

– no private information
– no difficulty of contract enforcement

• no taxes

2 Investment by a risk-neutral firm
A risk-neutral firm

• For a risk-neutral firm, Mt,s = βs−t and

Vt = Xt + β Et (Vt+1)
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• The Bellman equation is:

Vt (λKt−1) = max
Nt,It

{PYt
Yt − wtNt − PIt [It +G (It,Kt)]+

+β Et Vt (λKt)}

subject to
Kt = λKt−1 + It and Yt = F (Nt,Kt, At)

Solving the problem

• The FOCs are:

0 = PYtFNt

Marginal product labor
− wt

0 = PYt
FKt

− PItGKt

Marginal product capital
− PIt (1 +GIt)

Mg cost Investm.
+ βλEt

(
∂Vt+1

∂(λKt)

)

• where

FN ≡ ∂F

∂N
, FK ≡ ∂F

∂K
, GI ≡ ∂G

∂I
, GK ≡ ∂G

∂K

• From now on we denote the marginal product of capital by MPKt

The marginal value of capital

• From the envelope condition we find the marginal value of capital q∗t :

q∗t ≡ ∂Vt
∂(λKt−1)

= PYt
FKt

− PItGKt
+ βλEt

(
∂Vt+1

∂(λKt)

)
= MPKt + βλEt

(
∂Vt+1

∂(λKt)

)
= PIt (1 +GIt)

Mg cost Investm.

• the last equality follows from the second FOC

Iterating on the envelope condition

q∗t ≡ ∂Vt
∂(λKt−1)

= MPKt + βλEt

(
∂Vt+1

∂(λKt)

)
= MPKt + βλEt

(
MPKt+1 + βλEt+1

(
∂Vt+2

∂(λKt+1)

))
=

...

= Et

[ ∞∑
s=t

(βλ)s−tMPKs

]
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Gathering our results

• So far we have

q∗t ≡ ∂Vt
∂(λKt−1)

= Et

[ ∞∑
s=t

(βλ)s−tMPKs

]
= PIt (1 +GIt)

• Then, at the optimum investment, the marginal value of capital corresponds to the present
discounted value of the marginal product of capital, and it must equal the marginal cost of
investment.

Quadratic cost of investment adjustment

• Suppose that

G(I,K; ϵ) =
b

2

(
I

K
− a− ϵ

)2

K

• Then
GIt(It,Kt; ϵt) = b

(
It
Kt

− a− ϵ

)
• and optimal investment requires

q∗t = PIt

[
1 + b

(
It
Kt

− a− ϵt

)]
Optimal investment

Optimal
Investment

It
Kt

= a+
1

b

(
q∗t
PIt

− 1

)
+ ϵt

• This says that it is optimal to increase the growth rate of capital if the increase in firm value
induced by the additional capital is higher than the market price of that capital.
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CHAPTER XIV:

A Closed-Economy One-Period
Macroeconomic Model
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Introduction

• Introduce the government.

• Construct closed-economy one-period macroeconomic model, which has:

i representative consumer;
ii representative firm;
iii government.

• Economic efficiency and Pareto optimality.

• Experiments: Increases in government spending and total factor productivity.

• Consider a distorting tax on wage income and study the Laffer curve.

• Public goods: How large should the government be?

What is a model used for?

• Exogenous variables are determined outside a macroeconomic model.

• Given the exogenous variables, the model determines the endogenous variables.

• In experiments, we are interested in how the endogenous variables change when there are
changes in exogenous variables.
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Figure 5.1 AModel Takes Exogenous Variables and Determines Endogenous Variables
Exogenous variables are determined outside a macroeconomic model. Given the exogenous variables, the model
determines the endogenous variables. In experiments, we are interested in how the endogenous variables change
when there are changes in exogenous variables.

Model
Exogenous
Variables

Endogenous
Variables

done this, we can use this model to make predictions about how the whole economy
behaves in response to changes in the economic environment.

Mathematically, a macroeconomic model takes the exogenous variables, which for
the purposes of the problem at hand are determined outside the system we are mod-
eling, and determines values for the endogenous variables, as outlined in Figure 5.1.
In the model we are working with here, the exogenous variables are G, z, and K—that
is, government spending, total factor productivity, and the economy’s capital stock,
respectively. The endogenous variables are C, Ns, Nd, T, Y, and w—that is, consump-
tion, labor supply, labor demand, taxes, aggregate output, and the market real wage,
respectively. Making use of the model is a process of running experiments to deter-
mine how changes in the exogenous variables change the endogenous variables. By
running these experiments, we hope to understand real-world macroeconomic events
and say something about macroeconomic policy. For example, one of the experiments
we run on our model in this chapter is to change exogenous government spending and
then determine the effects on consumption, employment, aggregate output, and the
real wage. This helps us to understand, for example, the events that occurred in the
U.S. economy during World War II, when there was a large increase in government
spending.

By consistency we mean that, given market prices, demand is equal to supply in
each market in the economy. Such a state of affairs is called a competitive equilibrium.
Here, competitive refers to the fact that all consumers and firms are price-takers, and
the economy is in equilibrium when the actions of all consumers and firms are con-
sistent. When demand equals supply in all markets, we say that markets clear. In our
model economy, there is only one price, which is the real wage w. We can also think
of the economy as having only one market, on which labor time is exchanged for con-
sumption goods. In this labor market, the representative consumer supplies labor and
the representative firm demands labor. A competitive equilibrium is achieved when,
given the exogenous variables G, z, and K, the real wage w is such that, at that wage,
the quantity of labor the consumer wishes to supply is equal to the quantity of labor the
firm wishes to hire. The consumer’s supply of labor is in part determined by taxes T
and dividend income p. In a competitive equilibrium, T must satisfy the government
budget constraint, and p must be equal to the profits generated by the firm.

1 The actors
The circular flow
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There are three institutional actors in the model

• The representative consumer

• The representative firm

• The government

The consumer’s problem

• The representative consumer is the same as in Lecture 8, section “The work-leisure decision”.

• His problem is to choose C and l so as to maximize U(C, l) subject to his budget constraint—
that is,

max
C,l

U(C, l) s.t.
{
C = w(h− l) + π − T

l ≤ h

The firm’s problem

• The representative firm is the same as in Lecture 11.

• Its problem is to choose the labor input Nd so as to maximize profits:

max
Nd

zF (K,Nd)− wNd

subject to Nd ≥ 0
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The government’s problem

• The government wishes to purchase a given quantity of consumption goods, G, and finances
these purchases by taxing the representative consumer.

• The government must abide by the government budget constraint:

G = T

or government purchases equal taxes, in real terms.

• In practice, governments provide many different goods and services. For now, we are not
specific about the public goods nature of government expenditure.

• Introducing the government in this way allows us to study some basic effects of fiscal policy.

2 Competitive equilibrium
Putting things together

• What remains in constructing our model is to show how consistency is obtained in the actions
of all these economic agents.

• By consistency we mean that, given market prices, demand is equal to supply in each market
in the economy.

• Such a state of affairs is called a competitive equilibrium.

– “competitive” refers to the fact that all consumers and firms are price-takers
– the economy is in “equilibrium” when the actions of all consumers and firms are consistent:

When demand equals supply in all markets (‘markets clear’).

Competitive equilibrium in the model

• In our model economy, there is only one price: w.

• Think of the economy as having only one market, on which labor time is exchanged for con-
sumption goods:

– consumer supplies labor
– firm demands labor

• A competitive equilibrium is achieved when, given the exogenous variables G, z, and K,
the real wage w is such that, at that wage, the quantity of labor the consumer wishes to supply
is equal to the quantity of labor the firm wishes to hire.

Endogenous and exogenous variables

• In the model the exogenous variables are:
G government spending
z total factor productivity
K the capital stock

• The endogenous variables are
C consumption Ns labor supply
Y aggregate output Nd labor demand
T taxes w market real wage
l leisure π profits
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Finding the competitive equilibrium
• Representative consumer optimizes given market prices:

Ul(C, l) = wUC(C, l) (14a)
C = wNs + π − T (14b)
Ns = h− l (14c)

• Representative firm optimizes given market prices.
w = zFNd(K,Nd) (14d)

• The labor market clears.
Ns = Nd (14e)

• The government budget constraint is satisfied:
G = T (14f)

Counting equations
• Notice that so far we have only 6 equations but there are 8 endogenous variables!

• To identify all the endogenous variables we need 2 more equations.

• They are just the following relationships:
Y = zF (K,Nd) (14g)
π = Y − wNd (14h)

Income-expenditure identity
• Starting with the consumer budget constraint (14b):

C = wNs + π − T

= wNs + π −G (balanced budget: (14f))
= wNs +

(
Y − wNd

)
−G (firm’s profits: (14h))

= Y + w
(
Ns −Nd

)
−G (factoring terms)

= Y −G (labor market clears: (14e))

• Then, we obtained the income-expenditure identity:

Y = C +G

Solving the system of equations
• To solve the model we

– substitute for w in (14a) using (14d).
– substitute (14g), (14e) and (14c) in the income-expenditure identity.

• Doing so we end up with a system of two equations in two endogeneous variables (C and l,
the only two goods in our model):

Ul(C, l) = UC(C, l) zF2(K,h− l)

C +G = zF (K,h− l)
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The competitive equilibrium
We have found the competitive equilibrium:

• Solve last system by substituting C from the second equation into the marginal utilities of the
first equation.

• Use C and the income-expenditure identity to get Y .

• Form l and (14c), we get Ns, which equals Nd because (14e).

• Knowing C and l we get the wage w using (14a).

• Knowing Nd and w we get profits π using (14h).

• We already knew that T = G.

3 The social planner
The social planner

Assume that instead of markets there is a social planner who:

• controls all resources in the economy.

• is benevolent: her objective is to make the representative consumer as well off as possible.

• does not have to deal with markets: she can simply order the representative firm to hire a
given quantity of labor and produce a given quantity of consumption goods.

• has the power to coerce the consumer into supplying the required amount of labor.

• takes G units of consumption goods for the government, and allocates the remainder to the
consumer.

The social planner’s problem

• The social planner’s problem is to choose C and l, given the technology for converting l into
C, to make the representative consumer as well off as possible.

• That is,
max
C,l

U(C, l) s.t. C = zF (K,h− l)−G

• The choices of the social planner tell us what, in the best possible circumstances, could be
achieved in our model economy.

The production (and consumption) possibilities frontier
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146 Part II A One-Period Model of the Macroeconomy

Figure 5.4 Pareto Optimality
The Pareto optimum is the point that a social planner would choose where the representative consumer is as well off as
possible given the technology for producing consumption goods using labor as an input. Here the Pareto optimum is B,
where an indifference curve is tangent to the PPF.
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budget constraint. The only difference is that the budget constraint of the consumer is
a straight line, while the PPF is bowed-out from the origin (i.e., it is concave).

From Figure 5.4, because the slope of the indifference curve is minus the marginal
rate of substitution, -MRSl,C, and the slope of the PPF is minus the marginal rate of
transformation, -MRTl,C, or minus the marginal product of labor, -MPN, the Pareto
optimum has the property that

MRSl,C = MRTl,C = MPN.

This is the same property that a competitive equilibrium has, or Equation (5-6).
Comparing Figures 5.3 and 5.4, we easily see that the Pareto optimum and the com-
petitive equilibrium are the same thing, because a competitive equilibrium is the point
where an indifference curve is tangent to the PPF in Figure 5.3, and the same is true of
the Pareto optimum in Figure 5.4. A key result of this chapter is that, for this model,
the competitive equilibrium is identical to the Pareto optimum.

There are two fundamental principles in economics that apply here, and these are
the following:

Solution to the problem

• Form the Lagrangian:
max
C,l

U(C, l) + λ [zF (K,h− l)−G− C]

• First-order conditions:

0 = UC − λ

0 = Ul − λzF2(K,h− l)

• Therefore, solution is characterized by:

Ul = UC zF2(K,h− l)

C +G = zF (K,h− l)

• The solution is identical to the competitive equilibrium we found earlier!

4 Optimality and welfare
Competitive equilibrium vs. economic efficiency

This connection is important for two reasons:

1. This illustrates how free markets can produce socially optimal outcomes.

2. It’s easier to analyze a social optimum than a competitive equilibrium in this model.
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Evaluating market outcomes

• An important part of economics is analyzing how markets act to arrange production and
consumption activities and asking how this arrangement compares with some ideal or efficient
arrangement.

• Typically, the efficiency criterion that economists use in evaluating market outcomes is Pareto
optimality.

Pareto optimality
A competitive equilibrium is Pareto optimal if there is no way to rearrange production or to

reallocate goods so that someone is made better off without making someone else worse off.

In our model, is the competitive equilibrium Pareto optimal?

• Easy to answer because there is only one representative consumer

• We can focus solely on how production is arranged to make the representative consumer as
well off as possible.

• To construct the Pareto optimum here, we introduced the fictitious social planner.

• We found that the allocations from the competitive equilibrium are identical to those by the
social planner.

• Therefore, the competitive equilibrium is Pareto optimal.

The welfare theorems

• The first fundamental theorem of welfare economics states that, under certain conditions, a
competitive equilibrium is Pareto optimal.

• The second fundamental theorem of welfare economics states that, under certain conditions, a
Pareto optimum is a competitive equilibrium.

The ‘invisible hand’

• The idea behind the first welfare theorem goes back at least as far as Adam Smith’s Wealth
of Nations.

• Smith argued that an unfettered market economy composed of self interested consumers and
firms could achieve an allocation of resources and goods that was socially efficient, in that an
unrestricted market economy would behave as if an “invisible hand” were guiding the actions
of individuals toward a state of affairs that was beneficial for all.

Sources of social inefficiencies

• What could cause a competitive equilibrium to fail to be Pareto optimal?

1. externalities
2. distorting tax
3. monopoly power

• Should governments intervene when there are inefficiencies?

– Sometimes the cost of government regulations, in terms of added waste, outweighs the
gains, in terms of correcting private market failures.
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5 Comparative statics
Equilibrium effects of an increase in government spending

152 Part II A One-Period Model of the Macroeconomy

Figure 5.6 Equilibrium Effects of an Increase in Government Spending
An increase in government spending shifts the PPF down by the amount of the increase in G. There are negative
income effects on consumption and leisure, so that both C and l fall, and employment rises, while output (equal to
C + G) increases.
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where ¢ denotes “the change in.” Thus, because ¢Y 7 0, we have ¢C 7 -¢G, so
that private consumption is crowded out by government purchases, but it is not com-
pletely crowded out as a result of the increase in output. In Figure 5.6, ¢G is the
distance AD, and ¢C is the distance AE. A larger government, reflected in increased
government spending, results in more output being produced, because there is a nega-
tive income effect on leisure and, therefore, a positive effect on labor supply. However,
a larger government reduces private consumption, through a negative income effect
produced by the higher taxes required to finance higher government spending. As the
representative consumer pays higher taxes, his or her disposable income falls, and in
equilibrium he or she spends less on consumption goods, and works harder to support
a larger government.

• An increase in G shifts the PPF down by
∆G.

• There are negative income effects on con-
sumption and leisure, so that both C and
l fall, and employment rises

• Output (equal to C +G) increases.

Equilibrium effects of an increase in total factor productivity
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Figure 5.9 Competitive Equilibrium Effects of an Increase in Total Factor Productivity
An increase in total factor productivity shifts the PPF from AB to AD. The competitive equilibrium changes from F to H as
a result. Output and consumption increase, the real wage increases, and leisure may rise or fall. Because employment is
N = h - l, employment may rise or fall.
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Figure 5.9 allows us to determine all the equilibrium effects of an increase in z.
Here, indifference curve I1 is tangent to the initial PPF at point F. After the shift in the
PPF, the economy is at a point such as H, where there is a tangency between the new
PPF and indifference curve I2. What must be the case is that consumption increases
in moving from F to H, in this case increasing from C1 to C2. Leisure, however, may
increase or decrease, and here we have shown the case where it remains the same at l1.
Because Y = C+G in equilibrium and because G remains constant and C increases, there
is an increase in aggregate output, and because N = h - l, employment is unchanged
(but employment could have increased or decreased). The equilibrium real wage is
minus the slope of the PPF at point H (i.e., w = MPN). When we separate the income
and substitution effects of the increase in z, in the next stage of our analysis, we show
that the real wage must increase in equilibrium. In Figure 5.9, the PPF clearly is steeper
at H than at F, so that the real wage is higher in equilibrium, but we show how this
must be true in general, even when the quantities of leisure and employment change.

To see why consumption has to increase and why the change in leisure is ambigu-
ous, we separate the shift in the PPF into an income effect and a substitution effect. In
Figure 5.10, PPF1 is the original PPF, and it shifts to PPF2 when z increases from z1 to

• An increase in z shifts the PPF from AB
to AD.

• The C.E. changes from F to H as a result.

• Y and C increase, w increases, and l may
rise or fall.

• Because employment is N = h − l, em-
ployment may rise or fall.

Income and substitution effects of an increase in z
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Figure 5.10 Income and Substitution Effects of an Increase in Total Factor Productivity
Here, the effects of an increase in total factor productivity are separated into substitution and income effects. The
increase in total factor productivity involves a shift from PPF1 to PPF2. The curve PPF3 is an artificial PPF, and it is PPF2
with the income effect of the increase in z taken out. The substitution effect is the movement from A to D, and the
income effect is the movement from D to B.
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z2. The initial equilibrium is at point A, and the final equilibrium is at point B after z
increases. The equation for PPF2 is given by

C = z2F(K, h - l) - G.

Now consider constructing an artificial PPF, called PPF3, which is obtained by shifting
PPF2 downward by a constant amount. That is, the equation for PPF3 is given by

C = z2F(K, h - l) - G - C0.

Here C0 is a constant that is large enough so that PPF3 is just tangent to the initial indif-
ference curve I1. What we are doing here is taking consumption (i.e., “income”) away
from the representative consumer to obtain the pure substitution effect of an increase
in z. In Figure 5.10 the substitution effect is then the movement from A to D, and the
income effect is the movement from D to B. Much the same as when we considered
income and substitution effects for a consumer facing an increase in his or her wage
rate, here the substitution effect is for consumption to increase and leisure to decrease,
so that hours worked increase. Also, the income effect is for both consumption and

• The increase in z involves a shift from
PPF1 to PPF2.

• The curve PPF3 is PPF2 with the income
effect of the increase in z taken out.

• The substitution effect is the movement
from A to D,

• The income effect is the movement from
D to B.
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CHAPTER XV:
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Model
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1 Introduction
Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) models

• DSGE models have become the fundamental tool in current macroeconomic analysis

• They are in common use in academia and in central banks.

• Useful to analyze how economic agents respond to changes in their environment, in a dynamic
general equilibrium micro-founded theoretical setting in which all endogenous variables are
determined simultaneously.

• Static models and partial equilibrium models have limited value to study how the economy
responds to a particular shock.

DSGE: microfoundations + rational expectations

• Modern macro analysis is increasingly concerned with the construction, calibration and/or
estimation, and simulation of DSGE models.

• DSGE models start from micro-foundations, taking special consideration of the rational ex-
pectation forward-looking economic behavior of agents.

2 Households
General assumptions about consumers

• There is a representative agent.

• Who is an optimizer: she maximizes a given objective function.

• She lives forever: infinite horizon

• Her happiness depends on consumption C and leisure O.

• The maximization of her objective function is subject to a resource restriction: the budget
constraint.

Instant utility

• The instant utility function is
u(C,O)

• She prefers more consumption and more leisure to less:

uC > 0 uO > 0

• Higher consumption (and leisure) implies greater utility but at a decreasing rate:

uCC < 0 uOO < 0
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Expected utility function

• The consumer’s happiness depends on the entire path of consumption and leisure that she
expects to enjoy:

U(C0, C1, . . . , C∞, O0, O1, . . . , O∞)

• She’s impatient: she discounts future utility by β.

• Her utility is time separable.

• Therefore, her expected utility is

E0

∞∑
t=0

βtu(Ct, Ot)

Resource ownership

• To define a budget constraint we must introduce property rights.

• Here,we assume that the consumer is the owner of production factors: capital K and L labor.

• L comes from the available endowment of time, which we normalize to 1. Because time cannot
be accumulated, labor decisions will be static.

• K is accumulated through investment, which in turn depends on savings.

• Consumer also owns the firm.

The budget constraint

• Household income comes from renting both productive factors to the production sector, at
given rental prices.

• Household can do two things with these earnings: expend it in consumption or save it.

• Then, the budget constraint is

Pt (Ct + St) ≤WtLt +RtKt +Πt

where

Pt = price of consumption good St = savings
Rt = user cost of capital Wt = wage
Πt = firm’s profits (= dividends)

• Since there is no money, we normalize Pt = 1 ∀t.

Resource constraints

• Since time is spent either working or in leisure:

Ot + Lt = 1 ∀t

• Given this constraint, in what follows we write the instant utility function as:

u(C, 1− L)

• Because capital deteriorates over time, its accumulation is subject to depreciation rate δ:

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt + It
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The financial sector

• To keep things simple, we assume that there is a competitive sector that transforms savings
directly into investment without any cost.

• Thus
St = It

• Combining this assumption with the budget constraint and the capital accumulation equation,
the consumer is constraint by

Ct ≤WtLt +RtKt +Πt − St

≤WtLt +RtKt +Πt − It

≤WtLt +RtKt +Πt + (1− δ)Kt −Kt+1

≤WtLt +Πt + (1 +Rt − δ)Kt −Kt+1

The consumer problem
The consumer problem is to maximize her lifetime utility

E0

∞∑
t=0

βtu(Ct, 1− Lt)

subject to the budget constraint2

Ct =WtLt +Πt + (1 +Rt − δ)Kt −Kt+1 ∀t = 0, 1, . . .

where K0 is predetermined.

The consumer problem: dynamic programming

• The consumer problem is recursive, so we can represent it by a Bellman equation.

• Current capital is the state variable, next capital and labor are the policy variables.

• Then we write
V (K) = max

K′,L
{u(C, 1− L) + β EV (K ′)}

subject to the budget constraint

C =WL+Π+ (1 +R− δ)K −K ′

The consumer problem: solution

• The FOCs are:

uO =WuC (wrt labor)
uC = β EV ′(K ′) (wrt capital)

• The envelope condition is
V ′(K) = (1 +R− δ)uC

• Therefore, the Euler equation is

uC = β E [(1 +R′ − δ)uC′ ]

2We impose equality because uC > 0.
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Consumer optimization: In summary

• For the numerical solution of the model, we assume that

u (Ct, 1− Lt) = γ lnCt + (1− γ) ln(1− Lt)

• Therefore, the solution of the consumer problem requires

1 = β E
[
(1 +Rt+1 − δ)

Ct

Ct+1

]
Ct =

γ

1− γ
W (1− Lt)

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt + It

3 Firms
The firms

• Firms produce goods and services the households will consume of save.

• To do this, they transform capital K and labor L into final output.

• They rent these factors from households.

Production function

• Technology is described by the aggregate production function

Yt = AtF (Kt, Lt)

where Yt is aggregate output and At is total factor productivity (TFP).

• Production increases with inputs…

FK > 0 FL > 0

• …but marginal productivity of each factor is decreasing :

FKK < 0 FLL < 0

We assume that

• Production has constant returns to scale:

AtF (λKt, λLt) = λYt

• Both factors are indispensable for production

AtF (0, Lt) = 0 AtF (Kt, 0) = 0

• Production satisfies the Inada conditions

lim
K→0

FK = ∞ lim
L→0

FL = ∞

lim
K→∞

FK = 0 lim
L→∞

FL = 0
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The firm’s problem: static optimization

• Firms maximize profits, subject to the technological constraint.

max
Kt,Lt

Πt = Yt −WtLt −RtKt

s.t. Yt = AtF (Kt, Lt)

or simply
max
Kt,Lt

AtF (Kt, Lt)−WtLt −RtKt

The firm’s problem: solution

• The FOCs are:

Wt = AtFL (Kt, Lt) (wrt labor)
Rt = AtFK (Kt, Lt) (wrt capital)

that is, the relative price of productive factors equals their marginal productivity.

Side note: Euler’s theorem Let f(x) be a C1 homogeneous function of degree k on Rn
+.

Then, for all x,
x1

∂f

∂x1
(x) + x2

∂f

∂x2
(x) + · · ·+ xn

∂f

∂xn
(x) = kf(x)

The firm’s profits

• Since F is homogeneous of degree one (constant returns to scale), Euler’s theorem implies

[AtFK (Kt, Lt)]Kt + [AtFL (Kt, Lt)]Lt = Yt

• Substitute FOCs from firms problem:

RtKt +WtLt = Yt

• and therefore optimal profits will equal zero:

Πt = Yt −RtKt −WtLt = 0

The total factor productivity

• The TFP At follows a first-order autoregressive process:

lnAt = (1− ρ) ln Ā+ ρ lnAt−1 + ϵt

where the productivity shock ϵt is a Gaussian white noise process:

ϵt ∼ N(0, σ2)

• This assumption led to the birth of the Real Business Cycle (RBC) literature.
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• The TFP process can also be written

lnAt − ln Ā = ρ
(
lnAt−1 − ln Ā

)
+ ϵt

• In equilibrium, At = Ā.

• Productivity shocks cause persistent deviations in productivity from its equilibrium value:

∂
(
lnAt+s − ln Ā

)
∂ϵt

= ρs−1 > 0

as long as ρ > 0.

• Although persistent, the effect of a shock is not permanent

lim
s→∞

∂
(
lnAt+s − ln Ā

)
∂ϵt

= ρs−1 = 0

Firm optimization: In summary

• For the numerical solution of the model, we assume that

AtF (Kt, Lt) = AtK
α
t L

1−α
t and Ā = 1

• Therefore, the solution of the firm problem requires

Wt = (1− α)At

(
Kt

Lt

)α

= (1− α)
Yt
Lt

Rt = αAt

(
Lt

Kt

)1−α

= α
Yt
Kt

Yt = AtK
α
t L

1−α
t

lnAt = ρ lnAt−1 + ϵt

4 The competitive equilibrium
Putting the agents together

• The equilibrium of this models depends on the interaction of consumers and firms.

• Households decide how much to consume Ct, to invest (save) It = St, and to work Lt, with
the objective of maximizing their happiness, taking as given the prices of inputs.

• Firms decide how much to produce Yt, by hiring capital Kt and labor Lt, given the prices of
production factors.

• Since both agents take all prices as given, this is a competitive equilibrium.
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The competitive equilibrium
The competitive equilibrium for this economy consists of

1. A pricing system for W and R

2. A set of values assigned to Y , C, I, L and K.

such that

1. given prices, the consumer optimization problem is satisfied;

2. given prices, the firm maximizes its profits; and

3. all markets clear at those prices.

The competitive equilibrium for this economy consists of prices Wt and Rt, and quantities At, Yt, Ct,
It, Lt and Kt+1 such that:

1 = β E
[
(1 +Rt+1 − δ)

Ct

Ct+1

]
Ct =

γ

1− γ
W (1− Lt)

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt + It

Wt = (1− α)
Yt

Lt

Rt = α
Yt

Kt

Yt = AtK
α
t L

1−α
t

lnAt = ρ lnAt−1 + ϵt

Yt = Ct + It

• First 3 equations characterize solution of consumer problem
• Next 3 equations characterize solution of firm problem
• Next equation governs dynamic of TFP
• Last equation implies equilibrium in goods markets
• Equilibrium in factor markets is implicit: we use same K, L in consumer and firm problems
• Later, we use these 8 equations in IRIS to solve and simulate the model.

Welfare theorems
If there are no distortions such as (distortionary) taxes or externalities, then

1st Welfare Theorem The competitive equilibrium characterized in last slide is Pareto optimal

2nd Welfare Theorem For any Pareto optimum a price system Wt, Rt exists which makes it a
competitive equilibrium
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5 The central planning equilibrium
The central planner

• An alternative setting to a competitive market environment is to consider a centrally planned
economy

• The central planner makes all decisions in the economy.

• Objective: the joint maximization of social welfare

• Prices have no role in this setting.

The central planner problem
The central planner problem is to maximize social welfare

E0

∞∑
t=0

βtu(Ct, 1− Lt)

subject to the constraints ∀t = 0, 1, . . .

Ct + It = Yt (resource constraint)
Yt = AtF (Kt, Lt) (technology constraint)

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt + It (capital accumulation)

where K0 is predetermined. The three constraints can be combined into

Ct +Kt+1 = AtF (Kt, Lt) + (1− δ)Kt

The central planner problem: dynamic programming

• The central planner problem is recursive too, so we can represent it by a Bellman equation.

• “Current capital” is the state variable, “next capital” and “labor” are the policy variables.

• Then we write
V (K) = max

K′,L
{u(C, 1− L) + β EV (K ′)}

subject to the constraint
C = AF (K,L) + (1− δ)K −K ′

The central planner problem: solution

• The FOCs are:

uO = uCAFL(K,L) (wrt labor)
uC = β EV ′(K ′) (wrt capital)

• The envelope condition is
V ′(K) = [AFK(K,L) + 1− δ]uC

• Therefore, the Euler equation is

uC = β E {[AFK′(K ′, L′) + 1− δ]uC′}
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Central planner optimization: In summary

• For the numerical solution of the model, we assume again that

u (Ct, 1− Lt) = γ lnCt + (1− γ) ln(1− Lt)

F (Kt, Lt) = Kα
t L

1−α
t

• Therefore, the solution of the central planner problem requires

1 = β E
[(
α
Yt+1

Kt+1
+ 1− δ

)
Ct

Ct+1

]
Ct =

γ

1− γ
(1− α)

Yt
Lt

(1− Lt)

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt + It

The central planning equilibrium
The central planning equilibrium for this economy consists quantities At, Yt, Ct, It, Lt and Kt+1 such

that:

1 = β E
[(

α
Yt+1

Kt+1
+ 1− δ

)
Ct

Ct+1

]
Ct

1− Lt
=

γ

1− γ
(1− α)

Yt

Lt

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt + It

Yt = AtK
α
t L

1−α
t

lnAt = ρ lnAt−1 + ϵt

Yt = Ct + It

• These equations characterize solution of the social planner problem
• There are no market equilibrium conditions, because there are no markets
• There are no prices
• Last equation is a feasibility constraint

Central planner vs. competitive market equilibria

• The solution under a centrally planned economy is exactly the same as under a competitive
market.

• This is because there are no distortions in our model that alters the agents’ decisions regarding
the efficient outcome.

• Only difference: In central planner setting there are no markets for production factors, and
therefore no price for factors either.
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6 The steady state
The steady state

• The steady state refers to a situation in which, in the absence of random shocks, the variables
are constant from period to period.

• Since there is no growth in our model, it is stationary, and therefore it has a steady state.

• We can think of the stead state as the long term equilibrium of the model.

• To calculate the steady state, we set all shocks to zero and drop time indices in all variables.

Computing the steady state for the competitive equilibrium
In this case, the steady state consists of prices W̄ and R̄, and quantities Ā, Ȳ , C̄, Ī, L̄ and K̄

such that:

1 = β(1 + R̄− δ) C̄ =
γ

1− γ
W̄ (1− L̄)

Ī = δK̄ W̄ = (1− α)
Ȳ

L̄

R̄ = α
Ȳ

K̄
Ȳ = ĀK̄αL̄1−α

Ā = 1 Ȳ = C̄ + Ī

7 IRIS
IRIS

• IRIS is a free, open-source toolbox for macroeconomic modeling and forecasting in Matlab®,
developed by the IRIS Solutions Team since 2001.

• In a user-friendly command-oriented environment, IRIS integrates core modeling functions
(flexible model file language, tools for simulation, estimation, forecasting and model diagnos-
tics) with supporting infrastructure (time series analysis, data management, or reporting).

• It can be downloaded from Github.

Solving the model with IRIS

• To solve the model, one creates two files

.model Here we describe the model: declare its variables, parameters, and equations

.m this is a regular MATLAB file. Here we load the model, solve it, and analyze it.

• The code presented here is based on Torres (2015, pp.51-52), which was written to be used
with DYNARE instead of IRIS.
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The .model file: Define variables

• The .model file is a text file, where we declare (usually) four sections:

– !transition_variables
– !transition_shocks
– !parameters
– !transition_equations

• Although not required, using 'labels' greatly improves readability.

! transition_variables
’Income ’ Y
’Consumption ’ C
’Investment ’ I
’Capital ’ K
’Labour ’ L
’Wage’ W
’Real interest rate ’ R
’Productivity ’ A

! transition_shocks
’Productivity shock ’ e

Model calibration
For the model to be completely computationally operational, a value must be assigned to the

parameters.

Parameter Definition Value

α Marginal product of capital 0.35
β Discount factor 0.97
γ Preference parameter 0.40
δ Depreciation rate 0.06
ρ TFP autoregressive parameter 0.95
σ TFP standard deviation 0.01

The .model file: Define and calibrate parameters
! parameters
’Income share of capital ’ alpha = 0.35
’Discount factor ’ beta = 0.97
’Preferences parameter ’ gamma = 0.40
’Depreciation rate ’ delta = 0.06
’Autorregresive parameter ’ rho = 0.95

• In the !parameters section, we declare all parameters (so we can use them later in the equa-
tions)

• Optionally, we can calibrate them here, (otherwise we do it in the .m file)

The .model file: Specify the model equations
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! transition_equations
’Consumption vs . le i sure choice ’
C = (gamma/(1−gamma))*(1−L)*(1−alpha)*Y/L;
’Euler equation ’
1 = beta * ((C/C{+1}) * (R{+1} + (1−delta ) ) ) ;
’Production function ’
Y = A*(K{−1}^alpha) * (L^(1−alpha) ) ;
’Capital accumulation ’
K = I + (1 − delta ) * K{−1};
’ Investment equals savings ’
I = Y − C;
’Labor demand’
W= (1−alpha) * A * (K{−1} / L)^alpha ;
’Capital demand’
R = alpha * A * (L / K{−1})^(1−alpha) ;
’Productivity AR(1) process ’
log (A) = rho * log (A{−1}) + e ;

• Equations are separated by semicolon
• Lags are indicated by {-n}, leads by {+n}
• Equations are easier to identify with 'labels'

The .m file: Working with the model

• The .m file is a Matlab file, where we work with the model

• To work with IRIS, we need to add it to the path using addpath

• It is recommended to start with a clean session

• We read the model using model

clear a l l
close a l l
c lc
addpath C:\IRIS
ir isstartup ()

%%READMODEL FILE
m = model( ’ torres−chapter2 .model ’ ) ;

The .m file: Finding the steady state
• IRIS uses the sstate command to look for the steady state
• To use it, we have to guess initial values, which we assign to the model, starting with the initial

parameters in get(m,'params')

%% INITIAL VALUES
P = get (m, ’params ’ ) ;
P.Y = 1;
P.C = 0.8;
P.L = 0.3;
P.K = 3.5;
P. I = 0.2;
P.W= (1−P. alpha)*P.Y/P.L;
P.R = P. alpha * P.Y/P.K;
P.A = 1;

%%STEADY STATE
m = assign (m, P) ;
m = sstate (m, ’ blocks=’ , true ) ;
chksstate (m)
get (m, ’ sstate ’ )
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Steady states: results
We find that the steady state is given by

Variable Definition Value Ratio to Ȳ

Ȳ Output 0.7447 1.000
C̄ Consumption 0.5727 0.769
Ī Investment 0.1720 0.231
K̄ Capital 2.8665 3.849
L̄ Labor 0.3604 -
R̄ Capital rental price 0.0909 -
W̄ Real Wage 1.3431 -
Ā TFP 1.0000 -

The .m file: Solving and simulating the model
• IRIS uses the solve and simulate commands to get the solution and run simulations of the model.
• Here, we simulate the impact of an unanticipated 10% increase in total factor productivity:

lnAt = 0.95 lnAt−1 + ϵt

• Notice how persistent the shock is.

%% SOLUTION
m = solve (m) ;

%% SIMULATE PRODUCTIVITY SHOCK
tt = −10:50; %time range
tshock=0; % shock date
d = sstatedb(m, tt ) ;
d. e(0) = 0.10;
s = simulate (m, d, tt , ’Anticipate=’ , fa l se ) ;
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